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BOY SCOUTS
LOSE BAG

AND

CHIEF OF

THEY WERE GIVEN STIFF WARN
IXG BY MR. ( ORNEIL
K LASSEN

One foundation stone of a
young man’s success b learning
bow to do business with and

in

o

OHAWA

IS

YOUR

HOLLAND INDEPEN-

CLOCK AHEAD

DENTS GET READY

SATURDAY NIGHT

FOR OPENING

GAME

NOW IN HOME OF FEEBLE- HOLLAND GOES ON DAYLIGHT ARE TO PLAY “HALE’S CLOWNS
MINDED TAKEN BY MR. AND
SAVINGS TIME AT MIDOF GRAND RAPIDS ONMRS. KAMFEHBEEK
NIGHT
MAY OTII

The common council of the city of
Holland set midnight Saturday, April
Local fanu are anxiously waiting
characters for the past year, depart- 11 as the time to move the clock one the opening of the baseball season on
ed from there and visitorsto the hour ahead and on Sunday morning May 9, when the Independentsmeet
business section will mk« the sight of Holland will again And Itself on a the Hale's Clowns of Grand Rapids, a
the brass-buttoned, badge covered daylight savings time schedule.
newly org mixed team composed of
The city fathers gave citizensam- the best ncml-pro players available.
camped near Lakewood Farm. The and ovoralled ofllcer patrollingthe
ple time to put In a protestasking for The team Is to tour Michigan, Illinois,
boys njtched their tents on the newly streets.
"Chief" Fay Taylor, the character a straw vote In the matter on elec- and Indiana and Judging from the line
acquired Arendshorat property, commonly known as the Baker and BoOne In question, left In compagy with tion day, however no protest was up the team Is sure to make a big hit.
woods south of Lakewood. They had Sheriff and Mrs. Kamferbeek and F. forthcoming,therefore the aldermen The Hale's Clowns not only bear the
name of clowns, but come all dressed
piled their napsacks and other scout Van Etta, who took him to the home no doubt consider it unanimous.
It Is doubtful If a vote would have up In clown suits, faces painted, end
paraphernaliaon the grounds near for the feeble-mindedat Lapeer. He
where they had built a Are. and then was committed there over a year ago changed mutters much for the reason the member* of the team are decorstarted to hike along the beach for but the Lapeer state home was pretty that Holland Is pretty well "sold" on ated funny enough to furnish a real
an hour or two.
well crowded and the "Chief" was the daylight Idea and another straw laugh.
Cornell Klassen at the time had a kept in Grand Haven until he could vote would have meant victory once
Beginning next week the locals begang of men working cutting under- be accommodated. The man was more for what was some years ago a gin putting In several weeks of real
brush. preparing this strip of land for taken to the county seat from Coop- war time measure.
training, and should he In flrst class
platting, when they saw a cloud of
Daylightsaving time Is practically condition by the time the opening
ersville last summer.
smoke coming up from the hillrfde. Since the "Chief" 'had committed a unanimous thing In shops and fac- date rolls rn ind. Several pre-opening
Weeds long grass, and dry undertories. The employees like It. for It
brush was already ablaze, and the no crime, he was allowed compara- gives them a long evening to work In games will be staged with local factory and amateur teams In order that
working men with shovels and qpnd tive freedom until his case was disput out the Are Just as some of the posed of and always proved a gentle the garden, to Ash, to picnic, or to at- the boys may get a taste of a real contest.
prisoner and willing worker. Last tend twlllgut haehall games
woods began to burn.
The Independontawill undoubtedly
When the work was practically summer, no one raked more leaves The postofllce force, however.Is not
finished the boy returned to (snip from the court house lawn than the quite so fortunate, for government present the rame lineup as heretofore
time and railroad time does not unless some aspiring factory league
to And all their belongingburned to- "Chief."
“Chief" Taylor labored under the change to (onform with the new Idea. star begins to shine enough to replace
gether with the food they had taken
along. They naturally were chagrin- belief that ho was a police ofllcer and But the local office has In a measure the old timers. With Fred De Young
ed to And that the flames had de- In order to satisfy this, he made a adjusted itself to local conditions as signed up, and Vande Bunte and Doo
stroyed all their possessions,but In practice of gatheringall the medals far a« time goes.
Vander Veil anxious to land part of
spite of all this, Mr. Klassen made he could get, uniform caps and broad
Anyway Holland Is practicallycom- the- pitching Job, this end will be well
them listen to a lecture on Are pi
leather belli. He was quite a smoker pelled to go on a daylight savings time taken care of. Walts, Batema Japvention, telling them never to leave and a fond lover of Ice cream cones schedule whether It wanted to or not. plnga and Ashley will he a stonewall
i Are burning when breaking up and often the oflkers would advance Grand Rapids. Zeeland, Grand Haven, Infield, while G. Batema, Hoover and
camp or leaving camp. Also to build him some rroney to procure his fav- Muskegon and other towns in the Woldring will share all the Ales In the
Ares away from combustiblemater- orite smokes or eats.
nelglTborhoodchange time Haturday outer garden. Spriggs as usual, will
ial. and also to see that every bit of
Striding down Washington street nlght, and If Holland stayed out of he behind the plate.
Are was extinguishedby sand or
The fence peckers will however be
with a long, quick step "Chief" Tay- the arrangement.It would consewater.
quently And Itself In a hopeless mixup disappointed this year, for $60 feet of
lor drew much attention from vlsltn
to that city. He was always decked In adjusting their time In comformlty canvas displaying the ads of several
BABY CHICK MEN RECEIVE
out like a Peruvian general and en- with the clocks In the neighboring of the local merchants and manufacANOTHER BUMP joyed gold braid to an abnormal ex- towns.
turers, will over the right field fence.
tent. At one time he sported a cap All church services Sunday will begin This plan has been suggested many
Aside from having to meet stren- pistol and holster and amused listen- on the ne.v schedule,on the same times, but until this time nothing
uous competitionfrom out-of-state ers heard hie thrilling tales of adven- time of course according to the clock. had been done. This year however
hatcheries where state aid Is given In
the plan will actually be carried out.
the way of certlflcatlon
and accredit- ture on the western plalnes before he
Season tickets guaranteeing tl
entered the police service.
ing of stock, the Zeeland and Holgames for $10 will he put on sale
land hatcherswere this week requirwithin a few weeks as a goodly numed to carry an added burden through NEW PASTOR OF 7TII REPD
ber have already asked for such a
a poet ofllce ruling that every shipCHURCH TO ARRIVE MAY 1ST.
pass.
ment of baby chicks must pay an adThe American Legion has requested
ditionalhandling charge of 25c. While
Rev. Paul Van Eerden pastor of the
that they he given a chance to reiae
it Is true the baby chick Is a very Third Reformed church of Grand
enough money to wipe out the grandperishable article and must be Rapids who has accepted a call from
stand debt, and intend to put on A
handled expeditiously,the added ex- the new Seventh Reformed church
pense will materially tend to preclude of Holland will preach his farewell
boxing show for this purpose, the prothe success of the local hatcher. The sermon on April 26.
ceeds to go toward the payment of the
FROG
SURE
SIGN
OF
SPRING:
ruling received by Postmaster Claver
The church to which Rev. Van
debt. With such encouragingefforts
TONS
OF
FISH
KILLED,
PERCH
reads thus:
Eerden will go Is a new congregation.
and co-operation,It will be possibleto
GAME
FISH
SOON
"The law with respect to theioew A new edifice Is now being built on
bring the best ball teams to Holland,
postage rates, which goes IhVo Effect West Hth strefd near Pine ave. which
and local funs can feel assured that
on April 15, 1925, provides that par- will be completed within two months. P bee Mint arc Quake ITcdk-tcrs; Many they will i*e some real baseball this
cels post of fourth class matter shall All Its services will be conducted In
Qualls were Starved Tills Winter
season.
on payment of 26 cent* postage, re- the Holland language.The Grand
Games have already been scheduled
ceive the same expeditious handling Rapids pastor will take up his work
Below will be found some interest- with Benton Harbor for Decoration
transportation and delivery accorded here the first Sunday In May.
to mail matter of the flrst class; such
Rev. Van Eerden came to Grand ing Items us these relate to Michigan Day, and three games with the Ilhnols Giants early In June. Other
parcels to be Indorsed Special Han- Rapids two years and eight months game and fish;
It's time to listen for the flrst croak games equally gopd are also helng
dling.
ago from Iowa and since his coming
"This 25 cent special handling post- the church has grown. Many Im- of the mArsh frog and don't forget lined up fast.
age charge is required on ail parcels provements have been made to the that real spring doesn't begin until
these amphibians freeze up and thaw
containingday-old chicks mailed on property.
out at least -three times, as the old
or after April 15, 1925, which, bemarsh lore goes.
cause of their character, must be giv• - • •
en special attention In handling,
Conservation department officials
transportation and deliver)-accorded
IS
to mall matter of the flrst class."
are making the prediction that within
a few years perch will tie put on the
Zeeland Record.
game fish list, due to the great Inroads made on perch fishingby local
and foreign anglers. In this connection there will then lie no convmerclal HAMILTON FOLKS ALL PREPAR-

Moke An Early Start

.

SET

TAKEN AWAY

What might have been a desperate
battle with flames and also proved
destructive,and unusually dlsasterous
was a fire which occurred a few days
ago because of the neglect of ten Roy
Scouts who during their vacation

a

NUMBER FOURTEEN

MAKE BELIEVE

BAGGAGI

gaining the confidence of

1925

strong

We

ore personalty interested
ambitious lads and invite them
system ticaUy save with us-

One of Grand Haven’s strange

>

SA

VINOS

HoDand City State Bank
Friendly, Helpful Service, Always

«

The Bank With the Clock on the Corner

NEWSWORTH

KNOWING ABOUT
GAME AND FISH

RABBlf RIVER

PROGRAMFOR

—

A

BAND CONCERT

hollandSTpic-

SUCKER RIVER

NOW COMPLETE

ED FOR THE SPRING RUN

netting of perch.

TURE

IN FILM

AT

THERE ARE MANY EXTRA FEATURES BESIDES THE BAND

NUMBERS

COLONIAL THEATRE

“Say It With Flowers”
BY WIRE

All is set for the American Legion

“SO

BIG” HAS DUTCH SETTLE- Band concert to be given at Carnegie
gymnasium tomorrow night. There
MENT NEAR CHICAGO AS
will be several numbers given by
BLACKGROUND FOR
talented artists besides the regular
STORY

Delight near and far-away friends with an
“Easter Greeting” of FLOWERS.

What

a joyful surprise

it

band numbers.
The complete program together

The Colonial Theater will put on a with the membership of the band Is
wonderful feature Friday and Satur- given below:
day, It being an adaptationfrom
Part I
Edna Ferber's “best seller,” In which (a) — Columbia Yacht Club — March,
Colleen Moore one of the most versaH. A. Vander Cook; (b) — Bridal
tile young stars features together with
Rose — Overture — C LaVallee,American Legion Band.
an unusually strong cast.
Hawaiian Sextet — Selected.Jean
What will Interest Holland espe-

will be to distant

loved ones, the lonely, the sick, or the folks
back home to receive FLOWERS and a greeting from you on EASTER DAY !

2

—

M.

Kuyper.
Barkema. Harriet
Heneveld. Ruth Marcotte, Ruth
old Dutch settlersIn this country.
Hyma. Martha Barkema.
In "So Big" Miss Moore Is declared
3
Novelty Sketches
Comedians
to
have
done
her
best
screen
work.
will deliver your
GIFTS” and greetBaseball — Marriage Market and
The story, lased on life In the old
Hypnotic Scene.
ing at the time you specify, to any part of the
Dutch settlement near Chicago In the
Impersonations — Weber and Fields
latter part ot the past century, gets
United States or Canada through our
Famous Dutch Comedians— Hehuher away from the frivolous flapper
maker Brothers.
roles with which she has been associ- 4
Morning. Noon. Night In Vienna
ated. It presents her as the wife
Overture — Henry Fillmore, Amerof a stalld Duech farmer, tolling
ican I<egion Band.
amidst the cabbages and radishes of
Part II
a truck garden.
Marimba phone Soloist — Selected
A baby eon Is all that makes her Mr. Nick Woltjer.
life worth while and, as she tolls she 6
American Legion Band Quartet
Selected.
visualizesthe time when he will be238 River Ave.
Phone 5554
come "so-o-o big" In this world of af- " — The Stars and Stripes Forever
March — John Philip Sousa. Amerfairs.
ican Legion Band.
It Is a surprising role for young
Miss Moore and It grows more sur- R — Star SpangleA Banner — American
Legion Band.
prising as, with the passage of years
Members American Legion Band
she Is seen slowly transformingInto a
middle-aged woman. Nothing could John Van Vyven. director.
| overseers of highways and Adolph
Cornets— Bert Brandt. Henry Oostbe so remote from the gay and giddy
(Cross. Laura Cameron, Russell Shires
Ing, B. Kammeraad, Harold Beernlnk.
ffapper of yore.
iand Joseph Van Cura, constables.
John Perkoakl. Bertal Slagh, Bert
The story permits the mother to all Jacobs. Joe Kramer.
Additional results of the Spring
but
realize
her
life’s
ambition.
Her
IN
Lake elecUon gave the election of the
Clarinets — H. Van Meurers, Nick
I followingtownship ticket;
M. baby, now a man, stands at the por- Van Dyk, Henry Wilson. Henry Welltals
of
fame
as
an
architect.
But
as
Cline supervisor;
D. Spencer,
er, John Rozeboom,Lester Kramer,
clerk; Harry Bolthouse, treasurer; he does so, a woman enters his life— Raymond Knooihulzen,George Van
William A. Bilz, Justice of the peace; a married woman of wealth who Dyke.
Martin Start, overseer of highway, drag him Into disgraceand failure
Btlrttones — Horace Dekker. C. O.
MONDAY'S ELECTION RETURNS Otto De Witt, board of review;- Sam through
Watkins. L. Costing.Earl Werklng.
an elopement.
ARE NOW ALL IN COUNTY
Rymer. Ben Rosema. Nick Ritsema It Is then Miss Moore, rushing to Tony Scharf.
CLERK'S HANDS
and Walter McHugh, constables.
Flute and Piccolo — Don Zwemer.
the rescue ot her baby-man, facing
The supervisors elected from his would-be despoiler and Anally Trombones
Herbert Stanaway,
Township electionsin nearby town- townships who have made returns to dragging him back to the pathway of Martin Languis. Maurice Schepers,
ships on Monday returned the follow- date, are as follows:
her ambitions,reaches the pinnacle Harold Cook. Osoar Meeng.
Saxophones — Herman C Cook, John
ing resultsinto the county deck's ofAllendale, Roelf Dragt; Blendon,R. of emotional heights. Pre-viewcritics
fice today. In Crockery township L. Johnson; Chester, James ChltUck; of the Aim say nothing like it has Van Putten, Gerald Bolhuis, Robert
Evans.
Fred Gordon was elected supervisor; Georgetown, T. B. Curtiss; Grand ever been screened.
Basses— Neal WIersema, R. BeerSolon S. Pull, clerk; John Post, treas- Haven township,George Mairbauser;
First National has relieved the nink.
urer; John Klintworth, highway com- Crockery. Fred Gordon; Polkton.
tenseness of the drama with a world
Drums — Elmer Eastman, James
missioner: Edward Brown. JusUce of Chester Richards; Olive, Philip Vinthe peace; Thomas Pryer, board of keraulder; Robinson, Fred Graham; of good comedy, based upon the rural Faasen.
antics
of
the
Dutch
fanners.
A
notaAltos — Henry Mulder, A. Klaasen.
review and RiichardGordon. Earl Park. George Heneveld; Holland
Executive Board of Band — Pres.,
Baldus, William Easterly and William township, John Y. Hulzenga; Zeeland ble supporting cast, Including Wallace
Beery.
Phyllis
Haver,
Ford
Sterling,
H. Cook; Vlce-Pres., M. Languis;
Bald us, William Easterly and William city, Jacob Elenbaas and Henry
John
Bowers.
Ben
Lyon,
Dot
Farley
Treas.,C* Van Lente; Libr. B. Jacobs;
Ernest, constables.
Roek; Zeeland township, Gradus LubIn Robinson township Fred Gra- bers; Wright, Charles Goodenow; and others, was given the picture to Sec'y and Manager, R. Knnolhuizen.
Turn to page three of this Issue
ham was elected supervisor; Barnard Tallmadge,George Root; Jamestown. attain this.
"So Big* was directed by Charles and find out how you can get $14.00
Berghorst, clerk; Daniel- Baklus, Gerrlt Yntema; Spring Lake. David
treasurer; Leon Ralya, highway com- M. Cline; Port Sheldon, Abraham Brabin, under personal supervision of In groceries and dishes Free.
missioner; W. B. Nichols, justice of Anys. Grand Haven
Her- Earl Hudson.
the peace; A. J. Knight, board of re- bert H. Hillman, John Van Anrooy
“So Big” has just finished running Mrs. E. J. Haines and son Robert
view; William Wetxler, Emil Bethke, and one member to be appointed by In the Holland Sentinel as
serial left Thursday for a visit in New York
William Barlow and Frank Smith, the council.
' state.
I
cially Is the fact that It deals with the

Simply give us the name, address, message and the amount you wish to spend. We
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—

TELEGRAPH DELIVERY SERVICE
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Ebelink’s Flower Shop

•

—

—

BUT FEW CHANGES
CO.

I

SUPERVISORS

W.

D.

—

cuy.

story.

a
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Quail and pheasant wintered very

Rabbit River that flows thru the
birds village of Hamilton and connect*up
starved to death because the deep with the Kalamazoo. 1* one of the
now covered their food. Many others, best streams In Mlchglan for aucker
were killed by foxers.
matching and the Hamiltonian*are all
•
prepared for this otherwise despised
The pheasant is the best earth- flsh. l>eft nets are to he seen along
quake predlcterknown, the bird the entire bank of Rabbit river In the
crowing before or during every slight village and some fine haul* are reshock, accordingto a Japanese writ- ported. The sucker Is not auch a diser.
plsed flsh after all according to Albert
•
Stoll Jr. prominent game and Ash
Pollution of the 8t. Joseph River In scribe. Mr. Stoll says this 1* aucker
the vicinityof Niles Is taking Its toll time; that season of the year when
of fish life from this stream. Special this round-mouthed boy taste* a*
Investigators under the direction of good to the rurallte &a the brook
the Department of Conservationhave trout doe* to the epicure. A sucker
as yet been unable to determine the taken from good, clear, cold water
source of this menace or the chemi- now Is about the heat bit of Ash flesh
cal substance that is causing the trou- the month of March afford*. In those
ble. The deputy game warden in that counties which have not banned the
district Is authority for the statement spear, suckers can be taken by this
that dead fish by the truckloadhave method during March end April.
poorly In

Emmet

county.

•

•

•

•

Many

been hauled from the shores of this
stream in the neighborhood of Berrien Springs and Buchanan since the
pollution

was

first discovered.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Woman's Literary Club will
hold a one-day Rummage sale at the
club house on Saturday, April 18,

M.

2tc4-ll
Forty-eight American mergansers from 8:30 until 6 P.
were killed on trout streams ntar
Rose City by Game Warden R. J.
Turn to page three of this Issue
Martin, of Presscoitt. A number of and find out howr you can get $14.00
the ducks weer opened and found to In groceries and dishes Free.
contain from one to six trout of an
average length of about two inches.

—

OTTAWA

GOOD

It was in the fall of 18&6 that
the last wild turkey in Michigan was
killed.

Oakland county sportsmen will
raise their own bass for stocking the
waters of this county. Several artificial ponds and lakes will he formed
by damming up small streams and In
these will he placed adult breeding
bass obtained from the United States
Bureau of Fisheries.They will he fed
and protected and allowed to spawn
In their natural way. When the fry
reach the flngerling stage they will
he transferred to the lakes In the
county suitable for bass.
Says Albert Sroll Jr. fish and game
scribe: It looks like an open season
on Chinese ring-necked pheasants
next October. The general game hill
Introducedby Rep. Ming of Cheboygan. calls for four male birds from
Oct. 25 until Oct. 30, and no opposition so far has been registeredagainst
this proposal. This Is as it should
he; first, for the season that It will
have a tendency to draw the Are away
from the ruffed grouse, which has for
these many years borne the brunt of
the sportsman’sattack, and, second,
nine years of propagation of these
birds at the State Game Farm surely
has resulted in their establishment in
our game covers. It is almost a safe
bet that pheasants are more numerous than grouse.

•—

o

Turn to page three of this issue
and find out how you can get $14.00
in groceries and diehee Free.

Q We

have on hand

a

supply of

Gladiolus Bulbs
Q. These

we

will sell at

prices that are most reasonable.

Q. Many

of the

bulbs are

named varieties not commonly lound in collections
of

of this kind.

Q

A

chart giving full di-

rections for planting and information on Gladiolus Culture generally it given free
with every purchase.

MISS

RUTH MULDER,

79 West 15th Street
Holland,Mich.
Opposita High Icfcaal

Page
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Wm. VENHU1ZEN

NINE FIRES

RECORD

A

IS

The hon.>

YOUTH
LIFE
AT GRANDVHLE

BANKBJLS

POLLED FOR

THE
STORY OF
API0NEEIt

SEWAGE PLAN

William Venhulzen,

'jf

HOLLAND INTERUR- REVIEWS

BIG VOTE IS

HOME BURNED
TUESDAY MORNING

TWO DAYS

IN

Newt
corner of Holland town or across the
Olive line, and among them the Davis, Adams and Joscslyn families. Elder Michael Clapper was also an early ssttler there. These people at Ventura went through the usual hardships of pioneer life. They cut down
trees, cleared Ijmd. made shingles In
winter, peeled hemlock bark In summer. built log houses, and worked
at lumbering in all of its branches.
Mr. Davis helped build the first frame
house in this vicinityand furnished
tlmbes; for the flrat pier at Evanston,

about three-quarters
August Pauzenga, 18, was fatally
Injured and Mnrinus DeWInter, 20,
of u mile east of the Bush A Lane
Holland by more than & ten to onq was seriously hurt at 8:25 Sunday
piano factory, was completelyburnNeverf In the history of the city have ed down at 7 o’clock Tuesday mom- vote decided Monday to do away with night on State st. in Grnndville when
(By V/«n. O. Van Eyck)
fire alarms come so thick and fast as Ing when u apark from the chimney the Althy cesspool north and west of the automobile In which they were
III.
between Saturday and Monday. The ignited the roof. The Welland fire the city. It was decided to cleans^ riding was truck head-on by a Grand
Hiram J. Davis, generally known as
In 1860, st the raisin* of the rafters
old “Mocking Bird" has been keep- department responded to the call for Black river and the upper bay and to Rapids westbound Holland interur- June Davftr, long one of the few suring up an almost continuous blast help but the blaze waa already too far discontinue
method followedfor han which left Grand Rapids at 8 viving plonkers of the Lake Shore re- of G. W. Joscelyn’s frame house,
and the flremen with their trucks jmtauvru
..........
gion, died al his home near Port Shel- Daniel P, Wedemaa named the setadvanced aiiu
and ......
moreover
the water some years of allowing the sewage o’clock.
tlement Ventavwllle,and It was so
toave been on the Jump every
jy wag inadequate. There was a from the :ity to Aow into these bodies
Pauzenga. the driver of the car, don March 10, 1925, aged 84 years. called until 1861, when a pastofflee
putting out nine differentfires.
cistern fUn 0f water on the farm but of water. Holland by Its vote has de- snd his companion, who both reside He was born In Delaware county,
The first Are was on Saturday thet WM exhausted In a very short cided to play fair with its neighbors at R. F. D. No. 2, Jenlson, near An- N. Y„ Dec. T, 1840. With his fathev was established there by the name of
-morning when an alarm was turned
and mother, Washtnton arid Marla Ventura. In the midst erf stirring
by discontinuing the contaminationof dre’i crossing, were en route to Davis, he ir.oyaf In 1*44 to Shiawas- scenes— shlpwreete along the shore,
In from box 85 which proved to be
Neighbor* came to the rescue and
Grandvllle after attending services
«raas fire on North River avenue near cnr|.,P(l out the furniture and cloth- waters along the country side, and It at the Jenlson Christian Reformed see county arid in 1819 settled In Ot- the pigeon plague, hauling ties and
Firat street. An hour later box 218 JnK aU of whlch waM gaved except has determined that everything will church.
tawa county nt what is now known hark to vessels at anchor In Lake
was pulled and a roof
Put from the upstairs rooms. Mr. Ven- be done to maintain a high standard After the accident the youths were as Ventura. ThWr* ho Ihren until 1891 Michigan — J. P. De Coudre of Evanout on the home of 8am wleb,“^- huizen was already at the J. Y. Hul- of public health. It has decided to rushed to Buttenvorth hospital in an when he went •» the lands he oc- ston came in 18*5 and built sneces188 E. 6th at. The Arc wa* cnuseJ|Zenga A Co. store in Holland when keep the town and surroundingsambulance. Both were unconsciouscupied until his death. He took 80 albrely at Ventura a sawiwtn, a general
by sparks from a chimney, the dam* the iire was discovered and he rush- clean. A great deal of hard work when picked up by Lee Johnson, as- acres of land at Ventura and later store, a pier into the lake, and a vesage being approximately I25.0D. At
to t^e Brene. The house was corn- was done by civic clubs, by committees, sistant cashier of the Grandvllle bank. the 117 acres south and west of Port sel. the “Hattie Fisher." This placed
three o'clock Saturday afternoon an |ete|y destroyedand several beau- physicians of Holland, by the local
Pauzenga never regained conscious- Sheldon In their rough slate and Voatura on tho map of trade with
alarm was turned in from
ti(Ui mnple trees were also killed by press and by individuals to preach the ness and died nt 11:15 o'clock, while cleared them Into 0>od farms. In fact, Chiba go and Milwaukee.June Davis
This proved to be a grass Are coyer- 'the flamw The loea e8llmatedat gospel of cleanliness and to point out De Winter regained consciousness be- he was rather not»# fer activity and lived and wceked In the midst of oil
this, and he shared the comfortsand
dng several acres in the south part of ,
partly covered by insurance,
the baneful results that would follow fore reaching the hospital. DeWInter perseverancein all his undertakings bore the hardbhipswith the ethers.
•the city near the property of Ray1*'J,v,,u ,u
_
and also fot humnwenessfa all his
sustained
deep
cute
about
the
head
If this polluted condition should reNles. The Are had started In
,
After the Ismber business lagged,
dealings, always cltthg snd applying
main. * The votere responded nobly and arms and bruises about the body, the Golden Rule. Be wna mentally faxmfitg became the business of the
places at one time and buildings in!/*-!.- R||i|fl|nar Permit
and at a late hour last night was aland
the
vote
shows
that
the
proposal
the neighborhood were In danger ofjVlvlS DUllUlIlg Ivllllll
active to the last, although falling Ventura people until dlepfceed bylowed to leave the hospital.
to build a sewage disposal plant at a
being destroyed.
A fractured skull nml Internal In- physically for a few years. A stroke resort ers. Mr. Davis’ 61- years or more
cost of $195,000 carried almost unanThirty minutes later a Are was dison the* lake shoes at Ventura and Port
were given as the causes of of apoplexy caused lti» death.
Marriage License imously. There Is no instance on juries
covered in the heart of the business
In 1864 Davis married Miss Mar- Sheldon tells the story at both places
death by Coroner J. 11. Hlliker. An
record at the city hall when It can examinalon of the body showed garet S. Adams, one- e< the pioneer and an Interesting, tale it makes. Mrs.
district.when a alarm was sent in
from box 21, and the Aremen discovbe shown that any proposal before Pauzenga'sskull to be fractured and school teachers of Hohand township. Davis, who survives, Is now about the
ered that a heap of rubbish was burnThree chlldten were- hern to them: only one to tell it and sbw does It well.
this one received sueh a large favor- several rllis broken.
ing back of he Bazaar sore on East
George W., Marla J., and FrasA J. Her record as one of the early school
-----John
De
Boer,
one
of
Holland's able vote. There was no concerted ef8th street.
Davis, of whom the Under, with Mrs. teacher* Is IntereetingIn itself. Hdwfort made to oppose the proposition;
pioneer
coal
dealers,
and
Mrs.
Mary
WADE OF
At 4:10 .Saturdayafternoon the
Davis, survives.With* Be passing of ever, the death o£ a pioneer, such as
on the other hand, It appeared that FHED
SAVGATPCK RAYS PRIVATE
Davis hardly a pioneer of Ven- Mr. Davfe was, should net be allowed
everyonewas talking for the new proBANKS ARE DOOMED June
to pass without calling attewtlon to
tura remains,except
except Man Davis.
ject. The vote by wards was:
In 1858-9 parties ofNew York and the Intessstlng facts above referred
No
Yea
The
bill to bring private banks unMr.
and
the root of the home of William E.|d«y night In Grand Rapids.
35
der State supervision which has ap- Ohio people settled lm the northwest to.
First Ward -------........827
peared at every regular session at
11
Second Ward .......... 121
19th st. The dry condition of the
Lansing for a decade or more, and
15
Third
Ward
.....
made he shingles burn like tinder, , Al‘
which was introducedat the present
39
Fourth Ward ... ........361
session by Rep. Edward B. Carter, of
45
Fifth Ward .......
the Upper Peninsula, is again doom30
Sixth Ward .......
ed to fall. Rep. Fred Wade, of the
Committee on Private Corporations,
175
1781
marah had set Are to the fences in the be went to the city c erk and nyade Total .................
which Is in possession of the bill, say*
application for
"ec«;ary
it quite likely will not be reported to
Another serious Are occured at 7:80 documents in one u.p. .he hou
Besides the sewage disposal bond isthe
House, although Rep, Carter says
be built on the corner
o’clock Sunday night when sparks, will
- -;
„ ......of Tenth sue, the voters of Holiand were priv- that a fioll shows that 71 members
ileged to vote for several caadidates are willing to vote for It. R*y. Wade
named on the state ticket by the Re- adds, however, that passage of a bill,
llth-st.The damage ae estimated will ed.
publicans,Democrats,Prohiblonists already favorablyreported, will be
Mr.
De
Boer
Is
well
known
.not be less than four hundred doland Workers Party, in all mere were pressed whktta will eventuallytermformer
coal and dray man and has
lars.
1546 Republicanvotes cast, 242 Dem- mate all private banks. Th* proviOn Monday morning at 8 o'clock an resided here for many years.
ocratic votes, 7b Prohibitkm votes and sions of the bijl are that on its bealarm was turned in from box 112.
coming a law no more private banks
80 votes for the Workers” Party.
When the Aremen arrived they found
John S. McDonald,Republican, can be started, Evecy private bank
it to be the roof of the Wm. Hoik
who was re-elected us Justice of th* low doing business must incorporate
.home. 104 W. 17th st. Sparks from
supreme court of Michigan and whos> or go out of existence when Its uwn«v
the chimney caused this Are.
home is in Grand Rapids, was abou’ dies. Transfer of the assets of a|
An hour later box 32 was pulled In
the only man on the state ticket wel1 private l>ank to another ownershipJ
.the heart of the business district.
known to tho voters, ana the hlgnn will automatically put it out of busiThis also was a roof Ore on the Van
numer of votes was cast for him. Mi n< m unless the new ownership- inoor.Pullen Grocery on River avenue. The
McDonald receivedin the six ward; perates.
.damage was stated to be $25.00.
o
On Sunday morning Gerrlt Jan Tlb- 1546 votes, while Holbrook, his op
Chief Blom states that the heaviest
1UUPK COLLEGE GOSPEL
record of Ares for one day until Sat-I1’41"nn^Mondav' monMne 'nils- 1 POQhht on the Democratic ticket,rcTEAM A M'SV BODY
ICaat 24th Hirevt,
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HUSBAND GETS

t

A STROKE; HIS

WIFE DIES

iTj

o

A series of successful meeting* was
conducted at the Halted Reformed
chusuh at Muskegon early thl* week
and another successCOl atria* ia underway at the Covenant Reformed
whurab, with the Hop* college gospel
term In charge «t both churchea.
.ho team had charge of the mld>
service at the Covenant church
khursUay night, and Friday night enmined. the Brotherhoed,a hike was
ei.^oyed Saturday with the Boy
iiits, and Saturday tBe shut-ins oL
mt; congregation were vtolted. . It also
part In the Sunday school ses.,jun and In the evening had charge

Mon dor evening such as Is not often
P.\lrs.Tibbe was 58 years old. She isltratlc — Evant Holbrook. .42, Patrick
to be observed on a city street in this
automobileage. A huge load of loose survived by her husband and Ave I O'Brien,
„
straw dumped on the pavement nnd children: Albert and Gerrit of Fre-I For Regents of the University— Reacross the widewalk Is a sight that tnont. Mrs. U. Bekkering of Byron I pullcans— James O. MurAn, 1509; \\
was of suffleientInterest to draw a Center. Airs. George Luntheer and
elements, 1504; Democrats — Alary
Mrs. Harm Puit of Grant, Mich.; also
Hinsdale,247; William A. Coxr.large crowd.
But that was not the most curious by one brother Alarlnus Van Kuwen I <lock 245.
j,-or superintendentof Public Jn•part of the free show. The people of Grand Rapids, and two sisters.
who /gatheredabout the miniature! Mri, John Mllknmp of Reeman anJ ' structlon — Rc publican—
K.
straw' stock in the street and on_ the | yipg, Henry Vrulnk of Grant.
Johnson, 15*8; Democrat— Marvin 8.
curb and on the lawn of the H. P. I The funeral was held Thursday Pittman.235.
'--Emmer home were astonished to
see|at
one o’clock at the home of Air. and
For Member of the State Board of
V El
ot °ne 0 clock al th.e. n,u!ne
.children crawling from out
Cody, of the service.
°f
r8, *"• 1,ranJt*
Unco
n u.venue- 1 Educ ation _ Republican — Frank
Fr
straw on all side*. There were
re cb-Lnd at 1:30 at the Central Avenue
E G. Ryan. The team had charge of the Sunday school session at the Unity
id chll- 1 c'hristlan
>
dren to the right of them and
ChristianReformed
Reformed church, Rev. J ! _-•
,
church the Sunday, and four In the
dren to the left of them and it looked | ^ Schaap otAelating.
For Members of the State Board evening, conducted the service. The
Uke a scene in a two-reel comic
of Agriculture— Republican— Dora H. ChrlstianiEndeavor meeting was leu
movie. Some of them were laughing.
Stockman, 1515; L. Whitney Watkins, by the team. on Monday nlgnt,. follow{taking the thing as a Joke, and some
1527; Democrats — BenJ. H. Halsted ed by a serial,while on Tuesday, It
.of them were crying, apparently In I Street
239: Minnie F. Kaltenbrun.228.
participated In two basketball gamee
-the belief that they had been hurt,
State Highway Commissioner— Re- with teams from the church. An ex.although no one received any Injuries.
pulican— Frank F. Rogers. 1553
periencemeeting was held WednesThey kept crawling out of the straw
and the sight was so funny that the
Democrats — Henry Me Carty, 233.
day night.
Theodore Esaenbaggexs, W llliam.
people who gathered about could not
o
For
Bultendorp. and Timothy Cramer are
suppress their merriment.

240.
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Cleaner

Can Have Omelet

-

Breakfast

-

The straw had been loaded on a
truck driven by Fred Bertsch. Mr., Never were eggs

—

better scrambled HOLLAND TOWN-

.Muskegon members

of

the

team.

—

Muskegon Chronicle.
.
Bertsch had rigged up his truck with than three cases that fell off a truck
an old-fashioned wide hayrack fam- 1 on the corncr^f Columbia avenue and
lllar to all farmers. To be able to Xinth street Tuesday noon when the
Stepped. Oil
hold more straw he had added an Iron truck made a sharp turn. There were
36
dozen
eggs
In
the
three
cases
nnd
ITS
gate and tho contraption was rathef
unwieldly. A passing automobile had they made the pavement look like a
Only a small vote was cast In Holrun against one of the ropes and vast omelet. So well were the eggs
scrambled that the owner old not land township Monday, the total be. broken It.
On top of the huge load of straw bother to pick up the good ones but ing less than 200 where more than
Sheriff
rwere a large number of children from||,e donated them to the street cleaner 500 votes are registered. There was
only
one
ballot
In
the
field,
con
. the Bertsch nalghborhood whom
in payment for cleaning up the mess,
contest
on.
John Straatsma was spinning along
.Bertsch was giving a ride in the way But at that the cleaner saivagen
salvaged a sequentlythere was no
"
------ , ......
of a lark. Turning the corner at bushel basket full and two palls full The only contest thnt developed was River avenue at the rate of 30 miles
Eighth street and Gerritson avenue!
vere not hopeles8ly brok. for the office of treasurer Dick an hour Saturday night, unaware
the loud lost Its balance and
Ipiaggemars was opposed
Peter that Deputy Sheriff Egbert Beekmau
en.
Hamellng who run on slips. The vote
on his trail. On 1.7th street hs
dumped helterskelteron to the pavestood Plaggemars 111 and Hamellnk increased,his speed to -W miles ua
jnent, curg and lawn, with the chil75. The entire Republican township hour. At hist he caught sight
dren under It and It was some time
ticket was elected as follows:
I Seek man and then he
stepped on. tha
before the last one of the youngsters
Supervisor, John
Huizenga: g«H as far as the accelerator would
had crawled out. And It was all of two
Clerk. Charles Ellander; Treasurer. * ..... eckm&n gave chase but did not
hours before the straw had been loudDick Plaggemars: Highway Commis- catch up with his man until he reached back on the truck and the processioner. Henry Plaggemars; Justice of ed Virginia Park. Monday morning la
sion could go on.
Rev. J. F. Heemstra has been re- the peace Nicholas Hoffman: Mem- .JusticeDen Herder's court Strantsma
-o
elected president of the classical ber of the Board of Review. Gill paid a line of $9 and costs of $4., 6.
Vogel; Constables—
John Woldering,
hoard of benevolence which
........
prises the churches in the particularI
hoUWs. Peter Kuyers, Jacob
synod of Chicago in the Reformed | Me„ema
church in America. Other officers are;
Vice president, Rev. John VnnZom-l In ]»ark township therfc was only
eren. Grand Rapids; secretary. Bev.
jn the field named by the
ITS
Ci. DeJonge. Zeeland; treasurer, Geo. I j^epUt,|jcang> All candidates named
D. Albers,
Jut the caucus some time ago were
Twelve students and four y°,inM consequently elected. The officers for
The pupils of the Christian schools women who are preparing lb^8®1y!8 1 the coming year are:
f
I jol> missionarywork were aided dursupervisor, Geo. E. Henevqld
will give an Easter entertainmenton
Thursday evening at 7:45 In the ing the year. The total receipts for I clerk. Arthur Al. Wltteveen; Trees
Holland will have baseball teams
year were $4,370.73. The hoard I urerj jjen. Van Lente; Highway Com
gymnasium of the Christian high the
galore this coming season for, he
closed
the
year
with
a
balance
miHsioner. pred Van Wleren; Justice
school. Followingis the program:
sides the Holland Independents, there
$3,591.77 in its treasury. A legacy |of the Peace> Robert Christophel
Invocation. Mr. A. Rosbach; Welare a half a dozen other factoriesor
come Exerclse/'Easter Time," Kinder- of $1,300 was received, of which th®|Member of the Board of Review. Pet gariizing nines. The Federal Manuonly can be used. The Grand |er j oostlng; Constables— Clyde Taygarten class: Songs, “Hosanna.'' interest
facturing Company Just east of the|
"Neath
Morning Raplds headed tho list of receipts | ,or; Aibert Kulper, Ralph Smith, Pet chy has laid out a baseball diamond
er Beelon.
Star*11
Ross n , "Easter Morning". I "1th $714.90.
nenr the factory, with all the neceso
(Gray). Children’s Chorus;
vni,er who
sary equipment and practicing Is alof Easter", Donald! Mr. and Mrs. John J. Natter, who
The votfc In Laketown was very ready going on.
wnnr',JrMeSr“Y Know Y Beautiful | left Michigan five years ago to make light, the Union ticket being the on
A schedule Is being arranged for
Ktorv ” Grade' 1-2* Exercise "Easter I their home In California,have return- ly one in the field, and consequently twilight games. However, the man5raL 2-2; lon^ '• Tulips". ;d and will live on their farm
there was no contest. The following agements of the other teams of Hol< urirtet tp' "The Bird's Nest" Quar- 1 Holland again. Mr. and Mrs. .\ao r
officers were elected for the ensuing land are loyal to the Holland IndeDialogue "The Easter Story", kept t&elr farm when they went o
pendents nnd will not schedule games
Prade 1 -1 • Song “Just Like Flow- 1 California and have been renting it.
Supervisor, Gerrit Heneveld; Clerk, on Saturday ofternoon, when the big
Grade o.i Exercise "Spring of They also bought a place in Callfor- Albert Alferlnk, treasurer, William city team plays at home.
the Year." Girls'. Grade 5-2; Dialogue,
hut deciding that Michigan was Hoving; Highway Commissioner. 8.
The organization of
factory
“Children of the Flrat Easter." Grade a better place to live after all th y B. Wnlters; Overseer,William Lub- league practicallyIs assured, with the
4-2; Drill. Junior High school girls; have come hack.
bers; Overser. Geosge Gruppen; Jus- Federal*, Shoes, Cubs, Heinz, West
Dialogue,"The Joyful News,"
o
tice of the Peace (full term), Her- Michlgans and the Hudson -Essex,
man Tien; Member of the Board of teams as members. Hope college will
Review, Engle Kline; Drain Assessors also have its quota of teams. Naver Lining," Girls, Grade 6-2; Dia—John Becksvoort,
Llndborg; turally Scholten will have the big
logue. "The Glad Message", Grade
Constables— Gerrit Meyer, John Al- nine in shape to meet all comers,
3-2; Recitation, "The Resurrection."
ferlnk, Jake Do Pree, Henry TenCate. and the different classes will have
Gerald Klaasen; Exercise, ,
Glad
their special teams. Negotiations aro
Holland friends of the late John
Easter." Buys, Grade 6-2; Dialogue.
also on to organize an Ottawa and
"The Message of Easter," Grade 6-1; Lamar note with appreciationthe
Allegan league. This move Is sponSongs, “Ye Gates of Glory", (Hall), abdication to his memory of one of
sored by outside men. who ore negoti"The Wondrous Dawn," (Raff), '*1 the largest windows In the new bulldating with the Federate to represent
Know that My Redeemer Llveth , inK ret,ent|V erected by the Kensington
Holland. The teams to occupy berths
(Hall), Children's
| Italian mission In Chicago. The wlnin the league likely will comprise
’
! dow was made by one of the best
Grand Haven. Allegan. Holland.
Pneumonia
and
serious
lung
trouble
Jamestown, Hamilton nnd other,
known artists In Chicago and repreHILLMAX IS NEW
usually start with a cough. So if you
OF GRAND HAVEN Hents the Good Shepherd. It was uphave a cold or cough— stop It at once towns.
The election al Grand Haven Mon- on the earnest solicitation of the Ital
with a few doses of that fine old medicine, Kemp's Balsam. This famous
lun believers that he memorial was
day resulted as follows:
Balsam eoothes tho nerves of tho NORTH OTTAWA HAS
Hor mayor, HI H. Hillman 1,102, dedicated to Mr. Lamar, who was
, A $4,000.00 BLAZE
throat,stops the ticklingcough a.id
president of the committee which es
Peter Van Zylen,
.
nature docs thereat. N’/a'orm of cough The farm residence of Frank Spinner
City treasurer, Joshua Lehman, 1,* taWllshedthe first gofpel effort In
syim, go good li r cbtidrcn'ncoughs on the river rood six miles southwest
1*2; Oscar Anderson, 821.
20 ctntsai all 8lpr£t\
the ‘Italiancolony.
of Coopersvllle near the county Infir
Full term alderman. Olaf Nelson, • Mr. Lamar was a graduateof Hope
mary. is completely destroyed by fire,
1,010; Mirtke Kleft, 917.
College and at one time pastor of
Including an automobile. Not a thing
Alderman to All voamey, John S. Bethany R*formed church. Grand
ifl
was saved owing to the rapidity with
Lowe 1,025; Arle Koolman, 918.
of Bethany
which the Are spread. Origin of fire
~~~i.ul-—-v.r.naoi
- that the city Buppori
support
Rapid*.
___ He was pastor
____
at
ttteVctWRlS^ftht dty band carried Reformed church, Chicago, at the
is undetermined. The loss Is $4,000.
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SELLERS
KITCHEN CABINET

(There
Groceries
of

Are Given with

—

the

SELLERS

free/
f'3

AVER

1

$14.00 worth of nationally advertiaedgroceriea and dishes absolutely free of charge!
That’s what you get if you buy your Sellers Kitchen Cabinet now. Did you ever hear of such a
wonderful offer? Our terms for this sale are so
easy and convenient,you can pay in a way you’ll
never miss the money. Every grocery package included in this offer is full, standard size—the size
you pay money for every day. The 32-piece set of
of Dinner China included free is the exquisite
Glassware Set are also included as regular Sellers
equipment. We have only a limited number of
grocery packages of each kind. They will not last
long— a week at the most. Don’t delay — be one of

^

the lucky ones.

I

P*ck*|«

Jcbn^lMd S-JJVD^

un^TtLit

**.3SL"83£r

HenhlyiTcocM

WhU«

TV#

HjUhM

vui*,lte

Drano
^

( I;

Dr.Uils

Armour’s

I

Wow We Can Make

Bod#

This

Oat*

CowlSfm

7

1

1 Can

Cut

1 Bo*

Miik

Rlnso
“>

DouW.

Soak i

1

Drano
Cleam and Opens

Pnritr,

Drains

Clothe# Clean

Can

Calumet Baking
Powder
Stna«db

Amazing Offer
We are making this unusual offer to get acquainted with new customers. We want you to
know this beautiful store, the fine merchandise we
carry and the courteousservice we give.
We are able to offer this startling value through
the aid of the companies listed here. They have
given us full, standard size packages absolutely free
of charge These productsare of the highest qua*
lily. The companies supplying them want you to
give their products a thorough trial. They know
if you do, you’ll insist on having nothing else in
the
to
it

future.

The 32*
you. We
to

piece set of Dinner

Health Dyaiuhlne

(or

A Shoe PolUh

PecaMC
1

Angela*
Marshmallow*

and Alw.v^1

Can

Baker’* Coconut
Soother® Style
Motet

and

Baker’s Coconut

Sweetened

Health

Praataat Shred

is our gift

You Pay

acquainted with
are invited to take ad-

for the

Cabinet Only

--

of getting

old friends also

2

day

1

4

China

Ail these Groceries and Dishes are

vantage of this great offer.

These

Cake*
J*®0?**

Y^east for
at 2 or 3 Cakee •

gladly give you this share of our prof-

have the pleasure

you. Our

6

Fleischmann’s

FREE.

FREE as Regular
Sellers Equipment

Set* Included

THE FINEST KITCHEN CABINET

^

H

MS.

j&).

¥

f.V.Y

ML

m

If-

WSm

$1.00

-

th each ScOere
Maatercreftor Spedal
with
---- KkarFroat.
CeMnet. Ereryptece1

1

Carton l

Morton’*Salt
Wheate Reiaei ItPoaaa

Sellers Kitchen Cabinet is the greatest cf all kitchen conven-

remarkable value when sold in the regular way, without
the big, substantial extras offered in this sale. The new Sellers Klear Front model has a porcel-iron covered workshelf giving it almost half again the porcebironworking surfacs of any other cabinet. And this is only one of its
many
conveniences. The only way you can fully appreciate this wonderful kitchen help is to seejt.
IDiliy labor-saving
Irtiaji oa
Come in tomorrow while you can get all the groceries and dishes free. This offer limited to 50.
It is a

--

ONL

^YAYAY.Y.Y.V.Y.V

10-PIECE CUTLERY SET
Approved Inr Good Housekeepinc. Included

The

iences.

#•••••••

Mueller’s
Spaghetti

MADE

DOWN

Y 50

SETS OF

GROCERIES

:

We

have limited supply of the groceries included in this offer. When this supply is exhausted,
we will be forced to withdraw this offer. It is such a tremendous value that it can’t last long— a
week at the most. Don’t wait until it is too late and then wish you had acted. Come in early.
,

ThU

PUTS THE

32-Piece Set of Dinner

China FREE With

Sellers

Kitchen Cabinet'

SELLERS

i

KITCHEN CABINET
GROCERIES AND DISHES IN YOUR KITCHEN
11-PIECE

Think

GLASSWARE SET

and

A practical and useful set included with Sellers Cabinet. Metal racks to hold set also In-

_______

cluded without

coeL

__

it!

of

Then pay
•

A

dollar bill puts the Sellers cabinet

all of the groceries

and dishes in your kitchen.

the balance in easy, convenient payments

while you enjoy the use of the cabinet. Could anything be more simple or easy?

TREE
Souvenir
Accurate Measuring
Spoon, approvedb*
Gooi li^u^eeuc^uig
will be given to cad*
7ron?n who vuits
our kitchen cabinet
department No obligation*. It’s free.

A.

*

Brouwer Co

Holland, Michigan
ie
.

Holland City

Page Four

Newt

At a meeting of the Merchants AsTurn to page three of this Issue
The Holland Fish and Game Pro
sociation held in the city hall Tuestectlveassociationwill hold its annual and And out how you can get $14.00 day night B. A. Mulder brought up
business meeting on Thursday even- In groceries and dishes Free.
Holland City
the matter at subscribing to Western
Mr. James Brulseman, aged SI, Michigan Tourists Resort association
ing of this week in the court room
died
Thursday
night
at
his
home
at
of the city hall. This Is one of the
advertising funds, used to advertise
largest organizations In this part of Noordeloos. He Is survived by his
Entered as Secondelass Matter at the the state and all the members are re- wife, one son Edward and two daugh- Holland'stogether with the other
cities In Western Michigan. The AsPostofflce at Holland. Michigan, under
quested to be present Thursday night ters, Mrs. D. Tylnk and Mrs. H. J. sociation took two membershipsof
the Act of Congress. March 1897.
to make plans for the coming sea- Langejans. The funeral was held
, . 4 .
Terms $1.50 per year with a discount son's activities. The association la Monday at 12:10 at the home and at $25.00
The Pet Milk company which took
of 50c to those paying In advance.
»71
,
.over the Overton Creamery company's
playing a big part In the work of se- one o’clock at the Noordelooschurch.
Rates of Advertising made Known upcuring or preventinggame and fish Interment was in the Graafschap ,nnt ut Allegan and assumed obligaon application.
tions. has turned over more than $20,
legislationand the meeting Thursday cemetery
The Holland classls in the Reform- 000 to Allegan merchants and profesnight will he of interest to all.
ed Church in America will meet to- slonal men which Is paid by
Secretary John Arendshorsthauled
a half dozen kids Into his office Fri- morrow In spring session in Second members of the Allegan Cwn^ M Ik
day afternoon
Jay Nichols, church at Zeeland. The classis num- Producers association for milk deHvcustodian of
Holland Fair bers 24 churcheswithin a radius of 25 ered to
grounds, had caught destroying propDr. Francis Burgette Short ityi that honetty
Allegan folks are wondering why erty there. The youngsters had brokwill
Select
^
toUis
particular
synod
Mr. Stork has brought nothing but en about $50 worth of windows, had
b limply an old-faihioned virtue that iniurei
William Hinkle of Allegan landgirls thus far in April. More than a pulled doors from buildings and of Chicago and the 8®n«r£l *yn° J ed out of Kalamasoo river a sturgeon
large divldendi of happineu to all who pracfeet 8 |ncj,es long and
dozen daughters have been reported seemed to be out to see what they which convenes at Aabury Park In thftt
could wilfully destroy. Some of the June. Rev. John E.
we,Khed 107 Vi pounds, the largest
but not a single son.
freiL
Sunday sightseerscrowded the hlgh- lads carried small B. B. guns and deliver an address at the evening ses- ^ be U|cen out 0f the r|Ver jn many
making window panes in the
I years. But two other kinds of fish are
wa> where the badly wrecked Doyle were
Surely, thii appliei equally to the conduct
building their targets. Some of the
Earl Curtis. 40, Is in the county being taken by fishermen,redsldes
car lay along the right away of the cattle owned
Mr. Nichols and Jail at Allegan awaiting arraignment an(i suckers. There is no dam over
Inter urban near VirginiaPark. No
pf buiinen — a retail itorel
pasturingon the grounds were also
wreck could be more complete and hit by the bulletsfrom the guns. Mr. on the charge of wife desertion and the Kalamazoo river between Allethe mesa war. sold to Goldman, the Arendshorstgave the boys their last nonsupport of a 3-year-old child. It gan and Lake Michigan but the lake
The Golden Rule in practice it a itraight
Is reported another woman in Grand flSh have not been running very well
junk man.
warning and then let them go.
Rapids claims him as her husband. j80 far this spring.
toad that all can travel with mutual happineu,
During the past two weeks 14
Frank Llevensehas opened an ofArchie E. McCreo, of Muskegon1 A real cantata Is promised for
building permits have been Issued at fice on the second floor of the Brouwlatiifaction and profit
Grand Haven,, aggregating over $18,- er building, corner River avenue and speaking to the state Ice men Wed- Thursday night at the Central Avenue
00o worth of building. Among the Ninth street. Just a year ago Mr. nesday night, Informed them that If Christian Reformed church, starting
Thii buiinen wai builded by giving a iquare
construction work planned Is an Llevense went Into business >for him- they had come to Muskegon a month Rt 7:45 under the leadership of Wm.
addition to the Grand Haven brass self as representative of the Aetna ago, they would have found sufficientBrouwer. There will be 55 voices
deal to all alike alwayt.
Ice to keep their sheds filled for
part and the cantata Is entitled
foundry.
Insurance company, maintaining an rest of their lives, and some would „RedeinptIongong” by E. H. Ashbelieve that ai we do to our friendi and
Calvin Glee club of Grand Rapids office at his home. The year has been
still be left over after
| ford A reading will be given by G.
will visit Holland. Gr. Haven and Zee- a very succewfulone, making the opbor
report
as
this
relates
to
Holland.
De
vrlea
Miss
Dora
Wentzel
will
cuitomen,
they will do to _ui. If we merit
land In the near future. Musical pro- ening of an office down town necesThe report read that the number of preg|de at the piano and Fred Olert
grams are now being dated up for sary.
Jbeir patronage, It will be given to ui.
passengersduring 1924, was 3.786. at the p|pe crgan. The public Is corthese cities. The Hub goes to Grand
A shower was given In honor of
Haven Thursday but dates for Hol- Miss Nell Mouw, by her sister, Mrs. Thls figure should have read S6,78« dlall lnv|ted to attend,
chandler Goldthwalte the French
land and Zeeland have not yet been Marvin Smith and Gertrude Mouw, passengers Instead, or a difference
Holland’s favor of 33,000.
pipe
organist of Paris, one of the
given out.
lust Thursday night. Many beautiful
Local agent of the Goodrich Trans- world's leading artists,as has been
The body of C. J. Doyle who was gifts were given to the bride-to-be. portation
company, Mr. Johnson, stated before, will appear at Hope
killed when his car was wrecked “f1" I names" were" played and a two course
wishes to correct an error that has church on Wednesday evening April
running into an Interurbannear
8e!Ved. Those present were
at 8 o'clock. Through the efforts
crept into the recently published herglnla Park was taken to Chicago
Jeanette and Ida Vander
Dr. Nykerk Mr. Goldthwalte was
the Nlbbellnk-Notler
Kftther.
Joseph Kayler, 72. old resident of
Monterey township, Allegan county, secured although he seldom comes to
died Thursday night at the f1"}111' cities the size of Holland. The Womtome. Two daughters survive. Fun- en's Aid society of Hope are sponserlng
hoapltfU
Mouw. T™ ' Smeen^ eral
the entertainment and rather than the state of Michigan,
Thieves entered the lAwrence Brleservices were held Monday.
Senator and Mrs. W. N. Ferris
*
Smith, John
sellingticketsof admission, the ladles Brundage of Kalamazoo. The officers I tels home at Grand Haven on SaturThird Reformed church, one of the are going to depend upon the generreturned to their home at Big
Earvin Smith and Harold
where they will remain until again Jmlth. Marv n bmitn ana
largest churches connected with the osity of the patrons. On Wednesday and members of the order are mak- day evening while the family were
Ing preparations for a big meeting iu .away and took seven do Hare In money
called to Washington December 1. at Gragt and Marvin Smith all from .cetuimed church In America. Is planevening a free will offering will be
the beginningof the regular session. Holland; Mrs. Acker. Mb«es
nlng to hold passion week services taken up. The ladles of the church Mr. Brundage will no doubt have a belonging to Mrs. Breltels and fifty
or for a possible special session. Mr. Kragt. Maragaret Ten Broek. Bessie rom Palm Sunday to Easter.
message of value and interest to all cents from a youngster's bank. Police
feel that the liberal responsewill be
were notified and aUrted work but
Ferris Immediatelytook up his work I Warmels of Grand Rapids. Miss Alice Van’s Chemical Company, maker spontaneous. Because of the large Pythians.
at Ferris
I Woldring and
Gertrude Mouw of .f tertllLer with a plant located 1% audience expected, children under 12
The deg-.-e team of the local lodge Monday a typewrittenenvelope conmiles north of Holland, has gone Into years will not be admitted to this or will confer the rank of Knight on a talnlng the aeven dollars and fifty
Geore Elbert Atwood, ten-year-oldMuskegon.
clan of candidates,and the grand cents and an extra half dollar, wax
•on of Prof, and Mrs. William
Born to Mr. arid Mrs. Harry Broek something new. They have put on gan recital.
Dr. and Mrs. W. Preston Scott have chancellor will thus have an oppor- received by Mr*. Brietela.
wood, passed away Sunday afternoon East 8th street, an eight and a nair the market what Is called \ an s odorless grass grower, to be used on the returned from Miama, Fla., where tunity to ns* the local men In action.
at his home at White Fish Bay, Wls., I pound boy Tuesday morning,
;awn. and while the company thought they spent the winter.
The Holland lodge Is making arrangeafter a two weeks' illness with scarlet Memorial pillars and shrubbery
at first that this was to be only a
The P.-T. club of echool dUtrict No.
Harry Cady of Bethel Springs. ments to send a degree team to comfever. Private funeral service* were wm be placed at the entrance of
small
side
line, since it has been
held a very entertaining meeting
held Monday forenoon at 11 o'clock | wood cemetery at Allegan by hohui made known that this article has Tenn., is visitingat the home of his pete In the Pythian league contests
which will be held In Hastings. Mich- Friday evening. Mr. Vander Veen
at the
IS. Baker a« a memorial to his father,
been put on the market, the firm has aunt. Mrs. N. O. Sargeant,175 East
igan during the latter part of May. led the meeting with community sing8th street.
About tw'enty-flvebusiness
Kdladr' Mvera^^monlhs been flooded with orders, Holland
These district contests which are held ing. The following program was givwent to Holland last Monday night on 1 facturer, Who aieo severs.
people especially purchasingliberally
en: reading, by Mrs. Gunn; address,
once a year always create a great deal
from the local company. Experiments
Invitationand enjoyed the evening
„rrtnn.i
John Vander Ploeg; piano duet, MissThe members of the Social Pro- of friendly rivalry and the local team es Cook and De Jongh; readingsby
Volley ball with the business
In Park township another propo« during the last year have shown some
there. Besides getting beat our teams jtion was voted on besides the electing wonderful results where this grass gress Club and their ladles met at the Is getting In shape and feel confident Miss Daugherty and her pupils Alice
home of Prof, and Mrs. Wynand that If they do not win first prize Boter and Wilma Kasten; comic segot a lot of pointers on the way of|0f the township officers.The
grower has been used.
playing. It is hoped that the Holland j precinct which Is at this side of Black
The Spanish War Veterans Auxil- Wlchers, to enjoy the most anticipated they will ftt least make a very creit- lection.Mr. Vander Ven; Van Dykes
players will come here some evening j lake needed a polling place, and by a
meeting of the year— eo-called "La- able showing. Rrefreshmentsdwill orchestrafurnished the music.
iary will hold a baked goods sale in
•oon, — Fennvllle
Vote of 61 to 22 It WM decided to the WolverineGarage Saturday, April dles Night ' and a six o’clock dinner be served Thursday evening after the
After partakingof a splendid din- meeting.
Owing to the very dry weather ver^j build one of $$,600.
11 You are Invited to come In and
had fires have been burning trees and | Mni g. J. Vos, aged 86 years, died get your laked goods as- all kind! ner. where the usual spirit of good
fellowship prevailed, Miss Rita Smith
A very quiet but pretty wedding
grass east of Fennvllle.The region Monday at her home In East Sauga- will be on
ai
burned over la about three miles long uck. She is survived by three sons
The chorus choir of the Sixth Refd well known reader, was presented. was solemnized at the home of Mr.
and two miles wide, situated straight and four laughters.The funeral was -hurch, under the direction of John Miss Smith, in her charming manner and Mrs. 8. Dreyer when their daughand appropriatecostume, presented ter Miss Alice was united In marriage
held Thursday
east of that place. Some barns
_________ at 12 o'clock at the Vandersluls, will render a
other buildings have been destroyed home and at one o'clock at the East Easter program next Sunday at both the spirit of the South before the war to Mr. Henry De Weerd by their pasbut the fire has been kept awry from I Naugatuck church, Rev. Mr. \ander the morning and evening services. by recalling home scenes and planta- tor. Rev. A. Keizer. The bride was
The choir will also sing several Eas- tion melodies, scenes so familiar and attractivelygowned In green crepe de
dwellings so
1 Ploeg officiating.
chine trimmed with white lace, her
ter
selections at the Sunday school characteristic In the better Southern
SALE — Modern and cheap
Manetho Shrine No. 38, W. S. J..
Miss Alice Nyboer gave a
veil being of fine net caught with
plantations os recalled by her grandDouglas, went to Holland Monday 1 Monday night In honor of Miss Anna
houses. Smith and Vlsscher, 93 W.
orange
blossoms.
She
carried
0*W.nR. Buss Is In Cleveland,O. mother. Then she pathetically and
5tp5-9
evening, where they exemplified the|De Goede who Is to be married to
boquet of roses, swansonla , and 19th St. Phone
work on two candidates at the Mas- 1 Mr. Henry Mouw. Mr. Mouw Is now his week attending an annual meet touchingly characterizedthe South sweet peas. The bride was given
Ing of the WoodworkingMfg. Assocl during the civil war by reading from
onlc Temple. RefreshmenU were serv- 1 doing graduate work In a Pennsylvanaway by her father while she also F0R gALE 0R RENT— Seven room
the book "The Llttlest Rebel." ex- was attended by her sister Miss Lucy, hoU-e with fUn basement and furn.
ed by the Holland members. All re- 1 ja college. All the teachers in the
May
Eloloe Westveer nas returned plainingnow the noted Southern and the groom by George Greyer. IAt-,a atao one acre 0f iftnd; iarge hen
port an enjoyable time. Much inter- Holland Christian schools were the
9e Jugt 0Ut8lde of the West Umest is being manifested In the Shrine, gue8t8 at the shower and a delightful from a week's visit with her Aunt. scout Carey was saved thru the ef- tie Miss Betty Dreyer. niece of
, E 19lh
3tp4
and its membership Is increasing rap- evening was enjoyed by all. The Mis Maude C Kleyn. at Alpha Chi forts of Colonel Morrison and served brlde, acted as ring bearer carrying
idly.— fiaugatuck Commercial Record. young coupie wm be married in June. Omega. Ann Arbor, Michigan.
as an escort to his daughter to Rich- the ring in a Uly The weddlng march
Railroad Jack Is now giving Grand mond.
was played by Miss ElizabethDreyEdward Stewart, the worthless The Ho]iand Game Protective asso- Haven
FOR SALE— Gladioli bulbs, separate
a whirl appearingat dinner at
Miss Sm>th gave an added touch to er. After the ceremony was percheck passer and forger so alleged by , tlon decided to postponetheir an- the Glldner Hotel and talking to the
these southern melodiesand readings formed an elaborate lunch was serv- and mixed colors. In all sizes. Henry
pohee, was arraigned by Grand
j meetln4 adVertlsed for Thursday
pupils of the public schools.
by her full acquaintancewith life In ed. after which the happy newly weds le Poire, South State St., Zeeland.
officers In circuit court Friday.
.
of thls week unt|i Thursday,
Verne Gould of Grand Rapids, divl
3tp4-ll
left for a short wedding trip. On
pleaded guilty to the charge of forg- • . 16 .he fonowing week. Officers clonal director of the Salvation Army the south.
their return they will make their,
Members
of
the
club
expressed
ery and now has pleaded guilty both J the
felt that thlg 8houid be was the main speaker at the Ex
home In Hardemyk. Those jrejent at L0ST_0n M11 between Holland and
to this charge and the charge of done becau8e of the many religious change Club dinner Wedneday noon. their heartiest appreciationto Miss the wedding were. Mr.
Haven a pasteboardbox conSmith
for 1 er excellent program and
worthlesscheck passing,
activities going on In the dlfJames H. Tenslnk of Cooperevllle.
Rlc£i? .nX
“i'tWn/ twilling o, la<l£
lUH^t him by the sheriffs
at the present time, Mich., has been named by officials also to Mrs. Dr. R. M. Waltz through
ru.
A
Columbia
university here for an whose friendship this splendid enter- Jacob Dreyer and Mr. Albert Benra- ^-.^ed
went,
Officer Dave O'Connor gathered
tainment was made.
ma.
George Steffens, 10, of Holland,
ting. chm>x, Michigan.
^
•ustalned serious bruises about his
face when he was hurled to the paveThe Peninsula& Northern ^avlKa' F0R gALE — A H horse power gasoA very unusual and exceedingly inHi I pa rVmen TP u Vt na
ment by an automobile on the Beech - ""
man 8a,Urd‘>
stated It
tion Company is on the hast ""O™ ,0
engine almost new. power washWilliam I will spend the next six weeks in me teresting program under the direction stay. was the announcement Wednra- [» m.fchlne and also 1 new croos
wood road north of the city. Young
of Mrs. Wm. J. Olive was enjoyed at
Steffens was roller skating on the
I
day of J. J. Blommer of
reasonable offer will be
road when struck, but was thrown SimultaneouslyWillis Westhoek horse and dairy feeds tor t-ienoass the Woman s Uterary Club.
general freight agent of the com- cut saw. No
Hartman. acrossMrs. Olive gave a preliminarydisclear of the wheels. He was taken to pleaded guilty of going beyond the
. . cussion touching upon the early his- bP^..7^.r
• doctor's office where his wounds speed limit, he being arrested by
Announcement has foJel^n mi*- tory of Michigan, its slow developJnd Muskegon now exceeds
were dressed.
ment, its natural resources, it scenic tinns Since last June when the serWM,h0et ato°
1
Reform^ church
Automatic trafficcontrol signals fine of $13.
beauty
and
wealth.
Michigan
leads
America that the first payment from
vice was opened on this route after WANTEi>_.c,lrlfor Kenepr^rh"u""'
are under consideration at Grand
Walter Baker, traveling passenger lhe Bpeclal $124,365 Jubilee gift has in production of furniture, drug man- several years of inactivityIn the pass- work> Thiee iin family. Georg® W.
Haven for use during rush hours at agent for the Michigan Electric Rajl* been sent for the girls’ high school at ufacture and motors.
engcr and.breabbulb bu_.,n«._w.
the three busiest street Intersections.way. was In the city Tuesday on the Amoy, China.
Mrs. Fell reviewed the Michigan
steadily Increased our lmB,ne"8Some such measure will be necessary company's business. He has left for I secretary Gross of the Grand Hav- school system. She began her re- have
We are going to meet this fine
If the city is to handle successfully
a business trip through Indiana.
cbarnber 0f commerce states that marks with a brief history of our response for which this company is WANTED — Duck Eggs Holland Rusk
ths heavy traffic that comes with the
thoroughlyappreciative by
Peter
Van
Dyke
of Soattle.Wash- there are exactly three hundred and Holland schools.
advent of summer resorters and
6-lc ___
ington, is in the city calling on °ld one members in good standing in the
Education
was
then
carried on by the service. By the first of June we
week-end motorists to the beach rethe
church,
but
later separatedinto will be operatingtwo boats on tms
cheap.
24*
sorts, according to Chief of
SALE— Organ,
* when the first pavement was laid on
and that this number a denominationalschool (Hope Col- line. If the service demands it we
3tp4-l&
Plppel.
Fairbanks
avenue.
are
ready
to
further
increase
the
serbe raised to four hundr^d
lege) and our present public schools
When arraignedSaturday after- Eight Fransburg left on Wednes- should
fore the drive now going on Is nmsn- Michigan was the first state to have vice to Grand Haven and the west
FOR SALE— Eight room house, fu I
noon before Justice H. E. LllMe on a
a successful state university and the
day for New York to meet a friend ed.
"^Mr. *Blommer was in Grand Haven basement and furnace; nearly all
charge of liquor posseoslon lodged by who will come to Holland to be
The w. C. T. U. will meet Friday af- first to offer free education in agrlcul
Tuesday morning with C. A. Breen conveniences. Price $3650. In‘,,llrt
the Grand Haven police.Frank God- ployed by Mr. Fransburg in a meat ternoon at 3 0-ciock. Henry Geerllngs
.
Jr. of the well known commission
hardt of that city waived examination market which he expects to open lnlwRj glve xrx address entitled "Obser_____ 1UL4.
The automobileindustry was hum house of C. A. Breen & Co., of Mil- 1_36 East 19th
and was bound over to circuit court. the near
vation on Civic Conditions."Mrs. A. orously pictured by Mrs. H. Harringwaukee. who Is making
t0 paK0 three of this issue
Police claim liquor was found in his
Miss Leora Vartden Berg and Miss Wa|voord W|U have charge of the deNlnety-threeper cent of the survey of the territory.In the
‘u
00
wagon In which he was driving In LuerU Van Doesburg, who have spent vot)ons and Mrs. A. H. Meyer and ton.
3,650,000 automobilesmade are pro est of the fruit and produce business, and find out how you cans
from the country and also that God- the spring vacation with their par- M!wI q. H. Huizenga will be on tne
The Milwaukeemarket used to re- In B^ceriesandJ^
duced in Michigan.
hardt was Intoxicated when he an
Women's clubs
was celve a great deal of the fruit
ents. returned to KalamazooMonday receplj0n
----- of Michigan
rived In Grand Haven.
to resume their studies at the Western Mrs. Ida Diekema and daughter. ab, told by MnJi q. j. Dlekema. The produce of this region. Because
MILLINERY NEWS
Allegan masons are to put on a state
9tock of mniInery i8 at Its best
Miss Edith of Muskegon, visited Hoi- m0Bt lmp0rtantfeature la the working several years there wa* no
minstrel show April 27. 28 and 29. It
The chick shipment season at the land relativesover the
U|# 8tat0 Federation of Woman#
might he well to invite these black
face artists to Holland for a night all Holland postofflce1» In full swing. QeorRe Gets and two ’»n>
club.. She descrlbed the MtlvItles^ot
the local theater It Is some time since Monday’s consignment comprised ap- wood baVe been on a trip to the Ber I each of the eight departments, int
HolLabd hnr^n a r“rfoo? i; of proXit.ly 60,000 peep, which were muda
wontetf. club, farther the caue. of
.eX7ht'«:“met IRt'ngTo ti^rd«irinim.k.
work done. we sugmlnsucl men
shipped via parcel po« to all parts Mr. an4 Mr,. Henry Warn.hul. en- gooa health. law enforcementand Mr. Breen will cover the entire
rhory.
Inforn
Ulu Mabel Smith was ouite
>he country, The 48 hatcherlee lermlned at dinner Friday night four chlul labor lawe; It. .upreme aim beMiss Mabel Smith was quite
pect t0 8hlp 8everal million chicks be- 1 J*
from Hoiiand and a couple lng l0 help our great democracy to present very
,n
lously Injured on the 19th street rol
fore the season
jrom Qrand Rapids. After dlnner I carry
«
Hats for young and old.
Fred C. McCrea, former secretary
ler skating i or.d. Several young folks
...... An $8,000 bonding Issue to defray the evening was spent playing
MlJB MeU read m^s®l#ctlOM of the Grand Haven chamber or
Mrs. O. Warren,
were playing "crack the whip" with
Successorto Mrs. M. Fox.
ifiM Smith at the
The girl cost of installingboulevard lights at Allegan
from our Michigan poet, Edgar Guest. commerce, who Is now ,0oW»g after 3tc408
JfSbM and fell in the play and sus- Allegan lost in the city electlonMon-m1m Denlse M- Schlermann^mo^ Mrs. Hlekemaannounceda change the freight and passengerInterest*of
tained a broken collar
day by a large vote. Joseph M osier
ba8 returned from a four months ln lhe program for April 14. Mr. eo the company on this side of the
Exp, Apr. 25—9915
and Roy Freece, Muskegon a««t and gTATE 0F MICHIGAN— The Probate
Two cars came together
C° l\r at the corncorn- "
(
Harry Willard, rePr^Ung thePen- Court fQr
County of Ottawa.
er of College avenue ,lnodf
"mt: I
I
i,V.« a
her friend. «nd
by our eft. legUta- Insula A North,e7hAN w fwaSkee iiieS • At a session of said court, held at
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Friday morning. One
wuu.v. contained
______
__woman
Oman and sa day night of this week at the Car. ^Announcement was mads of ths
chines
a
child. One of the cars had both front negle Gym. The band has Included
MIm CIara Mcciellan spent a part Announ em i Western Central
wheels knocked off and had to belts repertoire someof tj1®
“urn-l, her Bprlnf va^tbnwlthfriendsInconvention oi held m Holland on
towed In for
bers Including marches
Jackson, Marshall and
DUtrict to be nei
,hTtf.traSt oround Mllwauk.. and ° PrMcm Hon. Jam» J. Danhof,
A new electricsign with the word j^jjj* ^^'‘c^ejlrhallhas been Mrs. Etta Whitman, teacher in the p0n th*e 18th 0f April the annual the Michigan territory have much Judge of Probate. . ..
Ford in the well known script
accommodate all those Holland public schools, spent her
^ rummage
m 5e held In In common. A passenger and freight. in the matter ofthe ®*<^®
{ni
that name spelled out In electric l«t- who wl8h ^ come and help boost caUon with her mother and other re- the c,ub room8. After the meeting line giving the best possible service j0hn t.
ters was put up tA the Holleman-DeMve band wbich numbers latlvesIn Bear Lake.
1 Mrf
pree and commute® will won link them together. This D. B. K. Van Raalte paving filed h»
the Peninsula& Northern Navigation
court brB final administration acweerd garage on River avenue Batur- 1
and all are earnest and hard Th .j ooo.OOO ministerialpension served tea.
company Is aiming Tuesday. Thus count and bl8 petitionpraying for theday. The sign was sold and put up lworking
fund which Is being raUed by church- 1
far all effortshave met with success,
Mr. and Mr.,
*- C. Selling., prof-or of|« •»
£!!!£ *? JSSlI Fun.ral
Phil- and much of the business which formerly passed over this famous old said estate.
E. Rodenhouse of Grand Rapids, subl>: riS^aLl^°r?gU\^Kke? fJ;
of*
5*0 00
rmn'the
"Grand Haven route" across Lake
It is ordered, that the
Michigan Is coming back.
4th (lay of May A. D. 1925
After May the Navigationcompany at ten o’clock In the forenoon at said
very critical condition and her recov- 1
Reformed church, GrJnd I commission
.charter director held Tue8day afternoon at his will dock at the Goodrich wharves in
erjr Is doubtful. She 1. the grandG G Heneveid. I of its fund until hi. death was
Milwaukee,which Is more advantage- probate office, be and is Jere^ aphome.
Auburn, N. Y., Aug. 2, ously located than the dockage now- pointed for examiningand allowing
Born
used. All arrangements have been said account and hearing said petition.
It is futher ordered, that public
The Muskegon clomls was organized and Margaret ^BorcK ai uranu
Phillips come to Ot aw a coun y made for pushing the businesswith
The Muskegon
I who gavi an "April Fool's Day" P«r- 1
while In his early
notice thereof be ^ ven by P^”^'
all possible energy.
Grand Haven is getting Highland two years ago and numb ere 18
^ thlrtjr young folks from Orund ^hoSd PFor some years he had en
tion of a copy of this order for three
successive weeks previous to said day
Park ready for summer visitors.
stated ^clerk
Haven, Muskegon. Zeeland and Hoi,n iumberlng under the name
usual, the large oval is being cleared [Grand Haven Is stated
jof Phllllpa and Babcock. He had
A kick in the stomach by a horse, of hearing In the Holland CUy News, a
These are the days when heavy
.. . j 0rr who haB been I been a member of tne Limoni
of about a foot of sand which blew
Monday night was fatal to Qua Dahl- newspaper printed and circulated In
In over the concrete during the winstrom. 51. R. F. D. 2, Muskegon, who
Lon* Booch.
ter and fall. A large number of men
died following an operationthat the ,,aU, C°Un,!'- JAMES J. DANHOF,
Judge of Probat*
and teams with a small army of shovhospital re- A true copy
K',ucxr.uc wiJ?nd
r„y,of.hh«"!0„ Thu^ri^-xpr.. ». «h.
•lers have been busy for a week
save his Cora Vande Water.
scooping off the sand. It la expected ^vod^hibiw' ahn0dWeVMildnwilnw being "Austin Harrington and- Fred
Register ot Prebatei
CraSllo'/ o* Ufe^The0 widow survive
that Sunday ths oval will bo ready to
I
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At the meeting of the. Merchants
The fire peril, usually a factor onAnnouncementhas Just been made
assoctatWnheld Tuesday TfltfM. chairin the fall bt the year, has beer*
that ths Holland Christian high
man John Vandersluls ‘Skid he had made a danger In norfhem Ottawa by ONE THOUSAND SEVEN YEAH
OLD WHITE PINES ARE ON
wmefhlhg on his mind ttftCt'he wish- the recent run ift dry weather extendttenry Winter, ctfahierof the Peo ed tht 'merchants would give their
WAY HERE
ing for over a week. Marsh fires have
" ^ Enfl 1 amoc iHtion. I nlH action
a
‘pie's State Haulc. gave an unusually earnest consideration. Mb Stilted that
been prevalent through the river valtaken by the associationat a
miiS almh
interesting discourse before the mera* the best thing Hbltand had done in ley section and grass fires are conlittle house about six
R. F. Kroodsmu of the Michigan held In Chicago in March. There
'bSrs of the WoUanVl Merchants Associ- many years was te onrtt the Warm stantly in progress and are being
only 133 such accredited high schools we8t
''•'•Re In which ha live*
ation Tuesday evening. Mr. WTnter Friends Tavern, the fmeet fireproof fought by fotrmera everywhere. Great Agricultural College, extension spec* In Michigan, Holland high
he Is able te forget toll- of thw
•had his wsfetfect well In hand and the hotel on the west Vhfhlgan pike. He care Is necessary on the part of every laSMt In forestry at that institution,
having been for some time one of day In hte love of music,
members went away with a more then also pointed otft that M-61 a one In disposing of lighted matches, will be In Grand Haven, Michigan on them.
The present action of the as- And Mr. Miller, who Is a wtdoWsr.
lurid Mil <t>f banking, and what banks solid ribbon of cement had Just been cigarettes,cigars end pipe ashes, In Saturday
this week to sociatlon
makes Holland one hun- has two possessions which he behad to cssitend with, than ever before. completed to Grand Trap Ids, and it is order that nb blaze may gain head direct tree planting on the Dewey
dred per cent in this
llevea to he almost priceless—two old
He told how savings features In banks only fitting that tM* vlty Should take way.
Hdll sand blow at the county seat.
It has been the aim of the board of violins, both bearing on their fadetfi
had th*#r 'Orlfrtnatlon.He stated that •proper notice et the completion of
P.
M
Ilham
will
also
assist
in
the
White Vfonry Hwlftney, a farmer livDaniel DeFoe, author of RoMnson these two fine projects,and this could ing near the Ottawa- Muskegon coun work which is to he done by boy education of the Christian high and age-yellowed labels the magltt
'Crusoe, originatedthe first savings be done In the form of a celebration, ty line, was away to church with Mrs. scouts. The scout organization there achool to maintain high standardsof name 0f Antlono Dtradlvart.the Crescholarship and to have efficient
who carved fiddlte morw
plans In England more than a cen- 4he details of wtiirih are 'to be work- Hwlftney about four o'clock Sunday haa proved of the greatest help in this
teachers. All the teachers in the
200 ycAra aR0>
tury ago, and that the aavirigw wieth- ed out at a later date. Mr. Vanderelula afternetTn, fire razed the barn, alio work during the past ssason and are
school at present have A. B. degrees,
One of the violins In Mlllehi posods of today as followed In National asked for a discussion on the matter and chicken coop. Poultry, four cows ready to continue their work.
two have an A. M. degree, and three
and State Hanks generally, wwe the and John Van Ttttenhove, Dick Bot- and two horses were destroyed In the
Mr. Kroodsma is sending Mr. Mil- are working for their master'sde- seaslon was rescued by him from thaoutgrowth 6f the plans DsnmfrAed by er, Fred Beeuwkes, Piter Zalsman, (lames along with a Ford truck and ham one thousand white pine trans- gree.
•crap heap when It came td light tn<ai»
the English author with anodtftcatloM 'beonard Kartifk,Jake Lokker, and some food for the cattle. One cow plants,seven years of age. The trees
old -home whlth was being torn down
The
object of the North Central
when 'these were found nwcessury
others gave their views and felt that escaped. The Bwlfney children were are being shipped this week and they aimoclAtton Is to establish closer re- near where he lives. Brnfar a* Its hto~
Mr. Winter stated that the Peopled auch a celebration would Indeed be at home but could not save anything. are all of good size ns beat suited to
lations between the secondaryschools tery In this* oonntry la known It wag
Bank, and the other banks of Hsi- fitting st this time. Mr. Tyson the
Is not known whether the damage withstand the attacks of wind and and institutionsof higher education brought nbrlh by one Marton Ldomte*
land too for that caatler, were In manager of the hotel who wae present
drifting
sand.
Clippings
are
also
to
covered by Insurance or not
In the North Central states and such at the clone of the Civil War. None of
reality running twu bank* in one, thanked the Merchants for their
The gasoline filling station, near be put in by the workers on the crest other territoryas the association may the LommiV four children, who lived-*
since the business of the Oommenclal splendidco-operation and good will, the old “Y" in the road west of Spring of Grand Haven's bald sand hill and
recognize. Twenty states are today In the houee all their lives, knew
end 'of the bank and the dransactlon and he stated ’that the hotel needed Lake village along trunk line 16 was it is hoped that in another year, suffiembraced in the asaociation. In these of the existence of the fiddle, and the of the Havings department,were per- the help of every merchant. In fact threatenedby a marsh fire extending cient foliage may be present on the
there are at present 1804 ac- assumption,borne ont somewhat bjh'
formed separately and were kept of every citizen, and he further stated on the land between the Grand Trunk' top of the sand pile to keep aand from states
credited high schools and academies.
the manner ot Its discovery,is that h»
apart.
he would surely appreciate a boost right of way and the Trunk Line, Sat* blowing all over Waahlngon street The association la the moat gen- had secreted It behind the rafters of
Mr. Winter slated that ’dime
of this kind. 'On a motion of Mr. urday afternoon. The fire Jumped the every time a west wind blows with erally recognized standardizing agen- the dwelling.Genuine "Btrad" or not'
when the banker was losRced upon as Mulder seconded by Herman Cook. road In places and seriouslyweakened any force.
cy for high schools and colleges in Its age Is Indisputable for It was In'
hard task
‘foreclosing It was decided to appoint a commit- several telephonepoles. For a time
the North Central states — If indeed it possession of one fimliy for at least
mortgages sgslswt widows and orph- tee of three with chairman Vander- some of the Christian Lumber com- DR. D1MNENT OF
dues not rank first In prestige In the 60 years. And it bears the date of
ans. as it were, ffo stated this was in sluis as sx-offlclo member of this pany's buildings at Spring Lake were
United States. Recognition by the 1716 beetde the Htradlvartus imprint
HOPE ’COLLEGE ADDRESSES
the days of Shyleclc, so .vividly,rplc- committee.These men will bring the threatenedbut workers with shovels
North Central association means, in
GRAND RAPIDS CLASS1S the
The other violin by which Iflller
‘tured In ShakenKeme's 'iMerohantof matter before the differentcivic bod- checked the progress of the fire.
educational world, the same ns
At the spring session of the Classis high ranking by Dun and Bradstreet sets great store came to him In a
•Venice”.
ies of Holland, asking them to Join in
of Grand Rapids held at Calvary Re- In the field of finance and business. trade with an AMgan merchant whfr
Today banlcs are mun dike any other such a celebration and to also ap
The Grand Rapids Herald of Tues-;
coveted a bass viol owned hr Miller
.. ----- o
business, to aerva, 4o •Ho .good In the point committees to Join with the day morplng contains a writeup on G. formed church, in that city, Rev.
John Van Zomeren was elected presiand offered an old violin 4n exchangt
community, to be a helpful adjunct Merchants committee.In order to J. Diekema and also prints a cut
The Young Men’s Bible class of the for It. The deal was mad* -and a secdent by 20 pastors and 23 elders who
In the scheme of community life. This work out plans, ways and means
represented all of the 23 churches in Central Park Reformed church held ond two-centuryold' instrument fell
Naturally, no details can be given at the Holland man. The columns
Is the duty of a bank, for it Is a
the Herald give the following:
Its annual banquet in the parlors of
the classis.
Into the hands of this Ibver of mualcj
growing oomnvuivtly that makes this time as to how, when and where,
“Gerrlt J. Diekema. Holland attor
church Friday evening. There was
and makes banks pay. but It la expected that there will be ney and banker, former congressman Rev. G. Mennlng, pastor of Eighth thelarge
and old violins.
attendance
and
a
delightful
Reformed
church,
was
elected
vice
It's the bank's Srat ifkuty to stand by nothing doing until the middle of from the fifth district, and one of the
evening was spent. As Is customary, For playing purpeaw. however, Mr;.
Its deponltiars. lor the dspositer is the June for the hotel will not be run leading buslneus men of western president and Rev. John Vim Westonthe
ladles of the Boosters' class were Miller is not fickle. While he guard*
burg
was
re-elected
stated
clerk.
foundatioa <uecj'ibank,.Mr. Winter ning In smooth shape ranch Iwfore Michigan, was elected president
the
guests of the Young Men's class. his treasuresJealously he clings to
Dr.
Edward
D.
Dimnent
addressed
the latter part of May or the first the New Era association at a meeting
contends.
L.
M. Boeve, the new superintend- his own loved violin when he while*
the
classis
on
behalf
of
Hope
college
of June. If the celebration
He dweltad at omisttlerublelength part
>f the board of directors in the as-' and Rev. W. O. Hoekje of Japan in ent of the Sunday school, delivered| away the cvtnlng hour*
put on. ample publicity will be given
on safety wf banks, stating that every
Hociation oilices in the Grand Rapids tehnlf of foreign missions.
the address of the evening on the subthe fact together with the details.
State and hJatUmal bonk -elects an
Saving bank building Monday. He
ject, "Temporary and Permanent FATHER OF TWO IK SEVERELY"
It
was
announced
that
Dr.
Martin
auditing -committee of competent
succeeds Charles D. Sharrowr, who reMagnets." Music was furnishedby a INJURED IN EFFORT TO SAVE
De
Haan
will
be
examined
for
ordi
men witase -duty It Is ito -gu over all (Sirl Jones, 16, and Lewi* Dupont cently resigned.
quartet and Richard Harkenra who
GIRL TRIO
nation
May
21
and
on
the
evening
of
the baokls jumper .on mated -occasious, 17, both of Trowbridge towmftiiii. A1
"Mr. Diekema has been a vice-pres that day will i»e Installedas pastor of gave several piano solos.
Elaine Boyd 5; Betty Boyd, 4. and .
to see that no poor .paper without the legan county, who ran mway from -lent of the association, which la
Henry Vanden Berg, president ol KatherlneclamenU s ywre 0ld. dled't
Calvary church.
proper swcucUy Is handled. The bank home, have been returned to their fraternal insurance organization
examiner ds .the next .precaution.This families after several days’ absence targe membership, since It organlza
fkn
•noun
shrewd individual enters. the bank un- The boys reached PennvlTle. where tlon In 1897. Fellow officers say his
the ..inalioru
speakers. Tnn«t.
Toasts were I P'18*1
P"**' *
. ail»rfhIU»7 ll«u •«
Nlnth Street Christian Reformed reduced
esponded to by the teacher H. H. *rr,hly burned when th® »utomoWte
expectedly,asks Jor an audit of the they said they nearly starred.
church
was
well
filled
Thursday
evengenius for business organization and
books, counts the .cash, -goes over the
ing when a farewell reception was Jook. the president of the Boosters' I »n which they were riding was dewise counsel have been a source
notes aatd 'paper looking for dislass Mrs. H. C. Cook, and by Rev. I *troyed by
f
The Holland Merchants association great strength to the New Era during given in honor of Rev. J. M. Ghysels k’
J Van
Lawrence Boyd, father of two or
crepancies, and IvregulaTlteswhich not only has a fine membershipbut the years of his affiliation with the as- and family who are to leave shortly
I the gtrle and driver of the car, was
he seldom .finds.
is akm well providedwith cash In the sociation. The obard was unanimous for Grand Rapids where Mr. Ghysels
Mrs. G. J. Van Duron has present- 1 «everely burned In hi* attempt to rte?
Mr. Winter then went Into the de- treasury. TreasurerJohri Rutgers. Jr In its selectionof him to fill the posi- has accepted a call to the Twelfth
•d to the board members ot the I cue the children.
tails that must begone through when reports |700 in the strong box ar.d tion of president, which carries with street ChristianReformed church.
a bank is newly organized. He told Milo De Vries states that the associa- ,t a large measure of responsibility Mr. Molenaur,president of the con- Woman's Auxiliary of the American I Boyd had purchasedsome naphthr
how laj»e*ti£: capitalizationshould be tion now has a membershipof 141
"By virtue of Grand Rapids being sistory, presided, while short talks .egion a largo centerpiece, 46 Inches I gasoline and was taking It home in
in certain alsed cities. In a city of Secretary Beeuwkes states that mem the home of the organization it has were given by M. DeBoer and J. Yen in diameter. This beautiful piece waslan 0pen car when In some uaeiplalnlast | abja manner, the fluid . Ignited and
1,600 a capital stock of a bank -can- bers are also availing themselves
always enjoyed a splendid member- .hulzen and 8. Van Dyke. During the glven to the Auxiliary at the
now or. envelopedthe car Into flames. Boyd
not be -leas (than UQvOOO.OQ;in a city the new credit bureau now under the ship here, there being 4,000 members evenings doings Mr. Molenaar pres- meeting of the board. It la
Vanden
tried to get Into the back seat to resof 20,000— '460,000.00; 100,000 direction of Peter Prins of the cham and policiesaggregating $4,600,000 In ented the departing pastor with five display in the window of
$20.00 gold pieces,stating that these
ou.ooo.oo ; find so on up. When the her Of commerce.
the city. A total of $40,000,000 of In
'-'hU,lr"’
,rom
came from the members of the con- Duren^ha* pr-lX
deposits In a bank .have reached 16,car, which was still running.
surance Is in force.
gregation who in this manner wished that the board shall dispose of It ai
OOO.OOQjOO, that bank must be capBefore
the
car
was
stopped
and J
Easter Sunday will mark a memor
to show their esteem for the man who it sees fit for the benefitof the Auxiitalizedut $400,000(00.In Michigan
the children were removed;they wera
able occasion in the family of Albert
Becnuse
of
the
epidemic
of
fires, had served them so faithfullyand liary.
no bank may (have the same name. Speet, dairyman of Holland. The day
The entire crop or brook trout fry ao badly burned that there waa no •»
There must be some -distinctionin the will be featuredwith four anniver most of them starting from chimney well during the past six years.
at the Benton Harbor and Comstock hope for them. They died wlthlh a *>
names. The atate law, for Instance, sarles three of which are birthdays sparks falling on dry roots there
Jllr. Ghysels in accepting the token
some talk of starting an agitation for
1’ark hatcheries has been planted in few hour* after reaching thn- hote -i
will aat .allow .two .Peoples State
and the fourth & wedding anniversary. the establishmentof a chimney In- expressed his thanks with difficulty southern nnd southwestern Michigan
*
Banka in Holland, for a similarity of
and stated that while he had enjoyed
Mrs. Speet and two children. Joh0
names would bring about hopeless anna and Elmer, win observe their spection service in Holland. Sugges- his work to the fullest extent, after trout streams, the work being com
confusion. Under the state law no birthday anniversaries simultaneous-tion is being made that the common long and earnest deliberation,he had pleted last week. Something like 1,- • 1,600.00 MUSKEGON
bank can incorporatefor more than ly and for good measure Mr. and Mrs. council should pass an ordinancepro- felt that his duties were in the new 000. 000 eggs, principally eggs pur
ROBBERY IS SOLVED
chased from other states, were In th*
30 years. At the end of that time Speet will celebrate their fifteenth an- viding for such inspection, the con- field.
Just 12 hour* after being appralaed
tention
elng that if all chimneys were
plant.
said institution.must re-incorporate niversary of their marriage. Johanna
Ijeaides some musical numbers
As the season advances trout Li- of the $1,500 robbery Wednesdayat
under the Jaw. The state banking will be 12 and Elmer 8 years of age. kept regularly cleaned the fire hazard Miss Nelle Breen gave a reading that
from
this
source
would
be
almost
planting will be continuedInto the the offices of the Johnson Dairy comcommission also has this to say,
was
well
received.
A
social
hour
was
eliminated.
north. The rapidity with which ti, pany. Detective* Feeney and Hamwhether a new bank may be started
A chimney inspection service how- held afterwards,when refreshmentscrop Is placed In the stream* will de- mond and Police Lieut. Ferris reki a city. If a hank is about to be
.'A positive expression of the wishes
were served.
pend entirely upon the condition o' turned to Muskegon from Bass Lake:
started, proper publicitymust be giv-|of the citizens of school district num- ever would require an additional city
Air. Ghysels preached his fare the roads, accordingto Fred Wester- late with Millard Buffum, 22, andl
en the fact and un application must her three, fractional was made upon employee and would mean an addiwell sermon Sunday evening and
.nan, superintendentof hatcheries.
more than $1,000 which the youth*
be tiled with the banking commission the definite question of whether or tional expense to the tax payers.
‘A better way would be to have preparing to lake ms departure some
There are more than 30.000.00i was alleged to have admitted he took
at Ijanslng. Members of this commls- 1 not a school would be built at Harnine
this
week.
Mr.
Ghysels
will
!»•
each
property
owner
look
after
his
trout
fry
at
the
Faria
and
Harriett!
sion go over the ground to see wheth- rlngton’s Plat. The measure was defrom the office.. Buffum. according to *
er the banks in existence are serving feated by nineteenvotes. The pro- own chimney," said a local citizen instnUed the latter part of this week hatcheries.These Include about 4,- officers, said he gained admittance, to
anu
will
preach
ms
nrst
sermon
in
the
discussing
the
subject.
"If
all
propermo,
OiiO
brown
trout
fry.
At
the»,
well, are enough for the community's position was the only one upon the
the offices through a basement win-.wo hatcheries the work of planting dow. He was formerly an envploye.'
needs or whether & new bank would ballot so there is no confusion ns to ty owners would do that the danger new church Sunday, April 5.
from
fire
through
this
cause
would
is
on
in
a
small
degree,
the
streams
be harmful to the banks already in the desire- of the people. The school,
loarhy, where the roads are passable, of the dairy firm.
existence,having in view not so much recently voted for Montello Park, be greatly reduced. Our volunteer
now receiving their allotment.
the phase of competition as the wel- with the schools at Lugers Rond and fire department is giving splendid serWestern Slate Normal school gradThe Grayling. Wolverine nnd Oden
fare of the depositors who have mon- the Park school will amply care for vice but it should be taken Into connatehene*. will dump their crop uates a class of 84 young people at the*
ey in the banks already in exlstance. the 225 pupils of the district for serv- sideration that these men are taken
within two or three weeks, while the •nd of the winter term Frldayi theThe state hanking commission and eral years to come is the contention from their regular employment. A
output of the Marquette. Wutersmeet, largest class ever to complete- thi*the laws that govern are made for the of some of the citizensin that school little care by the propertyowners in
sidnaw and Thompson hatcheries will I -ourses In the various departmentsat
cleaning their chimneys would prepur|»o8e of stimulatingconfidence in district.
the end of the winter term.
be the last to reach the water.
vent a great deal of loss to themselves
our bajiklng inaliLutiona, and too
In the list 1* found the name of
many banks in a community might iHelnle Albers, Junior at Hope Col- and to others."
Mis* Gertrude Van Vyven, a daughter
tear down this confidence and the in- lege and a member of the varsity
of Mr. and Mrs. John Van Vyven,
terests of the depositors might be basketball squad for the past three
Chandler Goldthwaite who 1h to
County Agent C. P. Milham WedWest 15th street, who receivesa comJeopardized.Besides the community years has b»*en chosen to captain the give a concert In Hope church is nesday gave the following advice to
mercial life certificate.Other name*
surely would not be served when such next Orange and Blue court team. making his sixth tour of America. Ottawa County farmers:
are: George A. Hale and M1m Kate
conditions arise.
"Farmers should not make the misAlbers has played consistent basket- The tour this season Is limited to onVan Hnef. both of Grand Haven; also
ten weeks and consists of 8 weeks take this year of planting large acrebrought out that
v Mr. Winter
. also
.
.ua ball at all times and works well at any ly
Mis* Vera A. Snvder of Jenlson.
playing concerts and two weeks in age of crops which were profitable
bank cannot hold real estate, other .position, and will prove a valuable cog making'
records. Mr. Goldthwaitelast year and cutting the acreage of
than the bank building in which
next machine that coach Schouis then returning to Europe to pass
Mrs. I). B. Yntema has platted a
does bwlneas. and this property must ten turnfl out The new (.aptain is a
crops which were less profitable. A
the season of 1925-1926in England.
fire piece of property for building lot*
cost less than 50 per cent of its capi- very vergatjie athlete, he also being
common
tendency
Is to do this. ReFrance and Spain.
on her farm east of the city and will
tallzatlon. 1 his is also a safety ineas- L.^ fading hurler on the baseball
Although un American, who did ports received are that it Is the Intenplace these lots on the market for
ure prevenUng banks generally from team> Frorn a„ lnd,cati0nS the next his first recital playing In America. tion of farmers this year to Increase
suburban home purposes. The piece
investing in shaky real estate deals.
•quintetshould he a strong one with Mr. Goldthwaite has In recent years the acreage of corn. oats, barley, and
of property containsnine acres amt
From banking Mr. Winter went into VandenBrliiK. Kleis, Poppen. Lubbers, made his home In Farls. coming to decrease the acreage of potatoes.
's located east of the Yntema woodlot
the discussion of investments, good, and Albers as a smooth working eom- America part of each year to play With a normal season this will mean
t-etween the Zeeland road and east
bad and Indifferent. He stated thal ^nation"
recitals which have made his name cheaper corn unUws seed corn Is poor
«»h street. Th‘-se two street* boundwe are architectsof our own fortunes
and
poor
stands
result,
with
cheaper
known not only In this country but In
the property on two sides and highand that some of us no doubt are bum
oats and barley nnd high priced poHolland merchants may put on a many foreign countries as well.
vny* are provided for on the other
builders. Mr. Winter figured out how
Next year Mr. Goldwaite Is making tatoes. The farmer who sells when
two sides.
window shopping night in the near
in 15 years a savings account as- .future. The matter came up at _ plans for a tour of South Africa, Aus- prices are high and sows when prices]
There will be two rows of lot*, each"
sumed tremendous proportionscom- meeting of the Merchants Ass’n Tues- tralia and New Zealand, this tour to are low will he the most successfuf
60 feet wide, the total number of lot*
paratlvely,even though a modest sum aay night. These window shopping take place In 1926-1927. Every- The farmer who goes with the crowd
being 38. Gas and electriclight trswas put away each week. Mr. Winter
are not new but merchants in where he has played In America, peo- suffers with the crowd. It takes
[ovnllnblp on the place. A name for
had a plan of his own for Investments-other cities have been putting on
Thls Is an unusual oportunltyto courage to plant differently but It
[the subdivision has not yet been dSHe stated, "put your first thousand In these -window displays for some time, hear an organist who has been ac- pays."
elded upon but will be chosen later.
a savings account, buy government or The idea is to trim up the windows in claimed both In Europe and America,
The new plat will probablybe only
You
have seen
municipal bonds with your second 1 the different stores with a different one of the world’s greatest performthe beginningof a much larger one,
Turn
to page three of this Issue
the
buyer
and
he
the plan being to plat some time In
thousand, buy public utility bonds at display each week. The change to be
and find out how you can get $14.00
the future the entire Yntema farm.
a higher rate of interest with your completed by Friday night. On Frlis interestedThe Komfortor Kotton manage- in groceries and dishes Free.
thlrd thousand, preferred stock In a I
. I!11e^c.haiTt^iwould ment was very much put out by the
•well regulated business with your "witch on all their lights and citizen*
hut the sale has
The Initiativefor a larger pollcw*
action taken by a common commitfourth thousand, and after that If you
***** the roun<J* of the tee at Wednesdaynight's meeting beforce has been taken by several civic
not been closed.
dlfferentstors* to *lve th« display the
ha.ve any money left, buy common
organizations. Petitions have been *If!i"ones over". Of course the store* cause of some lint that neighbors aled and submittedto the board of polHe is “thinking
lege flew from the blower upon the
•>« op-"
ice and fire commissioners asking*
lawns In the neighborhood.Mr. Van
it over.”
I* obtainable
(three or four additions to the force,
Duren state* that more than a year
which at present numbers six memMr. Winter told the merchant* to
ago the firm took every necessary Wheat No. 1, white ........................$1.53
Another chapter to the old. old precaution, using wiring and screens Wheat, No. 1, red ............................1.63
bers including the chief. The reshun gold mine and oil stock as these
A Long DiaUnoe
quest* are based on the fact that Holwere In disrepute and more money was story of "children playing with and then called in the committee to Com ................................................
call may decide
land is a growing city and needs betsunk In these "wild cat" scheme* than matche*" was written Tuesday at Inspect the work done, showing them Oats ...................................................50
Chatham, Michigan,about 30 miles the workings of It nnd all this was Rye .....................................
ter police protection.The peUtionw
90
in any other class of investment The
him
—
a
remindeast of Marquette,when two little
will be presented to the council at a
49.00
mentioningof oil stock brought forth girls, playing with matches In the hay O.K.’d by the committee as being Oil Meal ..........................................
future meeting.
Cracked Corn ................................
62.00
er,
the
final
satisfactory.
much laughter from the merchants
___ , barn of Frank Hill, started a fire that
St. Car Feed ......... .........................
52.00
To
add
to
this
efficiency
the
com-- 0
present and wry smile* from some I vjrtuajjywip^j
small vil
.illagc. pany built a high fence to further No. 1 Feed ......................................
argument, addiThe universal bond of radio ha»
of those who had invested in oil pos- J The Alger county Infirmary,
, the prevent the lint from going through Scratch Feed ...................................63.00
63.001
tional informa[never been demonstratedto better
slbly to their sorrow. Mr. Winter aald chatham school and hotel, the Lake
This added protection was not even Dairy Feed 24'* ....................... 61.00
advantage than fn the bouts Immedithat many people made mistakes In Superlor and Isphemlng railroad staasked for by the committee, but the Hog Feed ___________________________ 46.00
tion— and clinch
ately following the terrible cataschoosing their investmentsconsider- tion and section house, a garage and change was voluntarily made, and the Corn Meal ............................
51.001
trophe which was visited on several’
ing interest first and principal after the residence of C. C. Brown are the fence was also painted in order that Screenings ......................................
the sale.
40.00
Mldlle
states recently.
ward. Speculators seem to look only only buildings standing undamaged it might not be unsightly.
Bran ................................................
34.00
Scarcely
storm-torat the yield promise rather than the by the blaze, 15 buildings being In
Mr. Van Duren states that it was a Low Grade Flour ............... ........63.00
nado taken Its toll in death or woundultimate out-come of the money In ashes
surprise to hear that the matter had Ouetln Feed -----52.0&)
ed than radio launched Itself on an
Those who lost property are: Isaac come before the common council and Red Dog'... .......................
vested.
63.00
errand of mercy. Spurred on by the
Mr. Winter then In detail told of Tuntrl, store and residence; Victor that they were not even aware that otton Seed Meal 36% .......
65.00
task ahead. Geo. D. Hay, "the solLor\g Distance
the tricks played by cerUIn bond Rushford, pool-room over which the there were complaints. He states Middlings ........................................
40. 00
emn old judge," and his loyal staff of.
salesmen In order to land the sucker, family resided; Gus Sjaralnen bakery that frequently boys come by, pick up Pork ......................................
1514-16%
steps in ahead
WL8 headed by "Ford and Glenn,’*’
home
and
bam;
John
Torma,
apart some of the small balls and throw
which resulted in poor Investments
Beef ........
11-13
kept an all night vigil, and when they
ment
used
by
three
families; J. H. them about, and no doubt some of
of
the
waiting
and regrets afterwards.Space forbids Gattiss, general store, postofflee, two
Bits" ......... ............44.......................
20
finally did "sign off" the following*
these do occasionally go on lawns.
us to print these In detail, but a fuCreamery Butter ...............
42
morning they had the satisfactionof
competitor.
warehouses and residence.
Mr.
Van
Duren
states
that
the
new
ture articlewill deal exclusively with
knowing that they had been the
The loss Is estimated at between factory is about the cleanest place to Dairy Butter ................................... 3,1
moans of raising more than eleven
this sort of Investment, showing how $60,000 to $100,000 and may run
be found In the city, with Ideal workthousand dollar* In eleven hours for
the wheat can be taken from the higher.
ing conditions, that there is no Just
MILLINERY NEWS
relief work In the devastatedurea.
chaff when bonds are purchased.
Red Cross chapters have offered cause for complaint, and that It is unEsther and Margaret Johnson of HolOur stock of millinery is at its best
Mr. Winter laid special stress on every form of assistance to the home- fair to harrass a business Institution
land were among thoso who were
now and selling fast. There Is a reathe fact that there are many good
’ihi > ^‘'nintr t'» do t* share to build
quick to answer th* radio call for
son. New and beautiful hats arriving
bond houses offering exceptional Inup the city, and pia^s an Important dally. We give apeclaly attention to]
help.
CO.
vestments along that line. Howevei excellent dipcourseon banking and pert In Holland’sIndustrial life.
0
correct flttlup. To tbo*e desiring make
there are many others and purchas Investmentsbrought hearty applause
era should make thorough Investlga- when he had finished and Chairman
Smiles were still observed on the
Turn to page three of tills issue over or reirlm work done, we sugface of a Muskegon prisoner who
tlon of all contemplatedpurchases, for Vanderslulsasked that the seventy- and find out how you enn get $14.00 gest that you bring hate In as early In
the week ns possible.
was facing a charge of giving worththe gold brick man Is always Just five merchants present give the cash In groceries and dishes Free.
Hats for young and pid.
loss checks, whose wife had started
around the corner ready to fleece his ler of the Peoples State Bank a rising
Mrs. G. Warren.
suit for divorce and whose automouniUBpectiag query. Mr. Winter'* vote of thank*.
ADS
Mo was Liken from him. Well, It'e
3tc4-18 Successor to Mrs. M. Fox.
easy enough to be happy when life-
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Pate Six

CELERY DEVICE DRUNKEN

DRIVER

TO BE SEEN AT AMERICAN

TRUCK COLUDES

BOY GROUPS

IS

WITH LARGE BUS

CAUGHT AT LAST

LEGION BAND

BUILD FIRES;

INVENTED BY

CONCERT FRIDAY

One of the large city bussee owned
by the People'* Garage wa* run Into
Henry Kroexe of Grand Rapids
at Lincoln avenue and 9th street by
was brought to Holland Saturday af\ Ford truck laden with sand. The
ternoon by officer O'Connor of the lotruck was driven by John Nagelklrk
cal police force, charged with driving
of Zeeland at a high rate of speed
while under the Influence of liquor.
warning was Issued by a and after striking the big bus there
.About four months ago Mr. Rott- resident a short distance cast of tho was not much left of the Ford.
Anyone who ho* watched a work- chafer and hi* wife, together with city that boys from Holland are enNo one in the bus was Injured In
man slowly crawling on hi* t*0®**! Mr. Kroexe. were in a car that collld- dangering property and even lives in the' least. Manager A. Vender Wal
ac-os* a field of cold, wet inuck.jed wlth the car of Mr*. Thor* on some country districts by going there ordered the bus taken to Muskegon
planting or setting celery plant*, does north Rlver avenue on
Sunday and building fires. Yesterday two overnightand It was returned the
not need to have the workman tell evening. Liquor was discovered In groups of boy* were caught starting next morning, w<th two new side
him that that Is the hardest and the Rottschafer car.
while fires in a beautiful woodlot east of plates and the conveyance was again
moet unpleasant task connectedwith Kroeze pleaded guilty the next Mon- the city and It was only through the on the Job bright and early. The
the culture of celery. As the growing day morning to being drunk, and paid vigilance of the owner that serious damage altogether Is said to be not
of celery ha* Increased, grower* have his flne u developedlater that Kroexe damage was averted.
less than $300.
felt the need of some kind of ma- in*tead 0f Rottachaferwas running
At another place the hoy* had
Pedestrians who witnessed the
chine that would at least make plant- the cor. Hut In the meantime Kroeze started a Are and then either through smashup cannot understand how the
Inr easier and less unpleasantand at hud gotten out of town, and Chief neglect or because they were Ignor- Zeeland man tolled to see the largo
the same time, if possible, more ef- Van Ry Hnd his men have been keep- ant had allowed It to get beyond their yellow bus cross his path.
flptent Not many, however,have set lng their eyes open for him ever control. It took a stiff fight on tho
th.lr minds to trying to devise a ma- Hince They discovered the man In part of the boys and other people to
chine that would accomplish the de- Grand Rapids and had the Grand put It out and the youngsters wer«
lied end- but It seemed rather to b® I Rapid* police hold him until officers throughlyscared when they saw the
William Lugers. aged 09 years, died
left to the energy and the Inventive|eould jjrive to take him hack to Hol- result of their recklessness.
venlus of two young men in Hamll- |nnd When he wa* arraignedbefore
The cltixen who complained of the Saturday evening at Kls home In
ton to build a machine that does theljURt|ce pan Herder he pleaded guil- reckless building of tires declared
wnrk efficiently and satisfactorily. ty to the charge and wag given a
Pome years ago Louis Foal a celery 8traight jail *entence In the county
-rower near Hamilton,began to work jqr 0( twenty day*.
or thereabouts and they have not de- was held Wednesday ^ernoon at
5n the solution of th® Problem. 1
o
el ooed Judgment enough to under- j 12:40 at the home and at one 0 clock
produced a ww^lne that aia
Mri. wm. Westhoek. jiged NO years
good work, proving that hlft N d I for n,nny year* a rraldent of Holland stand that what they are doing Is'at the Crisp church. Rev. Mr. \an
not a mere dream but piacUcal. ^
Mi(.hlKan avenuei died at the dangerous. Not only are they liber- J vilet ofleiated. Interment was made
lng the^UtuHMOf ^••“pTftl home of her daughter. Mrs. Nella A - ally suppliedwith matches InR one at the Graafschap cemetery.
what killed In *net^ work. M
at 7053 Indiana avenue. Chi- group even had taken a can of
osene along with which to give their WOLVERINE FOUR
sssoclated himse^ with | Ale*. M***. | (>a({o> ^lda>, she
8 ----TO GIVE CONCERT
fire a better
start.
Sr.-iT« b«n a
I "r
cS l.dT/n : Mra! KHtaAlbS..
IN ZEELAND
The habit of tire building Is almost J
ton a number
and togetn l(<hlcag0 Mrs schlpperof Flint. John
epidemic Just now because this Is
This week Thursday, April 9, the
Schumaker Bros, who have mad e a' hit In vaudeville before well give
planter ''that Is proving
0tw?0alst^rH:fllpetery
Van spring vacation time and the boys w*,"arjne Four, who recently gave
^ith the utw of ^he P^tej two
LeIdm.n of Grand Rapids. John Van are not In school. ^e east « de r 1. pr0 m ln the Holland Chr High an impersonationof Weber and Field s, the once famous Dutch comedians.
In the
can do the ^^b^V ^d mor cover. Gelderen of Miami. Fla.. Mrs. Baert
working the old
Zeeland, and Mrs. C. M. PhernamI bucq of Holland.
hard, dirty J«>o
The funeral was held Tuesda> a U ^ h ^
v Chcn!l|r bu tmth e y v are I The program starts at 8 o'clock sharp.
the muck to a pleasant task
. , dH |n I From all appearances It looks us tho
ifternoon at 1:30 at the home of John mun than
The planter is propelled by an on Westhoek. 314 West 15th street.Rev.
m0re a *in0 th*1 dancer of [^practice" i the bulldlnj will be filled In Zeeland
gine and can be driven at as slow u
lames Wuyer officuting. Interment
•peed as desired.The machine t
‘.nv*1country boy would know enough ns tickets
MulderT book
was in the Zeeland cemetery.
not to bull'd a fire In a woodlot. heltiomAcan be made at Mulders book
l„g sett-directed.hM no need o
. . 9toreHe made an appeal to parents to
—
\
;\\ UABV
The steamer L. O. Crosby will
the planter moves across the field.
TO BEARDSLEE HOME •mint out to then- boys the danger
makes a guiding track for
Christian Intelligencer— Not only hiilldlnc fires. The boys for the most make regular runs between Muske,* are too young to see It for them- gon and Milwaukee after May 1. acalso two shallow trenches, in whlcn|u.e the manses rejoicing but the
two men seated on the machine set j ^en,|naryas well. D.ivld Cromwell selves but they are daily endangering cording to I red G. Crosby, who was In
the plants and press the soli about I jeardsiee came to the home of Prof, property of farmers that no amount Q. h. inspecting the propertyof the
1 WisconsinAir Michigan Transportation
them. In the rear are two dru”}*or| and Mrs. J. W. Heard alee on March of money can
rollerswhich firmly pack the soil be- j ;,nd ,t lollkf,as j, we are to have
— o
I cmnruny. 'l*he ship will leave next
tween the two rows of newly set a succession of seminary professors wiu. von-: to
««*
,or
Mani,owoc
where
“ Koes
conserve
_____
______
___
The Georgia
tne bearing the name of Heurdslee. David
AN EAGLES AERIE
Into drydock for repairs
moisture.1111A^ tank Vor water can be certainly has a hereditarybent that
I icin'll STREET "HI be convertedInto a freighter and
placed on the muA-hlne from whichway. We congratulate
..... . ......
.... parthe proud
The EftglM. the largest fraternal will ply the west coast of the lake,
water can be conductedto the Irene n-j ?nj>1 and welcome David Into the
order in Holland, have secured an opes in which the plants are set.
noble company.
tion on the original Decker homeThe planter Is now used by «eyerstead at 87 Elgntn-st. and the proposition to purchase the property
JU< BpROM E^EX T^>TT AW A
soon will be submitted to ft vote or
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the membership.This site is ,(,c«ted
across from Holland theater and diagonally across from its present threestory
\
The Eagles are planning to build a
£
Uaa.h wa. duo ,o u boar,
new home which likely will comprise
the output of a year ago. A few ofjattack.^
.Mr. Phillipswas born near Auburn. a 3-story block. The property is
the business men of Hamilton have
120x65 feet and so situated that the
block will have its windows exposed

Write today for Free Copy. Nowber «» of
SAIER’S FARM AND CARDEN, containing fall information on raxing baby
Chicks.

Taco,,

^

block.

p&,0 douOie

on

machine

^."ulr^th'e torm^a^d
uvedThere untU about 12 years ago
I. .hen he erected a home in Lamont
aid moved there.
He was engaged in lumbering operchvhch^to'be
alons for several years, under the
INSTALLED APRIL 19 .Inn name of Phillips &. Babcock.
Rev. Lambertus Yeltkamp of Grand
Rapids who recently accepted a call
to Central-av. Christian Reformed Told The
church in Holland will formally take
Charge of his new field Sunday. Apr!
19. He plans to preach his tarewell
sermon as pastor of Coldbrook
church. Grand Rapids, next Sunday

the celery planter but also a
for topping onions and a celery waj,h-

..v

his ordination will

take

3“ rhuS'H

her husoand, one daughter

Mich.

E.

Elsie,

Henry Boven

sisters.Mrs.

Harry
313415

.

Saier

Ava.,

Co.
LANSING

of

Kalamazoo and Mrs. F. Slikkersof „
Holland, and one brother. Howard
Hailey of Muskegon. The funeral was
t.e held Wednesday afternoonat two
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Fred
Slikkers. 79 East 19th street. Rev.;
Mr. Hosford officiating. Intermentwas
;

niiiininii
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1

In Pilgrim

Bashful Fish

place

Saier'a Pure Bred Chicks are the beat
money can buy. Book No. 69 tells you all
•bout them.

all sides.

two

How To Hook

during the week preceding his

1,000,000 Chicks

Mrs. Clarence Wood, aged 35. died
early Monday morning at her home.
50 East Sth street. She Is survived

1

Parson

and

.

_

In-

I

Home

MBig

cemetery.

Princeton, N. J. April 6. — Or. Char- i
les Erdman of the Princeton Theological seminary has been removed
by the faculty of the Institution as

Husky

and

xlen.lv • prt
Arthur W. Starr «ld at the White student adviser and been succeeded
welcome its new pastor. I>ake Chamber of Commerce banquet by the Rev. Robert Dick Wilson. The
hee“ ,„ Th.
the other night that Michigan foma removal is said to have resulted from
mi.

M ng

e

*

m^

5?hXnJbr
uh(,
pastorate. | ^
h«

Clarence MacCartney, moderator of the Presbywin be his fifth
Monday, but he was hav- terian assembly, and Prof. Gresham
Machen. who haw headed the ex.ing no luck. Finally, another man treme fundamentalistparty, on the
HOLLAND HARBOR
I came along and watched the mlnisgrounds that Dr. Erdman has not
1IAS 1C FEET OF WATER I ter He r«,narked. "You do not fol- been sufficientlymilitant against raBoundlngs taken by government en- low the right system, or you would tionalism.
glneers In Holland harbor show a catch fish. 'You should cpme down
5enth of water between 16 and 18 I here on Monday with a pall of bait
Istrv for nearly 24 years and Central niust treat the tourist with kindness the agitation of Dr.
.av.

_

NOW

.a*.
^

gauou

Thlj|

ace to winter nav
be done fof
has shifted
of the
shifted to
t© the
th® outside
OUUlde of
l‘ie south
B0Uth. *0ur dayg;Then
days. Then the
the flfth
flfth day
day when
pier where the depth h“ b®®“
you have won their confidence, give

HOLLAND RESERVE

?oeS

I

WINS

QUINT

”

^0^OU^Vr.r,d

I

fed on

|

he did not menn
In entering and clearing the harbor Michigan folks should give the tour1
0 far this spring._ *
ists the hooks later but that It would
The Holland reserve quint Is the
pay Michigan especially well to be
hind to the tourists now and more champion of Western Michigan today.
will return next year. — C. D. M. In This was shown In the final game at
Grand Rapids Saturday night in the
Muskegon Chronicle.

CHAMPIONSHIP,

FlkO^SP

MAKES GOOD

Western Michigan Junior basket ball
tournament, when the scrappy HoiWHY WE HAVE TORNADOS
landers cleaned up the Firllk HardMany theories have been advoncto the tune of 27 o 13 at the
ed to account for these destructive ) wares
storms but none seems satlsfacton. Cen^ral HJgh
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nr. J. W. Robinson ofLake Odessa, rush
tnu.ii reported
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»v« Sunday
__ _ he wassum_______ Fortune
members I moned to the home of Mr. and Mra. j their way. .

Rev. Henry Ihinhof and
Of the congregation of
Christian Reformed church
x
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conservative/' but is
ism in banks
of

(

I

banks are handling
and the same

be known as a
conservative bank, and our appeal is

This bank

ForSahbw

is glad to

particularlyto those

Mlll’f Co., Zeeland, Mich.

who appreciate

the security offered by a conservative

--;"p-ln„.Iiwhich niade

institution.
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Holland
and
Wenger
followed
Accordingnt«»8toformatlon
to InformationDr
ur. Rob- 1
for
the
FlrUkB
Tho
Inson said he gained from members
ended 16 to 12 Holland,
of the family and neighbors, the girl QURrter enaea, loio 1
h

Peoples State Bank w

^sterdam:
1 Cream -

HOLLAND
You are welcome
tor

Play Groond To

^
“S^^XVfuteTVher

The members of the Horace M“nn |eaTned elentu'all>epp
School P-T club will make Plana at

le,l a

mate,.

1

a

L

Room

your conlerenoeaand committee meetings.

Daily Ucl

thTho<' KlJllks

?0hn°gerIJS
the regutar meeting Tueaday evening ed near the Hr,- on the lee aide and Are city Junter cham^.^cong^anu
for the erection of the playgroundap- u Wind-borne brand lodged on her | .,,.,,.1f.^hbrn
paratus that has Just arrived. ThejdreHHiShe Immediately ran despitei*000 ia8nion.
Lineup and summary:
apparatus will be put up this week 1 the shouted warnings of her father Holland— 27
Firllks — 13
and all members are asked to be pres- and grandfather, who started In pur- Hekken
Huhll
L. F.
ent Tuesday night to help make plane suit.
u ^ .kx. Klaasen
Kolenda
R. F.
for It A good program is promised. Hy the time the men reached the Rank
Wenger
C.
Ruth Hymn will do aerobatic stunts girl her clothing, with the exception DeWeerd
Gross
L. G.
left shoe, had been burned
Corcoran
Md Mr. <1. J. Dlekema will give of
' the
•-<
R. G.
Winter
from her body. The girl was curried
Field goals— Klaasen 3. Martin 3,
talk on the open air school. Readings
to the farmhouse and neighbors, apPrakkcn 2. Vanderlllll2, Winter,
will be given by Roy Heath and other
praised of the tragedy, notified Dr. Hekken. Kolenda, Wenger 2. Foul*
Interesting numbers are promised.
Robinson,the latter asserted.
Wender 4. Kolenda, Sahll, Gross,
Danker. Hekken. Klaasen, Vander
City manager of Grand Haven.
Dr. John B. Nynerk attended the Hill 1. Substitutions— Danker for CorPaul R. Taylor, who has been very Bchool Masters’ Convention held at coran, Martin for Hekken. Prakken
gerlously ill following an operation at
for Ronk. Vander Jill for Winter, De
HftckleyHospital, Muskegon, has re- Ann Arbor for a few days. Mr. Weerd for Rank. Time of quarters—
Nykerk
Is a member of the state ased to his detk after an absence sociation.
8 minutes. Referees—Conger, Churm
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UCVlCUIKlandfather
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working.
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fault, for

people who thoughtlessly criticize a
conservative bank would condemn it
if it pursued any other course.
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Sometimes we here someone remark, “That’s a good bank but it’s too

sunshine.

,he° "second period Holland

Ry to go on the staff of the Boston carry along all objects that
American and she Is now a fullfledged newspaper woman whose riiT>f t MI.l,vu
more' Important articles are signed. GIRL. 4.
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—just like continuous
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Holland City

COMMON COUNCIL

LOCAL

Holland, Mich., April 1, 1925
in regular session and was called to order b>
the Mayor.
Present:Mayor Kammeraad, Aids.
Klels, Brieve, Dnlnkwater, Laepple,
dprletama, Peterson, Brinkman, Dykstra, Van Zanten, Vander Hill Vlsser
and the clerk. The minutes of the
last meeting were read and approved.
Petitionsand Accounts
Chas. Dykstra petitioned for permission to Install a gasoline pump on
24th street between College Avenue
and State wtreet. Aid. Vander Hill
moved that the petition be granted.
Aid. Brieve moved at a substitutemotion that the matter be referred to
the committee on rtreet* and crosswalks. Said motion did not prevail.
Aid. Laepple moved as a substltue
motion that the matter be referred to
the committee on streets and crosswalks with power to act.
Said substitutemotion prevailed.
The architect of the Armory build-

The

The Ford

delivery truck stolen on
April first from Peter De Boe of Or.
Haven, was recovered by Grand Rapids police Friday.

A

mlscelleous shower was given In
honor of Joan Blebellnk,who Is to be
an April bride, at the home of Mrs.
Stephen Karsten.^
three-course
luncheon was served to sixteen guests.
The table was artistically decorated
with cuplds and hearts. The color
scheme was pink. Miss Blebellnk was
the recipient of many beautiful and
useful gifts. Games were played and
many beautiful prizes were won. The
guests present were: the Misses Joan
• Blebellnk, 81 Blebellnk, Julia Vanden

A

Van

Haaften, do
E.| Eaaenburg. do .
A. Van Raalte, do
B. Coster, do
Wm. Roelofs, do
O.

Common Council met

O. Appledorn,do
M. Nyboer, do
Dykema, do
H. Nyboer, do
Harry De Neff, do
P. De Neff, do
G. J. Ten Brink, do
Wm. Ten Brink, do
A1 Tilma, do
W. J. Crabb, do
G. Van Wleren do
A., Vander Hul, do
Geo. De Haan, do
J. Hooljer, do
M. Vander Meer, do
Vanden Brink, do
H. Nyoer, compensation
Holland City St. Bank, poor

J.

•

A.

94.96
84.40
42.17
42.67
42.67
41.21
42.67
33.00
12.00
72.00
71.00
53.70
16.60

News

.

labor

Seta

Wm. Bcheerhorn,
26.30
O. Van Schelven, supt., postage 69.70

^

$635.29

Allowed and warrants ordered Issued.
The following claims approved by
the Bd. of Police and Fire commissioners at a meeting held March 80,
1925, were ordered certifiedto the
common Council for payment:
H. Ten Brlnke, cartage
,60
Cor. Steketee patrolman 68.09

P. Bontekoe,
14.30* R. Cramer,

14.22
46.56
35.78
29.60
11.00
46.66
46.67
10.50

Page

do
do

Now

$

66.60
66.60
D. O'Connor,
67.03
H. Swerlnga,
66.50
Van Ry,
75.00
Dick Homkes,
3.0u
F. igterman,
66.50
Sam Plagenhoef,
66.60
Ed De Feyter, do and Janitor 69.00
Joe Ten Bnnke, do and mech’c 70.00
Vanden Berg Bros,
1.70
Klomparens Coal Co.,
13.60
A. Harrington,
19.00
City Sign Co.,
41.26
Blom, Jr, exp. to
6.76
F. Van Ry,
1.70
Holland Gas Co.,
1,18
H. Kraker, expense to
6.00
F.

To order your spring Fertilizer.
If your dealer does not

chief
special

do

driver

handle

gas
coal

Berg, Gertrude Tubergan, Ruth Van
Alsburg, Minnie Baker, Bertha Jacorders
162.00
obs. Katherine De Weerd. Minnie
J. A. Van Tutten, rent Stam
7.00
Alofs, Minnie Ottlng, Sallena BonzeHolland Fuel Co., coal, Driy,
laar, Janet Smallegan. the Mrs. A.
Cook
18.49
Van Lopik, Mrs. J. Kardux, Mrs. Ble- ing requested permissionto connect
H. 8 .Bosch, exp. to T. B. con.
4.46
bellnk and Mrs. Karsten.
the floor drain wKh the sanitary sew- John Arendsma, bury dog
1.00
er, also to run an 8 Inch storm sewer
2.26
City Inspecor Henry Bosch today across the lot adjacent to the armory Holleman-DeWeerdCo. shot
1.00
Alex Van Zanten, real estate
announced that application should be building at the north.
1.22
made for registration of creamery, Referredto the committee on sew- Holland Gas Co., gas
$781.20
16.16
City Clerk, exp. supplies
cheese factory, condensed milk facAllowed and warrants ordered Issued.
ers, drains and water courses.
8.00
H.
P.
Zwemer.
coal
Matchlnsky
tory, milk or cream depots or shipping
The following claims approved by
Clerk presenteda communication Teerman-Van Dyke Coal Co., coal
stations with fee attached, as the time
from Wm. J. Gohlke relativeto rublimit was March 31st last.
Denny1100 the BPW. at a meeting held March
30, 1926, were ordered certified to the
Dealers who have not received ap- bish dumped on the lot at the north- G. W. Bloemendal,compensation,
common council for payment:
plication blanks from the state de- west corner of 14th St. and Columbia
34.00
R. B. Champion,
$ 208.33
partment may have same by calling avenue.
John Vogelsang,
6.00
Abe Nauta,
104.17
Referred to the city Inspector.
on city Inspector H. 8. Bosch at once,
G. Appledorn,
76.00
as the state department may have one
John Rasmos requested permission
$2,290.84
Clara Voorhorst,
60.00
of their men in here next week and to build a boat house at the foot of
Allowed and warrants ordered Issued. Josle Van Zanten,
those who have neglected to apply Columbia avenue.
42.60
The
committee
on
poor
reported
will be fined up to $100.00 and costs.
19.45
Referred to the committee on presenting the report of the Director M. Bowmaster, treas
Wagon or store licensesare not due
Chaa. Vos,
65.00
streets
and
crosswalks.
until June first. When milk Is pur100.00
Henry Klomparens and others peti- of the Poor for the two weeks ending A. E. McClellan, chief
chased from 3 or more farms a fee
April 1, 1925, in the sum of $176.
B. Smith,
80.00
tioned
the
council
to
discontinue
the
of $5.00 should accompany the apAccepted and filed.
F. Me Fall,
70.00
roping
off
and
setting
aside
of
19th-st.
plication.
The committee on sewers, drains James Annin
70.00
between College and Columbia avenue
70.00
and water courses to whom was refer- V. Slikkers, relief
That the term "community service" for the purpose of skating.
62.50
red the petition for the construction Chas. Martin,
is somewhat overworked and that Referred to the committee on aide62.60
of a sewer In 20th 8t. from Michigan C. Wood,
many organizations In the average walks.
62.50
community make "suckers” of perClerk presenteda letter from ex- to First avenues, reported having giv- F. Smith,
sons who are "willing horses" by Mayor Bosch expressing his appreela'*- en the matter due consideration and C. J. Rozeboom, sta, attndt. 60.00
loading everythingon them so that lion for the spirit of thoughtfulness investigation and recommended that J. P. De Feyter, line forman 84.96
61.88
such petition be granted and that the Nick Prince,
sometimes they have to neglect their represented by the flowers sent.
80.24
P .W. be Instructed to prepare the W. De Neff,
own business, their homes, self-cultiFiled.
K. Buttles,
68.44
vation — that was the outstanding Idea
Louis B. Dal man and others peti- necessaryplans therefore.
developed by C. E. Drew Tuesday
Guy Pond. elec,
82.96
Adopted.
evening In an Interestinglycaustic tioned for the construction of a sideThe committee on Sidewalks to H. Ten Cate, elec, meter tester 49.50
paper read before the Social Progress walk on the north side of 13th street whom was referred the petition for M. Kammeraad, troubleman 77.95
club. The club met at the home of from Lincoln Avenue to 289 E. 13th
the construction of a sidewalkon the L. Kamerling,water Inspector 84.96
Mr. and Mrs Wm. E. Vander Hart.
street.
S. Althuls, water meterman 70.80
A person has a gift* for publio Referred to the committee on side- south side of East 8th street between A. Palmer,
64 20
the east line of the Holland Rusk Co.
speaking perhaps, Mr. Drew said, and
D. De Boer,
53.60
as a result he Is called on In season
The city inspector upon request of property and the West line of the
Kaper,
48.16
Kulte
property,
and
the
sidewalk
on
and out of season on all possible and the mayor, rt ported relative to the
J. De Boer,
64.00
impossible occasions. Or perhaps ho blower of the Kotton Komforter Ko. the south side of 7th street between
54.00
has some other talent that can vbc and its effect on adjacent property. the East line of College avenue to the J. Den Uyl,
J. Bakker,
19.20
used In programs and It is assumed
On motion of Aid. Klels. the mat- west line of the Holland Co-operative Z. Vander Harse,
19.20
that he Is under obligation,as a mat- ter was refeired to a special commit- Assn property, reported recommend2.80
ter of community service, to display tee to be appointedby the Mayor.
ing that said sidewalks be raised and I. Hosman.
R. Damstra,
4 00
that talent whenever he is asked and
relayed
to
the
property
level
to
be
set
Aid. Dykstra presenteda petition
Marjorie Kammeraad,clerical
It Is sometimes assumed that he Is obby
the
City
Engineer,
and
that
a
resof property owners on 21st St. be10.80
ligated to neglect all his own Intertween Central and River avenues re- olution be passed In accordance with
ests. his family, his business In order
18.60
this report requiring said work to be John Veltheor.
questing
the
construction
of
sideto gratify those who wish to use him
4.06
done within 60 days from date of F. Howard,
free of charge for their socalled com- walks.
F. Van Dyke,
19-36
service
of
notice
for same.
munity Interests.
Referred to the Committee on sideH. Spoor,
18.00
Adopted.
Mr. Drew gave a number of Inter- walks.
15.10
On motion of Aid. Klels. The pas- F. Lohuia,
esting Illustrationsof his ld«a and
Reports of Standing CominlUcos
O. J. TenBrlnke,
7.80
said that In many cases people go on
The committee on Ways and Mean« sage of said resolutionwas tabled un29.10
with that kind of thing all their lives directed by the rules of the common til the next regular meeting of the Wm. Ten Brlnke,
A1 Tilma,
34.14
and allow themselves to be ridden council to audit and settle the ac- council.
A. Vander Hul,
6.67
to death. But in other cases there
The committee on sidewalks to Geo. De Haan,
21.75
comes a time when the victim sees counts of the treasurer and other officers of the city, reported balance on whom was referred the petition for J. Hooljer,
28.75
clearly what Is going on and calls a
24.25
halt. He Insists on having some hand at thft fiscal year ending March the construction of a sidewalk on the Henry Mol,
north side of Cherry St. west of Cen- P. De Bree,
kind of a share In the disposal of his 16, 1926, $82,351.60.
21.55
tral Ave., reported having had the A. Brinkman, frt.,
own time and In living his own life Adopted.
30.36
In his owm Individual way and not let
The committee on streets and crow- matter under consideration and rec- City ofHolland.
76.00
others dispose of every minute of walks reported relativeto the opening ommended that this sidewalk be laid White Bros,
.76
his waking hours.
of the south half of 20th street be- In accordancewith the petition;how- McBride Ins. Agency.,
16.50
ever,
that
the
west
extremity
of
said
The paper brought out an unusual- tween First and Maple avenue as folGeerds Elec. Co., supplies • 2.29
ly lively discussion and many angles lows:
sidewalk shall stop at the west line of Llevense Batt., dlst.
.75
of the question were brought out.
1-40
'"Your committee met with Mr. George TerHaar's property, 41 West BPW.,
23rd street.
AddressographCo. services 3.76
At a meeting of the board of di- Vander Vllet, the present owner of
Adopted.
R. H. Nyland.
700.70
this prope-ty, and discussed matters
rectors of the Holland Country club
The committee on sidewalks to HarringtonCoal Co., use of
held Saturday afternoon it was de- relativeto ti e opening up of the said whom was referred the matter 01
214.90
cided to prees the work of building south half of the street.
5.62
“We are pleased to present to the furnishing places for children to skate Fostorla Inc.,
the second nine holes of the golf
reported having set apart for such Worthington Pump and Macourse. In an endeavor to get ready common council a deed from Mr.
purpose — 19th St. between College
chine Co.,
22.72
for play late in the fall of 1925 or Vander Vllet to the city of Holland, and Columbia avenues for the evenBarclay, Ayers and Bertsch,
early In the spring of 1926 considera- covering the above mentioned prop10.55
ings between the hours of 7 and 9:30
ble work In the way of cleaning and erty.
P.; and West 19th 8t. between 1st and Aug. A. Goubert,
24.44
plowing was accomplished late last
We feel that Mr. Vander Vllet has Van Raalte avenues for small children Gen. Elec. C o. transformers 63i8.40
fall. But only two holes of the sec- been very lair in his dealings with the
be used between the hours of 4 and Allls-Chalmers Mfg. Co., repairs 78.91
ond nine will be ready for use the committee. We realizethat Mr. Van- to
0 o’clock P. M. on Mondays. Wednes- Western Elec. Co.,
132.65
coming season. When work now In der Vllet will lose considerable revdays and Fridays. Further that It Is Elson Elec. App. Co.,
3.61
progress Is finished Holland will have enue from this property If same Is
he understandingof this committee Clayton and Lambert Co., vent
a fine 18-hole golf course that would used for street purposes.
that the olty will have the authority
.15
be a credit to a city several times
"Since th.» street In being opened up and co-operationof all the schools, J. B. Clow and Sons specials 15.53
the size of Holland.
at this time for the purpose of In- the parents of boy ecouts In enforcing Slmplax Valve and Meter Co. Ink .62
A complete report of the club's fln- stalling a sower, and not for the pur- the limitationsset for the use of these
Pitts. Meters Co.,
274.92
ancee was made to the board and the pose of making a driveway for genElec. App. Co.,
512.55
members expressedgreat satisfaction eral traffic; your committee feels and streets.
On motion of Aid. Dykstra. the re- Doubleday Bros.,
13.47
at the splendid showing that has been recommendsto the common council,
Tlllman-Baslnger
Co.,
66.00
made during the first two years of that Mr. Vander Vllet be allowed the port was tabled.
Upon request of the mayor, the set- Hatfleld-Rellance Coal Co., coal413.77
operation.As A. H. Landwehr, presi- use of the above mentioned parcel of
P. M. R’y,
811.21
dent of the club expressed It. "Up to ground which he Is deeding to the city ting aside of North Columbia avenue
the present the dividendsthat have of Holland, to be used by him for for roller skating was referred to the
been paid have been In the better truck gardeninguntil such a time as committee on sidewalks for Investiga6557.72
health of the members playing golf It becomes rrcessary to vacate same tion and report.
Allowed and warrants ordered Issued.
Report
of
Select
Committees.
or tennis, but we have also played entirely, so that the street may be
BPW. reported the collection of
The special committee to whom was
even financially;the club has lost no paved and further improved."
$1 1,720.66;Supt. Van Schelven $783.money."
Adopted and deed ordered record- referred the petitionfor the construc- 08 from ;<ale of cemetery lota, etc.;
tion of a gasoline service station at
The course Is now open for the ed.
city treasurer, $1413.44, hospital fees,
8th St. and CarretsonAvenue, report1926 season and play has commenced.
The committee on streets and cross ed they had Investigated the matter Interest from local banks, etc.
The bridges are set and a crew of walks further reported as follows:
Adopted and Treas. ordered chargand recommended that he petitionfor
men are at work cleaning the
ed with the amounts.
"In connection with the opening up
grounds. George Oppel, greens-keep- of the south half of 20th street be- same be granted.
Clerk reported that Interest couAdopted.
er, expects to have the greens In tween Michigan and First avenues,
pons In the sum of $482.50 had been
tip-top condition In
couple of your committee Is pleased to present Communicationsfrom Boards and presented for payment and recomweeks.
City Officers
mended that the Mayor and Clerk be
to the common council lettersf^om
The following claims approved by instructed 10 Issue a voucher for the
Henry Dutton and Otto Kramer, givA plan was put on foot Tuesday ing the city of Holland permission to the HospitalBoard, March 28. 1925. amount.
evening to amalgamate the two by the 20th St. sewer on the proper- was ordered certified to the common
Adopted.
Christian school societiesand to form
council for payment:
Clerk presentedoaths of office 01
them Into one strong organization. location.
$ 66.16 Simon Kleyn and Henry VanderWarf
"At present the south half of the BPW., light,
There are at present t«o societies,
4.95 as Supervisors,and Jacob N. Llevense
one for the Christian primary school street adjoining the Dutton and Kra- Mich. Bell Tel. rent,
and one for the Christian high school. mer property, Is private property, but Van Putten s Groc., groceries 118.27 and Louie Van Ingen as constables.
87.00
Accepted and filed.
Bach has its own set of officers, its undoubtedlybefore the sewer la con- White’s Market,
31.50
own laws, finances,etc. It Is believ- structed the propertywill be platted H. Bussleo,
Clerk reported that at a meeting of
15.91
ed by many tint if the two should Into lots and the street 'dedicated to DeFotiw Elec. Co., wiring
the ourd of police and fire commisDamstra Bros., range boiler.
Join forces It would be to the benefit the public for street purposes.
sioners held March 30. 1925 the merof both and would make for greater)
166.39 chants in the western part of the city
"Your committee is attachingthe
economy of money and effort.
Steketee and Van Huis, bill heads 4.00
petitioned for better police protection
The meeting last night was held at letters mentioned above from Mr. Superiorice Co.,
7.46
by installinga patrol box at the corthe Christianhigh school and the Dutton and Mr. Kramer, thereby Vau pell’s Pharm.,
67.00
ner of 13th St. and Maple Ave. or
question was presentedto the mem- making them a part of this report."
Steketee,
22.44
some suitable location In said section
Adopted.
bers of both organizations. The plan
Model Laundry,
86.26
Is to be passed on separatelv by each
The committee on claims and ac- Boomers and Smeenge, repairs 5.75 of the city, believing that such protection is due them since a sub-postal
society at a future meeting and It counts reported having examined the
E. R. Squibb and Sons, drugs 47.82
station Is located at 13th street and
will of course not go through If one following claims and recommended
Agnes
Vlsser,
3.74
of them refuses to ratify it. But It Is payment thereof:
Maple avenue which necessarily
Seabury and Johnson, gauze 186.69 means the handling of considerable
believed that both organizations will Citz. Trans.,
$
2.00 Holland Gas Co.,
' 4.42
come to the conclusion to go into the Cudahy aPcklng Co., supplies
money and other valuables. The
7.70 A. Brinkman, frt.
4.93
plan and to form a new organization.
board feeling that they were handicap
A.
Brinkman,
frt. ctge.
2.27 Alice Fry,
66.45
The high school society will meet on
12.50 Agneu Vlsseh, laundress 74.90 ped because the council had cancelled
the evening of April 6 and the prim- A. Harrington, coal
the sum of $1700 In the appropriation
.70 Minnie Enslng,
ary school society on the evening of H. Vander Warf, supplies
62.10
bill for the purpose of adding an ad4.00 Gert Vanden Berg,
April 13. Both meetings are to be R. Zietlow, labor
9.20
ditional patrolman, requested the
20.00 Mrs. P. Boot,
held in the Christian high school aud- Mrs. E. Annta, aid, March
12.00
clerk to bring the matter before the
itorium.
Mrs. Jos. Warner, aid, March
20.00 A, J. Koppenal.
75.00 council. '
The project was presented to the Richard Overway, clerk
116.67 Ruth Hyma^ office
20.00
Referredto the committee on wayr
people Tuesday night by Rev. J. M. Helen Klomparens, ass't
42.00 Mabel B. Miller,
150.00
and means.
Vande Kieft of the 14th street Chris- C. H. Me Bride, atty.*
50.00 Rena Boven,
125.00
tian Reformed church. He made an M. B .Bowmaster, treas.
55.55 Helen Joldersma,
Motions and Resolutions
110.00
earnest plea for greater co-ordina- C. W. Nlbbelink, assessor
108.33 Ruth Frisk,
100.00
Aid.
Peterson reportedrelative to
tion and unity in the Christian J. Boerma, Janitor
55.00 Gert Wisslnk.
100.00 the dangerous condition of the bark
schools through amalgamation of the B. Olgers, Janitor
50.00
Sena Beltman,
90.00 sheds at tho northwestcorner of 9th
two societies. The plan Is to Introduce H. S. Bosch, pd. and Insp.
62.50
St and Maple avenue. Whereupon
the regular 6-3-3 system of primary, Dr. D. G. Cook, h. o.
75.00
On motion of Aid. Drinkwater,the
Junior high and senior high schools, Alma Koertge. nurse
...
1924.3*4
87.49
all under the Jurisdictionof one board
Allowed and warrantsordered Issued. city attorney was Instructed to notify
Eng. House No. 1, clean and
of educationand maintained by one
The following claims approved by the owner of said property to remove
use of pells
5.00 the board of park and cemeterytrus- the building.
society.
J.
and
H.
Dq
Jongh,
poor
orders
30.00
At present the school holds sessions
tees at a meeting held March $0, 1926,
On motion of Aid. Vander HU, the
6.631
in three differentbuildings, including Holland Cas Co.,
were ordered certified to the common followinginspectors were appointed
City
clerk,
adv.
poor
orders
4.00
the new high school on 19th street
council for payment:
for the charter election:1st ward, SiThe plan is to incorporate the two Eng. House No. 2, clean, polls 6.00 Damstra Bros.,
35.04 mon Kleyn; 2nd Ward, F. Stansbury;
societies into one society for Chris- A. Brinkman, meals, election 10.60 Harry Ten Brink,
2.14 3rd ward, Chas. Van Duren; 4th ward,
tian Instructiongiving Instruction Wolverine Adv. Co., posting 6.00 De Pree Hdwe,
1.20 Wm. Lawrence; 5th ward, F. Jonkfrom the kindergartenthrough the Joseph Lay Co.,
1.69
A. Brinkman, frt
.75 man; th ward, Gerrlt- Vander HU.
twelfth
E. DletzgenCo., supplies , t 2.93
Adjourned.
John Van Bragt,
100.00
The actvltles of the evening were J. Zuidema, city
126.00
A. Westerhof,
67.00
RICHARD OVERWAY.
varied by numbers by the Ninth E. P .Stephan,
6.00
24.45
city Clerk.
street male chorus and the high H. D. Edwards Co., supplies 53.06 H. Nieuwsma,
D. Overway,
tLU
school orchestra.Light refreshmentsChaa. Hvass Co., discs
9.00
A. B. Kammeraad,
- 44^0 Prof. Robt. E. Evans and family
were served at the close of the meet- Am. R’y Exp.
2.8$ Jac Ver Houw,
n 95
ing.
P. Lohuis,
71.05
motored to Hesperiafor a two day*’
W. H. Vande Water, sexton
115.00 vtolt with reUUvzg.
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Van’s Chemical Co.
HOLLAND, MICH.

Factory 2 Miles North
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Holland
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rent
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QUALITY & SERVICE
-in-

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
A guarantee of Workmanship, Quality and
Prompt Service is given you on any older
placed with us for Memorial Work, be it
either a large Monument or a small marker
and we invite you to call and look over the
large stock ot finished Monuments and Markers that we are now showing.
We do not ask for any deposit to be made
on orders placed now for Spring Delivery,

Monument Work*
St. Op«n
M.

Holland
18 W. 7th

7 A.

Saturday Evanin|i

M. to S

to » P.

P.

M.

oil

water

hammer

crane
lamps
repairs

valves
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wire
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screw

meters
supplies

do
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freight
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Homes
In

— Always

The Longer we

We

to Live

more

homei, the

live in

become attached to them, and to

how unwise

it

would be

not to

make

1

improvementsthat are permanent.

How easy
zier

and more

Everyone has
what good

make

to

it is

one's

home

co-

attractive all the time,
friends

who do

that,

and

folks say they are!

,

power
calls

meats
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,

etc.
Ice

'

B.

ctge.

drugs
drygoods
laundry

eggs

gas
ctge.

When putting in

a heating system, one's

mind naturally turns,

to the

FURNACE— The HEART
A few

of

HOLLAND
the HOME.

of the reasons are:

1- The Easy Shaking Grate.
2. The Strong Guarantee.

3.

Fuel Saving Features.

4.

Largest

Number

of Satisfied

Users.

cook

domestic
mending

rent
janitor
girl

sunpt.
asst.
nurse

do
do
do

,
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grad*.
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eng.
rent
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HOLLAND FURNACES MARE

“WARM

FRIENDS."

HOLLAND FURNACE

CO.,

General Officet - Holland Mich.

384 Branches

in Central States.

LARGEST INSTALLERS OF FURNACES IN THE WORLD

HtBaul City
Page Eight

YOUNG

LOCAL

FOLKS

MAKE MOST
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Turn to i»age three of thle [Mue
and find out how you can get JM.OU
in grocerlee and dlahee Free.
The Spanish War 'VAuxlllnrywill PROSECTTOR FRED T. MILE8
•have a baked gooda enle in the \\ olGIVES DEFINITION OF
verlne garage Saturday, April utn.
A
_ ...
You are Invited to come and buy your
JEairter Baked Goods here.
Fred T. Miles of Holland last evenA Grand Rapid* bank manager on
a salary of $36 a week engaged In ing spoke before the Parents -Teachers club at Spring Lake and gave them
speculationswhich resulted in
an account of his experiences at the
$18,000 shortage at the banK.
seems thai no matter how much recent conventionheld at Cincinnati,
money these bank managers have. | where he was a delegate, attending
the National Educational association
rthey always want more.
convention. TTe stated that at this
Holland people are complaining convention, law inforcement among
that the bees whch Infest the city young folks was the common topic of
are stingingthorn on their bald 'discussion,and educators were very
heads. The device of putting molass- much perturbed relativeto law violaes* on the bald head and catching the
tions, especially among young men.
ibee Is recommended.— Detroit News.
Mr. Miles stated that Herbert R. O.
Queen Wilhelmlna of Holland, The Connor, States Attorneyof Baltimore,
Netherlands, was stricken a few days declares that In 1924 of the six thouago by a malady, attendedby a high sand persons arrested In Baltimore
lever. Her indispositionhas necessi- for violationsof every conceivable natated postponement of a visit to the ture eighty per cent were young men
of an age that in a former genera.eountry seat.
Next Sunday evening the choir of tion would not have reached the
'Trinity Reformed church will render stage of criminal action. All over Our
land the warning Is being put forth
. an Easter cantata, entitled "The Hisby social workers and public men
• en King." The pastor Rev. C. P.
Dame will give a very brief Easter and women that the youth are making up the vast bulk of crlmlrfals.
• message. At the morning service the
Mr, Miles stated that he hud found
choir will give some special Easter
school men everywhere recognizing
music.
the situationand rising with nil their
Two Ottawa county men go bank- forces to meet It, and the dominant
rupt accordingto a report from the note of these fourteen thousand
Grand Rapids bankruptcy court. One thoughtful educators is that character
is Fred Jackson of Holland,former- and not keenness is the chief end of
ly occupyingthe garage at River ave.
education. States Attorneys everyand 16th street who’s liabilities are where are declaringthat the laws
$8,988.64 and assets 5,843.46. also
can not be enforced solely by prosecuBert Wittlveenof Nunica with assets tions of those violating them. Mr.
$615 and liabilities of $879.90.
Carpenter, District Attorneyat AtlanMr. and Mrs. Austin Harrington ta Georgia, puts the whole mutter
of this city have returned from an ex- concisely thus, "Home earlier in the
tended western trip covering a period evenings, more of the Preside frank
4>t seven weeks. Moet of the time discussions,and closer companionship
was spent In California where the of the family Is the only salvation for
’Hollandfolks were the guests of Mr. posterity.”
Prosecutions are only supernclal
and Mrs. F. K. ’’Colby formerly of
checks to the disordersof society,
.Macatavra Park.
in America we have always worshipDr. Henry Hospers of the Western ed keenness and the shrewdness of
Theological Seminary will be in the Yankee has passed into proverb.
charge of the services at the SecUntil we learn to put goodnessand
ond Reformed church of Muskegon character above wealth and ambition
on Good Friday. A number of stores, we shall not remove the danger for
particularly groceries,will close from
children and our nation.
1 to 4 o'clock Friday afternoon, to our
Mr. Miles also had something to say
(permit their help to attend the services In the different churches in of enforcement of trattlc ordinances.
iMuskegon where services are to be He contended that the main trouble
with the enforcement of the traffic
Iheld.
laws are two. First they are misunHenry Kraker local mason has se- derstood.
Ask almost any person you
cured a minstrel company organized
sometime ago In Whitehall, Michigan meet how fi.st they may drive and
Rjp the masons there. This Minstrel they will declare that they may drive
35 miles per hour In the country, 20
• organization has given exhibitions in
MuSkJgon and other cities In the miles 'per hour in residence streets,
* neigttburhood. and they will come to and fifteen miles In business portions
r Holland $o put on their ••black-face of cities. This is not true, but Is the
stuff at t-he Masonic Temple the 24th commonly acceptedstatement of the
law. The law provides that "No perof Aptli.
John R. Kleyne, who enlisted re- son shall operate a motor vehicle upon a public highway at a rate of speed
cently In the naval service and whose
home address is 271 W. 17th st.. Hol- greater than Is reasonableand proland, Mich., has been appointedan per, having regard to the traffic and
apprentice petty, officerfirst class of use of the highway, or so us to en! Ms company at station. These danger the life or limb of any person
t men are chosen because of their neat or the safety of any property:and
shall not in any event while upon any
; peumal appearance,their ability to
\pno1H from instructionand that qual- highway run at a higher rate of speed
ity of leadership shown by them dur- than 35 miles an hour, and within
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Smart Easter Apparel

MAR

!

But Not Expensive

i

EASTER COATS

•

I

$24.50 $27.50 $29.50

j

539.50

The Smarter Modes at Special Low Prices
Ye» they're the type of Coats that will predominate in the Easter Promenade. Join the many who are coming here for their Easter apparel and you’ll be
both amazed and pleased with the prevailing lowness of prices.

Rushed Easter shipments
are arriving daily—

many

More

«o

that

models are being

shown for the first time in
Suede in Cloths Downey
Wool, Poriet Twills, Summorno, Charmeuse — in Tans
— Blue — Cedar Rosewood,

LATE ARRIVALS

$16.50

Papoose. Size

from

16 to

K.

51

$19.75
E ister Coats for the Girls

These new dresses have

been
mode
terials

a

proved as

for Faster.

correct

The ma-

$10.75 to $14.50

have lK*en i'arefull)

selected— the colors:

......

Happy Is the girl who selects her Easter Coat from this unusual assortmentbeside having a smartly styled garment, rfie
will realize the great saving In price*— -there are twenty-Ore

GYPSY
RUST

distinct sizes. 7 to 14 years.

ROSEWOOD
BAMBOO

SPRING SUITS

CEDAR

NAVY

The New Ensemble

BoUi have been comimd to produce the most

fiamionlzlru cfTevl. These
the corporate limits of all cities, vildresses possess u degree of
lages, corporate or Incorporatethe
rate of speed shall not lie greater
quality that Is unusual at
than 15 miles an hour In the business
this price. Sizes If to .10.
portions of any city or village and
not greater than 20 milw an hour In
all other portions thereof, subject to
the other provisions of this act. Upon approaching an Intersecting highway. a bridge, dam. sharp curve or
steep descent, and also in traversing
ML Trtbune.
such Intersecting highways, bridge,
Considerableexcitement prevailed dam. curve or descent, a person oper.« at Grand Haven yesterday when fire.
• which originated in the brush and ating a motor vehicle shall have it
n swamp lands west of Lake ave., ap- under control and operate it at such
speed us is reasonableand proper,
i paused to threaten several resort cotIn the Highland park region. having regai d to the traffic then on
The Are was brought under control such highway and the safety of the
late yesterday,however,by the Grand public. If every driver of a car obey
Haven department, with the aid of this law traffic accident* would be reBoy Scouts and scores of citizens. duced to a minimum, was Mr. Miles'
Three minor fires In the city added to contention.There are times when a
person does not have a right to drive
the excitement.
Special Easter services will be held 15 miles an hour or even five mile* an
, .-ai the Wesleyan Methodist church. hour.
Finally ‘he difficulties of law en/corner Pine and 17th st. The pastor.
Mx.. and Mrs. W. C. Cralne of ChtFlorence Brummel, Xella De Haan.
1 JHsrv. Vlsser,will speak at 10:30 from forcement are removed if men and and her teacher, Mias Fanny Riemer- ca*o are spendingseveral days on. the
r the subject. "The Risen Christ" and women remember the fundamental nma. She was presentedwith many farm. Mrs. Craine will remain for
V in -the evening at 7:30 from the sub- principals that are old and well es- pretty gifts. All reported a flse time, the summer.
ject The One Thing Needful."Th*> tablished. First the Golden Rule. SecMr. Samuel Wark and family spent
and left at a late hour.
. morning (?hsir will render a special ond. ao us* your own ns not to InMr. and Mrs. John Baker from Ot- Sunday with her sister in Muskegon.
i Easter.- number entitled. "Risen, a jure anothe.-. Third, that law Is simHr. William Schultz and family of
tawa Beach called <m relatives In
» Glorious King. In the evening dur- ply the application of common sense
Grand. Rapids spent Sunday with reUthis city last week.
t Ing the song service the Junior choir
to everyday agalrs of life. Fourth
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. George Uvw
nMU sing “The Children's Hosanna." that habits are easily formed and Hchout,
Zeeland, a s<m; to Mr. and, Mr Framb Walz was married at
Monthly Young Missionary with difficulty broken, and that charWorkers band will meet in the even- acter is the sum total of the fixed hab- Mrs Charles Yandsr Zwaag. North Xortoik.Yiu. last Wednesdayreturna daughter;to1 Mr. and Mrs.
hiune Sunday accompanied by his
ing at 6:30. The public is cordially its. Charles Evans Hughes, ex-secre- Holland,
Wm. Meengs. Vrleslasd. a daughter
invited to share In these Easter Joys.
V and Mm. Lunqui*t,
tary of state, defines the character of to Mr. and Mrs Charlie Bnak.
Mr.
Lunqulet, Mr. and
Three times and out. Such was the n good American citizen as follows: Zeeland city, a daughter; to Mr. ami, Ma. WJUiam Slater of Chicago motorexperience of a Negro who begged for "Faith without credulity, conviction
a (‘*r
* meal. The first appeal to a kind without bigotry, charity without oon- L"Kh,H- to
, “J'
mi, ham and
lisarted man won for him a break- deecentlon. courage without pugnac- Berends. Oakland, a dnughtfr;and
fast. A second appeal live minutes itv self-respect without vanity, hu- Mr. ml Mrs. .lain*, Iloltman, Zee- “I; a?i “'!•
land city, a
Gordon spent Sunday In Llatawell
later brought him the price for an- mility wl’hout obsequiousness,
love
other breakfast, but he spent only of -humanity without sentimentality, Messrs. J. N. Clark ami Hupt. H. with Mrs. Samuel Ashley.
Mr. and Mrs.
Bruner and
S. Denison, of the public school*, atone-half the amount. The restauruntand meekness with power.
tended a meeting of school boards daughter Gludelle returned home on
eur returned the change to the donor.
In Mr. Miles' discourse he also deThe third time another business man fined a liar. Mr. Miles stated that a and superintendents in connection Friday from Bhenlx, Arizona where
with the annual meeting of the School they spent the winter.
took the man to the same restaurliar Is a person who has removed the
Mr. and Mrs. George Corell and
Masters' club at Ann Arbor on Wedant, threw down the price for a meal,
but the Negro's stomach was so well partitionbetween his Information and nesday and Thursday of last week. daughter Kathleen and cousin VirginMr. Clark was on the program for la House of Niles npent the week end
filled he refused to eat and asked hw imagination.
discussion on "Recent Tax legisla- with Mr. ami Mrs. Joel. Uecbe
for the cash. Then the proprietor
tion in Michigan."
let out the secret. The man was told
Mrs. Swanson was taken to the hos- 1
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Vogel were pitul at Allegan Monday for medical
to get out of town and obeyed the or KF.V. A. WXRMICIS WILL HEAD
MISSION COUNCIL BRANCH surprised
surprised at their
their home
West
" ™ | treatment, and the message came on
der.
Main St. Friday evening,March 27, Tll„w,..vino. ntn.j that she bad passed
Monday morning, while
the
by a party of relatives and
> M|. Swun8on died last July
way to Allegun. the old locomotive
ev. A. LivingstonWarnshuis. the occasionbeing Mr. Vogel's sixtydrawing the nlckle-plated lightning Hope graduate, a former resident of fourth birthday anniversary. Those leaving the widow and three children.
express became a bit frisky Just at the Holland, and for several years secre- present were Mr. and Mrs. Gil. Vogel. The community extend their symtop of the grade north of Dunning- tary of the internatlnalmissionary Mr. and Mrs. George Tep Hoar of puthy to these chlldrea it being a pitvllle, reared up in the rear, and de
council with headquarter*in London. Holland. A very pleasant evening was iful case. Mrs. Swanssn has a niece
railed five loaded freight cars — two has returned to this country. I/16 (spent in a sociable way and refresh- living In New York which was her
cars of coal, a car of cement, a car executive commttee of the council has ments
me|l^ were served. After renewed only living relative In this country.
of lumber, and a car of oil. A wreck authorized the opening of
branch congratulations
Mr. Henry Mead Is confined to hte
were extended the
Ing train and crew came from Grand office in New York city In order that visitors returned to their respective home by Illness.
Rapids at about noon and it took un the American missionaryforces may homes at a, late hour.
Manetho Shrine No. 38, W. S. J
til nine or ten o'clock the next morn
lie enabled to relate themselvesmore
Dr. Marlon Dekker, who has been went to Holland Monday evening an'
Ing to get the derailed cars back on closely to the Fluropean forces and to visiting relatives In this vicinity for exemplified the work on two ctndl
the track and the track repaired. One take part more efficiency In all efforts
week, returned to l^ike Worth.
car of coal was so nearly unset that in which the forces on both sides of Florida. Abe Post of this city and dates at "the Maaoclc Temple. Refreshments were served by the Hoi
It was necessary to dump the coal In the Atlantic ocean should co-operate. John Post of Grand Rapids accomorder to right the car.— Allegan
Dr. Wnrnshus has been placed in panied him anal will visit Dr. and Mrs. land members.* All report an enjoyacharge of the branch office In New Dekker at Lake Worth, and will also ble evening. Much Interest Is being
shown in the Shrine and Its naemberYork city. He has devoted his llfes take In other points of Interest.
is increasing rapidly.
career to foreign mission work, hav
Bay Meeboer of Zeeland, Is an as- shlp
Mrs. Hunt 'hss moved to the house
Ing spent more than 20 years in pirant for the catcher's position °n
YARD LIGHTS HIMSELF
China. He later was promoted to n the fast Western Normal nine this she recently purchased from George
Mayor W. W. Vosburgh of Allegan, iieereturyfihip of ihIrnIooh for oil < hino season, t’oach Hyamnes may use the Ricker.
who failed of re-electionMonday, and and a few yearn nK<> wan appointed new recruit in the Hllltoppers' first
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Van Syckle rewhose $8,000 bond propositionfor secretary of the international coun game on April 11 when they most
ing their period of training.
Two Fords, one driven by Murray
IFvner of this city, collided at the
Fifth and Franklin street corner last
mfcht. The other car was driven by a
Holland party whose name is unknown. The front part of both cars
was damaged in the collision,the
Holland car breakinga wheel. Lamps
/•on both vehicles were smashed. — G.

$27.50 to $49.50
perhaps no oCber fashion decree has found such favor with
DiMiHh woman as the smart ensemble. Our ensemble suits wUI
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Rose Cloak Store
THE STORE OF PERSONAL SERVICE
Holland, Michigan
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SPECIALS
NICK WOLTZER, MARtMBAPHONE SOLOIST

HAWAIIAN SEXTETTE
FAMOUS DUTCH COMEDIANS
AMERICAN LEGION BAND QUARTETTE

a

Gazette.

American legian Band

Friday, April 10,
Carnefie

Gym.

1925

aeut* at iiutocnga’s)

8 P.

M.

_

Bom*-

week.
Mrs. Claude ElUs entertainedher
club last Friday at a one o’clock
luncheon. The occasion was her wedding anniversary. A delightful time
was enjoyed by all.
Ray Knight and Miss Elsie Green of
Grand Rapids were guests Thursday
of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Ellis.
Horace Welch has returned from
the hospital at Kalamaxoo and Is Improving from his recent operation.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Muller were down
from Holland Monday evening to attend the play "Dust of the Earth"
given at the Congregational church in
Saugatuck.

turned home Tuesday from an exHope college at Kalamazoo.Meeboer tended visit with relatives In New
Jboulevardlights was also defeated oil.
bus had several years' experience with ork and Chicago.
announced that with nine other busifast semi-pro nines and should thereness men he will erect ten lights on
ZEELAND
Mr. ElisabethEllis and Mrs. Lorfore he a big addition to the brown
a*cust street. If the city council will
Inda Reid returned to their respecand
gold
infield,
Seventy-five
meb
rive permissionand show the voters
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Brandeberry
tive homes after spending the winter
what they mlsaed by turning down are spending two weeks at the home reported to Coach Hyamnes lust Mon- In the Arthur Eaton home.
day when first outdoor practice was
of
the
latter*
parents.
Mr.
and
Mr*.
his pet hobby.
Mrs. Danielson returned to her home
Fred Benjamin. Mrs. Brandeberry held.
-*»•
millinery news
here after spending the winter In
was. before her marriage, Miss Bea
DOUGLAS
ITEMS
Our stock of millinery is at It* best trice
Chicago with her children.
. ...
A party was held In honor of Miss
Dan Flint is driving a new Ford
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Eaton spent
b^tifu^hara arriWng Diletta Buter at her home recently last week with their daughter Mrs. Sedan.
Mrs. H. A. Gray was the gueat of
SJiy We give eP^laly attention to for the purpose of celebrating her ModOSUl Copeland at Moline, 111,
13th birthday. Those present were:
her
children In Chicago over Sunday.
Mr.
Edward
Wark
returned
home
correct fitting. To th°8Cdd“‘rl,^ern^g!
Miss Mary Hnan a student of W. 8.
Aver or relrlm work dons, we sug Katherineand Mary Apn Bos. Ada trom California last Tuesday where
i, Tisther
and
Grace
Bouwens,
T-lsther
Poest,
Normal at Kalamaxoo spent Sunday
s«*t that you bring hats In as early in
Genevieve Bouwens, Ethel Klelnjans, he spent the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. I. O. Charlestonof In the John Scarlett home.
the week ns possible.
Janet Bloemsma, Hattie Stremler,
Mm. Orpha Drought and Lillian
HenriettaGoormnnn.Gertrude Post, Chicago are > spending several days
,ar y0"“ni 0 Warren,
were horns from Grand Rapids this
Gertrude Moeke, Elizabeth Easing, here at theii summer home.
jtc4-l$ Successor to Mrs. M. Vox.

Benjamin.

-

HAMILTON

—

The carload of coal which was
dumped last week at the time of the
wreck near Dunnlngvllle has been reloaded and shipped back to Holland.
Roy Beerower of Fennvllbl* has
moved to town and is now employed

as mechanic In the Wolters garage.
Miss Julia Rlgterlnk is spendingher
week's vacation from school duties In
Hamilton with her parents.
Miss Alice Browed enjoyed a week*
vacationwith her parents In Hamil-

A little daughter born 8a turd SI’ *o
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rutgers of Diamond Springs died Sunday.
Henry rf. Nyenhuls, who recently
bought the store building and stock of
John Vender Ploeg took possession
April 1. Mr. Nyenhule had Men for
some time previous head mechanic In
the Wolters* garage.
Hamilton may employ an additional
teacher In the high school next year.
At a meeting held recently by local
cltisensIt was decided bjnhose present to leave the matter to the declsloq
of the school board. A committee was
also appointed to sound the sentiment
of adjoining districton the queetlon
of consolidation.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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You

If

Build the

Way

Bolhuis
AVER

INTO

watch a Bolhuis house in con-

X2j struction? ’T would do your heart
good to see the way Bolhuis building
methods save time and

labor, without ever

anywhere!

the slightest sacrificeof quality,

Watch, sometime, when a truck-load of
lumber is deliveredto a Bolhuis job. It is
more than a truck-load of lumber. Every
piece has been cut to fit a certain position
in a plan and has been given a mark and
number that shows its exact position.
When the carpenter comes to nail it in
place, it fits, and goes up in a hurry.

New Plan Saves
One of the

in

is

Many Ways

biggest differencesin the
and ten years

why we have

careful

complete homebuilding program (Plans,
Materials, Millwork, Construction)into
one competent organization where they
can work together,with every step in the
process under one control, and thus eliminate waste.

Good

team -work like this piles up savmany ways. You can get the benefit
of these savings if you build the Bolhuis
way.
ings in

in

and

body.

,

.

employees.

talk it over with us.

MisisUiaberlrMfs.ee.

,

COMPLETE HOME-BUILDING SERVICE

guilders
Grand Rapidi

Practically all arrangements have
Cupl. W. J. 1‘resley and and his U.
been made for the sunrise service to
S. S. Coast Gurd crow at Grand HaAnother automobilevictim was be held on Easter morning, Sunday
A tragedy occurred on the comer ven harbor witnessed a strange natus*
added to the long list Friday, when April 12, at 6:10 a. m. in the Third of 24th street and Van Raalte avenue al phenomenonThursday night, whaa
C. J. Doyle of 4048 North Keeler Reformed church. Student J. A. De late Thursday afternoon when Kenthey saw clearly the lights of botk
Avenue, Chicago, died in the local Jong of the Western Theological neth Buttles, aged 25, whose family Milwaukee and Racine shining acroM
hospital Friday afternoonof injuries Seminary has been secured to give resides on East 8th street, just bewhich he received when his machine the address on the topic "What Does yond the olty limits, woe electro- the lake. As fur us is known this is
crashed Into a westbound Interurban the Resurrectionof Jesus mean to cuted. Buttles had Just finishedsome the first time that such a freak cob*
dltion has piuvullcd there.
at Beechwood Crossing.James E. me?"
work on n pole, stretching wires
Doyle of 663B South Wood st, a
A program of music will also be where they had sagged because of a The phenomenon was first notic'd
brother who was riding on M-ll with by Miss Hondellnk, accompanied by recent storm, and was about to come at shortly after 1 o'clock In the oven*
him, escaped with a few minor Xella Tania, a pipe organ solo by Miss down, when for some unknown rea- ing when the lookout called the keepbruises.
Susanna Hamellnk and a cornet solo aon he extended his hand above his er's attention to what seemed to b« B
Doyle received a factured skull, to be an orator of ability, at one time head, grasped a live wire some dis- light baring out on the lake. Capt
both arms broken and a broken being a student at Hope and later tance up which carried u voltage of Preston examined tho light and was
clavicle,besides Internal Injuries one of the features. Part of this pro- 3400 volts. When the contact was of the impression that some ship out
which hastened his death. Both men gram has already been arranged. complete Buttles was Jerked from his in the lake was Torching" for ussl»are in the sixties, and James E. was Vocal solos will be given by Miss position by the shock and fell to the tance.
driving the car, when the accident Miss Adelaide Borgman on the piano. ground, a distance of 18 feet.
He ordered the big power bout
occured. Motorman George Force J. A. De Jong, the speaker, Is said
Jacob De Feyter. the foreman, and launched and with tho crew start'd
and Conductor Fred Lltcher were In going to Princeton University. Mr. Walter De Neff, a co-worker,picked for a cruise into the lake to local'
charge of the Interurban.
tho man up, pillowed him on some if possible, the cause of tho light.
The men were on their way home De Jong's home la In Iowa.
coats and one of the men ruahed for power boat was headed due west and
The
sunrise
service
Easter
mornfrom Grand Rapids and were travela telephone and succeeded In getting after running a distance of six or
ing along at a fair rate of speed, and ing is given under the auspices of the Dr. R. H. Nichols who arrived 16
seven miles the light became clearer
accordingto the reports did not see C. E. societies of all the Reformeu minutes afterwardsami pronounced but seemed to bo but little nearer.
the interurban which was not travel- churches of Holland, with Central Buttles dead, stating that the man
The crew kepi on going, however,
ing at a high rate of speed. The ma- Park Reformed church also joining must have died instantly when the
chine crashed into the side of the in. It will be a Joint gatheringwith stream of electricitypassed through and at a distance of about ten or
twelve miles out, a beautiful panorMich. Hallway car with a terrific an Invitationextended to any and all hla
force. Motorman Force said that "the who wish to come.
R. B .Campion, superintendentof ama of light unfolded before the eysi
machine hit his car broadside
the board of public works, was also of the coast guards.
Capt. Preston decided that the flaro
the air control tank loose, breaking CTAPIf TDAKICI717D
hastily called. He assisted in taking
the air line and renderinghis au;
1 IviUlljr Eil\
the body to the Dykstra morgue and came from the government light
brake entirely out of working order."
broke the sad news to the family of house at Windy Point at Racine. BtTo quote his words he said, "I tried
Mr. Buttles. He also notifiedcoroner mg familiar with the Racine llghti
to stop my car after the accident, but
IS
Westrate who pronounced Butties' the keeper was abls to identifyseverwas unable to do so by hand; conelectrocutiona case of accidental al of the shore light at Racine, Wis.
ductor Lltcher pulled the trolley off,
A little further north another sot
death, stating that a coroner'sInand I applied the hand brakes, we
of lights was plainly visible.Captain
quest would be unnecessary.
thereby succeededIn slowing the car
Mr. Buttles had been an employee Preston knowing the Mliwauk"
Jacob De Roni who had an Inter- of the city since July, 1921. and was lights well, curly distinguished them.
enough to save It from running bit
the track at the bend Into the lake.” eat In the Federal Bakery since the considered an able lineman. His fel- The lights were plainly vlslbl'
Other damages showed that a high present managementtook hold, has low employees are still at a losa to along Junoau Park water front, th'
tension pole had been cut down, disposed of his stock to Merrick Han- understandhow the accident happen- Illumination of the building* near th'
about twenty-five feet from the cross- chett. Hanchett in turn has disposed ed as the live wire was some distance park and the Northwestern Railway
ing, completely wrecking the car, and of De Bonl’s holdings to four of the above the man's head, and the supstation were clearly visiblefrom th'
breaking the windshieldw’hlch cut employees of the concern, Tony Last. poslton Is that unthinkinglyButtles
coast guard host.
Harry
Solomonson,
Benjamin
Trlmp
the occupants.
reached up for the heavy wire to let
Convinced that the phonominon
The men were brought to the local and Bata Holdregger. The Federal himself down, as he had finished the
was a mirage, or a condition due t'
hospital by a passing motorist, who Bakery has been a corporation from work on the small feed wires which
some peculiarity of the atmosphere^
was assisted by an employee of the the beginning and now the number of had sagged.
Michigan Railroad. C. J. Doyle was stockholders has Increased and quite
The family of Buttles Is provided the keeper ordered the boat back to
a bit of the stock is owned by the em- for under the workingman s compen- the station. The lights remained visstill living when taken Into the hospital; James E. Doyle was able to ployees themselves.
sation act, the board of public works ible for the greater part of the run.
Mr. De Boni was compelled to give carrying its own Insurancefor Us
The reason for the clear view of th'
walk into the hospital and his condiup
Inside work because of ill health
west short lights is unexplained.Th'
tions seems Improved.Both men were
.
and eye trouble. He plans to get
given medical assistance Immediately,
The funeral of Mr. Buttles was held condition might hav' been du* to B
work out of doors, perhaps as a
but Doyle never regained conscious- traveling salesman for a wholesale from the homX’of his parents. Mr. mirage, of couim. but th' view of th'
ness after the crash. He .died bakery supply house. Mr. Hanchett and Mrs. James Buttles, East Eighth lights seemed to be direct rather thus
about twenty minutes after he was and his fellow owners of the bakery street, at two o'clock Monday after- by means of reflection. AU of the
taken to the hospital. Relatives of invite the public to come and inspect noon, Rev. C. P. Dame officiatingIn- light' were on lake level and apparthe unfortunate men were Immediateently in normal position. A freak of
the place as a number of changes and terment was In the Pilgrim Homs
ly notified.
improvements have been made In the cemetery. Members of the board of atmosphericconditions which permit
bakery the past few months. There public works and employees attended the light to be seen at an unusually
long distance sstmt to be a reasonwill be no radical changes because of the funeral in a body.
FOUR YEAR OLD GIRL
aid to be not over fifteen miles, and
the
transfer
but
now
that
most
of
the
DIES FRIDAY MORNING
It is seldom that it can be seen that
employees are owners It Is expected
Ruth Marlon Tuls. four year old they will be ready to serve the public
far.
daughter of the late Rev. H. Tula, better than ever.
The normal distanceat which a
died Friday morning at her home at
light Is visibleon Lake Michigan lr
36 East 16th street. She is survived
able explanation of the phtnomeiyplk
by her mother, two sistersand three
Father
of
brothers. The funeral was held
i\
Monday at 2:30 at the home, Rev.
Mr. Zwiers officiating. The little
Prof.
Local
J
girl's father died a few months ago.
Edward E. tewart, the well dress-

MADE AT THE
FEDERAL BAKERY

plans do a big part of the work that hand
labor used to do. That’s why we have
grouped the four fundamentals of every

Come
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EMPLOYE COAST GUARDS
SEE MILWAUKEE
KILLED BY
LIGHTS GLEAN
A LIVE WIRE
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devised ways to

make powerful machinery and
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SUNRISE SERVICES

AUTO CRASHES

you Can Get the Benefit

1925

PREPARATION FOR

WHEN

KILLED

9,

Muskegon

Holland

STEWART PLEADS
GUILTY BEFORE

JUDGE CROSS

Hinkamp
Passes

0
r
Family

young man who was arrested
Away ed
Tuesday in Holland by the local po-

Spends Vacations

on a stolen car theft charge and
later was turned over to the
sheriff's department to face forgery
lice

Prof. P. E. Hinkamp of Hope college left Holland Wednesday, April 1,
for Milwaukee, Wls. On his arrival
there he learned that his father, Mr.
H. J. Hinkamp, had passed away a

LOOK!
World’s Record

515

in Life Insurance

LISTEN!

Applications For $578,850.00

NEAR THE END
OF FIRST
IN

Profit

Premium
$640.54

Up
Years
Years
$395.50

Tot. Dep. 14
14
and Insured for $1,000 from Age 21
Policy Paid

$28.25

Or
At

Age

Premium

will

to

Cash age 56
$1036.04

OFFICE

city. A new mayor always assumes
the gavel about the middle of a
council meeting when that division in
the order of business known as "Messages from the Mayor” is reached. At
the next meeting of the council, on
April 15, the change of administration will bake place and Mayor Kammeraad will complete the first full
year of his administration.
It does not seem likely that the
meeting at which the new aldermen
take their seats will arouse much Interest this year. Only one actual exchange of an aldermanlc seat will
take place, that Is, there will be only
one new face In the new council. Andrew- Hyma will take the seat to be
vacated by Gerrit Sprletsma. In all
other cases the same men who have
been serving the city will continue to
serve. The only thing necessaryon
the evening of the change of administrationwill be for tho newly elected
aldermen,after they have been sworn
In, to take the seats occupied by
their colleagues In their respective
wards. The junior alderman in each
ward will then become the senior al-

56

do this?
Tot. Dep. 23 Yrs.
Cash Age 61
$423.20
$1055.99
$1000 from Age 21 to age 61
it

Up
Years

Policy Pd.

YEAR

Lacking one half of a council meeting, Mayor Kammeraad has served a
full year as chief executive of the

Will Your Life Insurance do this:

.

Sugar Bosh

23

Productionin one month.

Policy at Life Rates.

Age
21

In

charges, was arraignedin circuit
Mr. and Mrs. George Woldring JhdT
court at Grand Haven Thursday before Judge Orlen H. Cross. Stewart four children spent a unique spring
few hours before In the Milwaukee pleaded guilty as charged. He will vacation the past W'tk and have
hospital.Funeral services were be sentenced later in the term and returned horn# enthusiastic for that
held Friday afternoon at Immanuel as the law provideswill probably kind of outing. They went to Freevisit either Ionia or Jackson.
port, near Hustings, ths home of Mrt.
Presbyterian church, Milwaukee.
When arrested, young Stewart who Woldring, and spent a week In th'
Mr. Hinkamp had often visited in
vf age and the adopted sugar bush. Freeportis a great maHolland and has many friends and is
son of a prominent Battle Creek phy- ple sugar country and the Woldring
acquaintanceshere.
sician, was driving a Chryslersedan. children had all kinds of fun tapping
The car had been stolen from a Hat- the maple tree*, and taking the sap.
tie Creek party and wae to be ttsed in
to tho sugar shanty and converting
"Joyriding" n* Stewart testified. Chief It Into sugar.
Van Ry who hud the stolen car in his
o
—
possession returned It to the proper

This world record was made by a Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Agent in one
month.
The youngest case written was 13 ^ years young and the oldest 62 years old.
It is interesting to note that five of the thirteen world records to-date were
made by Agents of the great company from w'hom you can get an Endowment

At

who

-

owners who came Thursday from
Battle Creek to claim
The specific case In

it.

-

—

WHERE WESTERN SEMINARY
STUDENTS PREACHED

which Stewart Western Theologicalstudents conwas arraigned was the passing of ducted
services at the following
a worthless check to Ted and Ed, places Sunday:
clothiers of Zeeland. The check
De Haan, Fremont community;
amounted to $40.
The young man Is extremely well Rozeboom, Fulton, 111.; Harsevort.
dressed in a light grey suit of tho Oakdale. G. R.; Burggraaff, Grand
Rapids 5th; Rynbrandt, Van RaalU
latest cut, a new topcoat and light hat.
A ve.. Hlland; Pennlngs. Martin;
He affects the dandy to the same ex- Hchlpper,
Garfield Park, G. H.; J.
tent as Eugene Marcel, arrested by Meengs, Carr
Mission; Trompen,
the Holland police some time ago and
Ave., O. R.; Hoffman, 1st Hola predecessor in the tolls of the law Knap
land. (P. M.); J. De Jonge, Ottawa;
here In Ottawa county on the same FUkkema, Moorland.
charge. When arraigned, Stewart
told practically his life's story to

Judge Cross and In so doing attempted to lay some blame on his foster father for this. This part of his story
Profit $633.79
drew censure from Judge Cross.
Officers assert that Stewart has a
The results as shown as to maturity of the policies at these ages, are based
prison record and that he had previously served time In Ionia for the
upon the Company’s present Dividend Scale being continued in force iwthout change.
Deputy Sheriff Egbert Beckman totheft of an automobileto go "JoyridTerms and Rates for other ages quoted on request.
ing” in. Ho was released after serv- day Issued a warning to all motorists
ing his sentence. All told, the officers who have "ono-eyed" cars or whoss
The dividend scale adopted by the Company in 1900 was increased in 1910,
assert that eighteen worthless checks cars are not provided with a tail1912, 1915 and for 1924. In addition to those increases the Company apportioned
were passed by young Stewart. Most light that show It Is In good working
of these are
possession of order. Mr. Beekman declares that a
$675,000 in 1910, $867,025.78 in 1913, $861,789.55 in. .1914, $1,156,978
1916,
Sheriff Fred H. Kamferbeek at Grand great many complaints are coming
$2,891,721.48 for 1923 and $2,52,297.17for 1924 as special cash dividends,a toHaven or are held by Chief Van Ry from all over the county of near-accldents because of cars defectively
of the Holland police force.
tal of $9,104,811.97 and the Regular Dividends for 1925 was increased approxilighted and the laws governing lights
mately 20 per cent.
on cars will be enforced by th'
department.
Edward Stewart, 23 years old, al- sheriff's
"One-eyes" are often responsible
leged passer of worthless checks, was i for accidents and It also frequently
arraigned Thursday before Justice happens that a motorist crashes into
Lillie gy the Grand Haven city poderman and last year's senior aider- lice on a charge of forgery. The war- a car ahead that is not equipped with
this Policy Over Before Placing Your Life Insurance elsewhere?
man will assume the rank of Junior. rant was signed by Officer De Witt a tail-light that works. The sheriffs
force will endeavor to protect th'
Mayor Kammeraad will probably,
IT
accordingto custom, have a message and was made on complaint of John traveling public against these menin which he will call attention to the Vande Mark, manager of Prulm's aces.
work done the past year and in which Music store and also by the Grand
he may make suggestionsfor the Haven Gas Co. A check for $17 was
work ahead of the council the com- passed at the Prulm store and one of
ing year. But proof that the aider- $10 on the Gas company. Stewart
men do not expect It to be lengthy or waived examination and was bound
Agents
LIFE
CO.,
that the ceremonies of the evening over to circuit court.
will take up much time is contained
Sheriff's officers also found out FriNewark, New
Established 1845
in the fact that the ordinance com- day that the suit young Stewart was
IS
mittee has given notice that the im- wearing, belonged to the clothing
Eesides Life we write Fire, Automobile,Compensation,Plate Glass, and Non-Canpounding ordinancewill be taken up store of John J.RutgersCo. of HolWord has been received from
that night. Since an ordinancealways land and was taken by the young man
cellable Health and Accident Insurance. Why not call 5166 and Avail yourself of mv
takes up much time this would not when he visited the store and picked Rochester. Minn., that Gerrit Kloasen
PERSONAL INSURANCE SERVICE
have been done if lengthy ceremon- up two suit cases. Judge O. 8. Cross of Holland submitted to the first of
a series of two operations on his leg
ies were expected.
36 West 8th
Holland, Michigan
will sentsnee him on the charge to
” Thursday and that his condition tt
which be pleaded guilty Thursday. very favorable. Mr. Klaasen has bMa
MUSKEGON ATTORNEY WHO
•"•rerlng for e long time with ' disKILLED HIMSELF BURIED
ease that baffled physicians even at
ANGLERS’ LICENSE BILL
•he nn'verslty hospital at Ann Arbor,
18 QUASHED BY HOURS -» swelling of the leg to about
More than 100 attended the fundouble its normal six'.
By a vote of 40 to 17, ths house at
eral services for Matt N. Connlne.
•*r Williams’ ffitloMphsr.
1
In the Mayo Brotherscllnlo R wit
prominent
attorney
who
committed
When some folks gits es high si ds
* condition thai
suicide, at the residence Thursday. ~rF?0^„k"i£,VTr7,,,6r
fite ter heaven, deyll be ’stonlshed Ths Muskegon bar associationand
tw Me de sign, "Cent Park Up Klwanis club attended in bodies. Rev.
Walter Tunks and W. E. Pew of-

21

$18.40

23
and Insured for

in

Why Not Look

WARNS OWNERS
OF “ONE-EYE” CARS

In

WHEN BETTER INSURANCE CAN BE HAD, WE GET

OPERATION

VAN PUTTEN INSURANCE AGENCY
MUTUAL BENEFIT
INSURANCE
Jersey
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Page Ten
Two-Piece Dresses
Score a Triumph

Qingham Frocks Arrive,
Embroideries Enrich
Spring's Dressy Coats

H.O.H. LADIES’

Telling

Many Ti

WILL BECOME

A

NIGHT WAS

evening was so successful that

.

by

^

M

flfi

Wins Honor

It

has

Photography

In
been decided to make It a regular feature of the Legion and Auxiliary activities. Friday night’s party was a
G. A. Lacey uf the Mcey studio
test case and If It had not been sueof Holland Is one of 12 photographers
! cessful it would probably not have
of the state who are to contribute 2
I been repeated. But tt was more than
: successfuland waa attended by
a pictures each to a large album to be
throughout the state for the
, large number. The
evening was used
purpose of advertising the photo; pleasantly spent with cards and danc1 graphic paper of one of
the largest
ing, the Schumacher Bros, furnishing
concerns of its kind In the United
| the music.
States.
| The Legion will hold an important Holland Is most likely the smallest
| meeting on Wednesday evening In
city In Michigan to get In on this and
their regular dance hall when Con De Mr. Lacey Is very much pleased at
Free will be the speaker.Commander the recognition given him, especially
Llevense la calling wpedal attention when the number of photographers
to this meeting and he promises the In the state are considered.
The conditions are that the pictures
, "buddies" that the address will b%
one of special interest There will be must be made on one of their papers
i other numbers on the program and and must be 12x17 inches in size.

l

v^cal *olo.

-

REGULAR FEATURE

The H. O. H. held a very eucceertul
-ladle*'night” meeting Friday eve.
Inc in the Horace Mann school,
*as better attended than any prev
lous meeting of the society,the and;
torium being filled to capacity an.
many could find standing room onlj
So successful waa ^h®
was decided to make "ladle* night u
annual affair. Annual picnic arrange
menta were also discussed and wer
left to the board of director*.
The program was: Acrobatic pei
formance,Ruth Verhey, who so plea>
ed the audience that she was enthusiastically encored; Hawaiian songs Ir
costume, Martha and Anna Barkema
plana solo, "The Old Refrain, oi
Krelaler by Theressa Mool; quartet
Cornelia Netting*, Edna Reeverts
Martha and Anna Barkema; musical
comedy sketch. "What You Hear on
a Street Car.” Theressa Moob D
Dekker Jean Van Zyl, and DorothJ

l
No. 10844— Exp. Apr. 25
Here’s a

Cornelia Net-

little,

to

match, that will please everybody. It
Is much like the little frocks of last
year except that It Is an Illustrated
Among the dressiercoats for spring,
edition. SketchesIn colored floss, of
rl<^i embroideriesreveal sumptuous
things that children love, adorn It and
colors and oriental designs In wide,
and show that It la up to date in style.
Irregulsr bandings. Embroidery In
the coat shown her* extends nearly to
the hemline and covers at leust half
of the sleeve. A collar of dyed squirrel carries out Its

SEMINARYMEN

warm brown

The Smart Thing
in Beaded Gowns

tone*.

Crepes Maintain Lead
in Spring’s Negligees

AND FACULTY
STAGE BANQUETl

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate

story-telling, checked

gingham frock, with knickers

"The

Island Where
Grow." by Ford, "Rose In the Bud.
by Fouster. and "Grandma, ( by
Bachs; "Roamin' In the Gloamln, Edna Reeverts and Martha Barkema,
vocal solos by Martha Barkema—
-The Friendly Man,” by Sachs, Ro*«
in Autumn." by Vander Pool, and If
I Could Fly." by Warford; reading by
Dorothy Slagh; Dutch song in costume by Martha and Anna Barkema.
duet, "Her Singing l*"°nCornelia Netting* and Edna Reeverta.
tlnga —

for consideration.

A

The American Legion party at the
Woman’s LHerary club hall Friday

BIG SUCCESS

Wagh!

refreshmentswill be served. All the
members are requested to be present
as business of Importance will be up

LEGION PARTY

J.Arendshorst

Court for the County of Ottawa

of

F

ft

i

E

CGMF’EiSliATION LIFE

In the matter of the estate
•
Spring has brought with It a rival
Harm Van Spyker, Deceased
of the one-piece day frock— and fashNotice la hereby given that four
HEALTH AUlOLftf • AUIOM;iBILE\
ion has given It a warm welcome. In months from the 19th day of Marcl\
6[PV>1 Phunr 1120 HOUANC 1ICH.
fact, the two-piece '•reas has scored A. D. 1926, have been allowed for
creditors to present their claims
a triumph. It Is chic, simple and against said deceasedto said court of
vouthful and la developed In many examinationand adjustmentand that
sorts of dress fabrice-wlth kasha all creditors of said deceased are requirE. J. BacheBer, D. C., Ph. C.
and silk alpaca In great favor. It la ed to present their claims to said court
CHIROPRACTOR
at
the
probate
office,
In
the
city
. n—v
pictured here In the latter material.
Grand Haven, In said county, on or Office; Holland City Slate Bank Blk.
before the 19th day of July A. D. 1925 Hours: 10-11 :S0
7'8 P* mand that said claims will be heard
I none -tot
Fashion Smiles
'said court on
on Silk Alpaca Tutvday ttio 21h| day of July A. D.
PROPOSED LATERAL SEWER
1925, at ten o'clock In the forenoon.
Twenty-Second HU**, Between CenDated March 19th A. D. 1925.
tral and College Avenues
JAMES J. DANHOF.
City of Holland.
Judge of Probate.
City Clerks Office, March 4. 1925
Notice Is hereby given that the
Exp. Apr. 18—10897
Common Council of the City of HolSTATE
MICHIGAN— The Pro- land at a session held Wednesday,
on. e Court for the County of Ottawa. March 4, 1925 adopted the following
At a sfcuslou of said Court, held at i (solutions:
i he
Probate office In the city of Grand
Resolvedthat a lateral sewer be conHaven in said county, on the 26th day structed In Twenty-Second street,beof March A. D. 1925.
tween Central and College avenues;
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof, that said lateral sewer be laid at the
Judge of Probate.
depth and grade and of the dimenIn the matter of the estate of
sions prescribed in the diagram, plan,
Forrest O. fcldml, Debased
and profile, and In the manner requirMargaret A. Eldred having filed In ed by the specificationsfor same prosaid court her petition praying that
visionally adopted by the common
the administrationof said estate be council of the city of Holland. March
granted to E. L. Eldred or to some 4, 1925, and now on file In the office
other suitable person,
of the clerk, and that the cost and
It is Ordered. That the
expense of constructing such lateral
27tli day of April A. D. If25
sewer be paid partly from the general
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at said
sewer fund of said city and partly by
probate office be and Is hereby ap- special assessmentupon the lands,
pointed for hearing said petition;
lots and premises of private property
f* i<. L’lts-tHarOrriererl Thflt 1
owners, abutting upon said part of of
n ryA V.Alnrr arilnnifcnt
to Maid

INSURANCE

„ ^

of

mv

a.

by

OF

Western Theological Seminary
faculty and students and their wives
and friends enjoyed a very fine students’ reception last night. The affair,
was held In the ample church parlors
|

of Sixth Reformed church. Between
75 and 80 were present to participate
in the happy event.
Mr. John Meengs of Holland, a

member

of the senior class offlclated
as toastmaster for the evening. The

madn thought of the whole program
was based on a flower garden. Mr.
Meengs became the chief gardener.
Mr. Jack Prins of Holland, a member of the Junior class toMted very
appropriately to "Jack In the pulph;
Mr Cornle De Brin, a mlddler, forTowa said "For Get Me
Not to the Senior." The toast to the
»i iup4i nf the Valley" was meant for|
ii Sdli and was very aptly given
by Mr. Justin Hoffman of the senior

merly

ClaT quartette sang

some very

«eth.^

clever

"SX

ST.]

ed frill of silk.

VISIT

PAUL ON JUNE

8

President Coolldge
8t. Paul. June 8 to attend the Norse
American centennial celeratlon.He
will make no stops enroute.

Little

^

copy—
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a

Probate.
of

j

COmmon council, in connection with
Benjamin F. Gunn, Deceased lhe conJ,tnict!onof the sewers, all of
Ralph R. Gunn having filed In sa d whlch private lots, lands and premises
court his petition praying that said are hereby designatedand declared
court adjudicateand determine whoto congtitute
commute a special sewer district
------- eat.. the
i..e ,j for the pUrp0Be
were at the time of his death
purp0Be of special assessment
I

legal heirs of said deceased
titled to Inherit the real c_.
!
which said deceased died seized.
It is ordered that the
27 tl| day of April A. D. 1*25
at ten o’clock In th** forenoonat said
Probate office, be and Is hereby appointed for hearing said petition;
It is further ordered that public notice thereof be given by publication of a
copy of this order, for three successive weeks previous to said day of
hearing In the Holland City News, a
newspaper printed and circulated In
said
__
_
JAMES J. DAN7HOF,
A true
Judge of Probate.

_

boys are right. Woldring, however,
will feel amply repaid If only one of
them eventually develops Into a real Utility Coats Pose
pro player.
as Smartly

hospital m Jacobson's automobile.
-Couslneauapplied first aid en route.
Dr. H. F. Closz who treated Kres
nak said he lost fully one and a half
quarts of blood, and, but for the two
men and Kresnak's Jaw bne, which
protected his neck from the glass, he
would not have reached the hospital

alive. ___
_

Allegan hod four deaths In ons
week: Moses Bustled, aged 72; Harvey Moruvv. aged 76: Alfrieda Hwelnosn, aged 56; James Rush, aged 70.
Peter Van Zylen. Grand Haven’s
mayor candidate,who waa operated
on at Rlodgftt Hospital about ten
days ago is recovering nicely and expects to return home In about a week.
The operation on Mr. Van Zylen has
removed a sorce of trouble that has
handicapped him for several year*
He Is premised that he will enjoy b«tfrom now on than he has
the peat

of said street In the

man-

ner hereinbeforeset forth and as
heretofore determinedby the common
council, said district to be known and
designated as East Twenty-Second St.
Special Sewer Ansessment District.
Resolved, further that the city clerk
be instructed to give notice of the
proposed construction of said lateral
sewer and of the special assessment

to be made, to defray part of the
expense of constructing such sewer,
accordingto diagram, plan and estimate on file in the nffl-v*of the city
clerk, and of the dlst-*." to be assessed therefore, by publication In the
Cora Vande Water.
Register of
„ . Holland City N«ws 3 we?J"an<J
that Wednesday, April 15, 1925. at
7:30 o'clock p. m, be and Is hereby
Exp. April 18—9984
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate determined as the time when the
Common Council and the Board or
Court for the County of Ottawa.
At a session of said court held at Public Works will meet at the council
the probate office In the city of Grand rooms to consider any suggestion* or
Haven. In said county on the 80th objections that may be made to the
construction of said sewers, to said
day of March A. D. 1925.
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof, assessment and assessmentdistrict^
and to said diagram, plan, plat and
SiauiiwtMfts In lingerie have re- Judge of Probate. -*•
In the matter of the estate of
_
turned to favor. In which combinations
RICHARD OVERWAT. #
AaHJc Wallbrtnk. Deceased
or drawers and chemise are made
Johanna Watlbrlnk having filed In
with a nlghtdreasto match. Thl^ said court her final administration
L. Z. ARNDT
set pictured, of pink crepe de chine, account, and her petition praying for
Auctioneer
has sprays of embroiderylace inser- the allowancethereof and for the as- Stock Judge. Sell Farm Sales, Pedisignment and distributionof the resigreed Stock and Real Estate at
tion and frills of fine net, to make It
Auction
due of said estate,
rich and
,
It Is ordered ihat the
Graduate,Mlwlouri Auction School
SatisfactionGuaranteed or No Charge
1 27th day of April A. D. 1M5
at ten o’clock In the forenoon, at ' phone Douglas, 4 Rings on Lin* is
FennviUe, Mich, R. F. D. 2
Day Frocks Require
said probate office, be and Is hereby
appointed
for examining and allow- 6tPEx.S-21
Collar and Cuff Sets
I Ing said account and hearing said
Exp. Apri. 11—10061
petition;
1 It Is further ordered that public no- STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probat*
tice thereof be given by publication df a Court for the countyo f Ottawa.
At a session of said court, held at
’ copy of this order, for three successive weeks previousto said day of the probate office In the city of Grand
hearing in the Holland City News, a Haven, In said county, on the 16th. day
newspaper printed and circulated In of March A. D. 1926.
Present: -Hon. James J. Danhof.
1 said county.
JAMES J. DANHOF. Judge of Probate. _ 4
.
In the matter of the Ettal®°f^
A true
Judge of Probate.
John T. Bunrsma. alias **n T>
Cora Vande Water,
sma, Deceased
Register of Probate.
Jennie Alderlnk having fl^ in
No. 6994— Exp. Apr. 11

Probate.

erected for the boys at the suggestion
of George Woldring and the idea was
eagerly taken up. Woldring started
a subscription list. Issued a call for
volunteers and ltdid not take long to
secure the bleachers.
The boys were given season tickets.
There was never anything aweetar
The bleacher* were theirs exclusively
Accommodations were made for 800 tban pretty coat-und-bat sets for little
seats and most of the time they were glria of four and up. One of them la
shown here. In checked flannel, which
filled.
The lads are in their element. They may be hud In many color combinalike baseball and one thing has betions. The straw on the hat matchea
come fixed in their minds — Woldring
Is their Idol. And adults declare the th* darker color In the flannel.

man Charles Couslneau, who witnessed the accident hurried him to the

In

copy.

Holland kids are more than anxious
for the baseball season to open for
It means a free show for them as
long os they behave themselves.
A few years ago bleachers were

his life to his

zirj
said part

county.

YOUNGSTERS WANT TO
HAVE BASE BALL
GAMES START

own Jaw bone and the quick action of
two men who rushed him to Mercy
hospital, Muskegon, after he had
tumbled from his bicycle at Larch
ave. and Jeffersonstreet Friday night.
In falling a bottle that he carred
in a knapsack strapped about his
neck, broke and one of the pieces
severed a branch of the Jugular vein
Robert Jacobson, motorist, and Fire-

a

|

,

MAN^T MUSKEGON

—

1925.

In the matter of the estate

IAW PLAYS A PART
IN SAVING IJFE OF

,

the probate office In the city of Grand Hhau jje levied,shall Include all theirownea Hats
High-Crowned
Haven. In said county on the 10th lvate landBt lots and premiseslying
a Mpl
Are Chic This Spring New Matched Lingerie
day of March A. D.
'within the special assessmentdistrict
Ladie* Appear
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof, designatedby a red line In the diaIs Rich and Dainty Judge of
in Coat and Hat Sets
„ram ana plat of aald district by th*

Pere MarquetteRailroad Co. Is preuarlng to meet truck competlon for
freigbt business by Installing AP*’11
15 a merchanllsetrain for lew than,
carload shipments.Grand Rapids to
Detroit,pl.’klng up and deliveringthe
freight at points between. A similar
train will be run from Detroit to.
Grand Rapids with Intermediate stops
both trains leaving at 6 p. m. and arriving in time for unloading at 7 a. m.
Similar service may be established
to other points to meet truck com-

John Kresnak owes

.an

__

RAILWAY

-

|

i

d gpecifle(i assessed accordym theret0,
Crepe de chine finds fitting adornIf you an* not acquainted with «Ilk
In said county.
£**“ ,£* a. follows: Total estimatment when gleaming beads In rich alpaca, find an opportunity to meet it and circulatedJAMES
J. DANHOF.
ed cost of lateral sewer, 11,660.26.
colors are used to embroider It. Styles very soon und learn thfe dependability A true
Judge of Probate.
Amount to be raised by special asmay come and styles may go. but hen and beauty of an aristocraticfabric.
Cora Vande Water.
sessment on private property accordRegister
of
Probate.
Is a combination that remains and tin
The picture shows h two-piece dress
ing to estimated benefits received.
smart thing
In this season’s afternooi of black alpaca flnlahed with white
11.4*5.76.
---------------...
__
or oiacK uipscn
_____ __
........... Wna
Am
Exp. April 18—10899
Amount to be paid from the generfrocks or evening gowns has lt« em
chine tnd white buttons. Ihe
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN—
The
Probate
al sewer fund, |2*4.S0.
broidery in graceful borders and bandi desljfn am, thp ftbrlcs are exact!?
Court for the County of Ottawa. That
1IIIU lliV
-- - lots and Pren^5f
th# -lands,
lulled to one another.
At a session of said court held
n whlch
gpeclal assessment

EVEN PERE MARQUETTE
RAILWAY PEELS TRITE
AND
competition

petition.

w^. r,,

vlous to said da) of hearing In the Hoiland City News a newspaper printed qu‘red

All the soft, light crepe weaves ara
ed some charming vocal
a ell salted to this pretty and pracJacob Vander Meulen. I°r th®. toui
•leal negligee, whether they are of
ty, prettilytoasted to the Sma
Weed.” He expressedsome lasting 41k, cotton, or the two combined, and
learly all of them are washable.
reception the faculty and
other gests were shown through the \Yhen crepe de chine Is used the plalt.ng la of aelf-material,but on cotton
students' dormitory.^
negligees it la uaual to make the plait-

COOLIDGE WILL

-A

While small, close-fittingshape*
predominateIn the Lew season'a mil
llnery, there are many larger huts
Crowns are high; brims soft In out
line and colors entrancing. Three
chic models shown here reflect the
style features of the mode.

New Over-Blouses
of Bordered Materials
Simple

estimates.

dainty.

,

I

.

copy.

^*

NOTICE TO CREDITORS

OF

MICHIGAN— The ProNearly all those pretty day frocki STATE
that form the mainstay of summer bate Court !hr the County of Ottawa
In the matter of the estate of
wardrobes,whether In silk, linen or
Jane Brock, Deceased
cotton, require collar and cuff sets as
Notice Is hereby given that four
a finish. These sets are fancifulor tai- months from the 12th day of March
lored. and lace, net, embroidery, rib- A. D., 1925, have been allowed for
bona, plain and striped linens and creditors to present their claims
against said deceased to said court of
wash silks are used for making them. examinationand adjustment, and that
all creditors of said

deceased are

re-

due of said estate.

UM'o.aW.

!>.»•»«

at tenTclock in the forenoon, at said
nrohate office, be and Is hereby appointed for examining and allowing-

said account and hearing said P

t -

further ordered, that public notice theroo, be given by publication
of a copy of this
for three . ucrpsalve weeks previous to said day of
hearing, bi the Holland City News, a
newspaper printed and circulatedtn

Wer

quired top resent their claims to said
Store Brilliancefor the Start
court, at the probate office,in the
Electrical gowns have appeared on city of Grand Haven, In said county,
Designers of blouses are experiIf a coat have straight and easy
the New York stage. They are treat- on or before the 12th day of July. A.
lines, a double breast and the simplest menting with 4he new bordered maed with a chemical substancewhich D.. 1925. and that said claims will be •aid county. JAME8 j DXNHOf.
heard by said court on
sort of adornment-— or none at all— terials and have used them with fine
containsan Infusion of radium, so Tuesday, the Mth day of July A. D.
Judge of Probat*.
It fulfills the season’s first require- success in both over-blousesand tunic that after bring exposed to powerfu.
1925. at ten o'clock In the forenoon.
A
true
Copy—
ments for utility garments. Here la blouses. The model pictured shows a electrical floodlight*they glow like
Dated March 12. A. D. 1925.
. Cora Vande Water.
pictured a model of auede-flnlshed very obvious placing of the figured brilliantspot* of varioua Unto when
JAMES J. DANHOF.
Register of Probate.
Judge of Pnobate.
cloth with smart lines and a little border with a novel collar and laced tbf ftage lights are tamed off.
aAdeat stitcher?by way of finish, j front fattening.

HellaJl CHy

GIRLS

WANTED

VETERAN SCHOOL

TEACHER WONT

A THRILL; THEY

FOUND

IT,

TOO

BE PENSIONED

Nnu

Page Eleven

Eaph piece uf lumber la marked fu. _______ again foreed the fight with
position and the specially trained three blows to face. Kraal coming
Uoihuls men put those pieces togsth- back with swift uppercut to chin.
er to record time. This, it to claimed, Both men were groggy in the third,
saves labor and avoids waste of ma- but came back strong In the fourth
isrtoto.A master mechanic has really with Kraal getting the best of the
built your house in the lumber mill round. If anything, young Kraal had
a shade the beat of the bout.
before It to built on your lot.
The building plan was originated The next event was between Harvey
by Mr. Frank Bolhuto, a carpenter Sullivan and Ray Weyschede. Sulliand contractor, and lumberman, who van fought in the last boxing contest
learned his trade In Muskegon many and at that time made a sorry mesa
of It. The young Holland man showyears ago aa an apprenticeto John
up better however In Monday s
Mellon and Clint Knapp. Later Mr. ed
bout, conserving some of his reserve
Bolhuls moved to Holland where he strength to go thru the four rounds.

to training and Is

showing some won- of wearing apparel, ths scrapers

derful ability. He Is quick on his
feet, and of the two men he really
made the bent nppearance In the ring.
Spencer's weakness la that he doesn't
follow up his work as was repeatedly shown throughoutthe bout, and In
this he failed especially, In. the' Igst
round when even a light top mliNft
have given him a complete victory;
The final ulia a ten round go between Eddie Connors of Grand Rapids and Kid Hiairks of Detroit, both

got down to womeQ'ji silk ptttlcogt*
and then the fight really began.
The final wia sharpOwiapaon tba
wrists by both contesunta oafiaii
auslnf boUl
participantsto be knock** of ‘
doable count of SO, and to
iny fighter*
Ibnnalres picked up the tufihy
placed them on the stretchers.
era. carris*
______
them to their training quarters amid
the howls of laughter from BOO patrons of ths how.
ly

Although he ha* served the .requirHteh ichool student* at * Travem
City hare Ju*t been dlimlwed for .the ed 30 years to entitle him tq a teachday. In »mall group* they are pour- er’s pension Wter Huyser, oqe of Oting from the building and departing tawa’s veteran school tenchers, remen weighing In at 113% pounds,
fuses to quit teaching school. Mr.
4n various directions.
.’ho bout started off rather slowly In
' Two girls, bobbed tressesplaying in Huyser has been principal of schools
hn first but the second round was
the breeie, their fur-collaredcoats at Beaverdam, where he taught 14% built many of the largest homes be- The first round proved to b* only fast and furious with Sparks putting
loosely fastened, hasten up Cass st. years, and at Marne, Beechwood, fore going into the lumber business
desultory sparring; the second round over several "haymakers."In the
A short distance from the sctyjol they North Holland and Fillmore, No. 2. and operating a mill.
was also tame, with considerable first, second and third rounds honors
pause before a drab-faced, diminu- He Is serving his eleventh year as
This broad experience gave him
wrestling and clinching on the side. were even. If anything. Connors betive structure where hangs a sign, principal of the Fillmore school.
ing the most aggressive. In tho
perfect background for his new idea
Mr. Huyser was graduated from of combining the various elements The third round Sullivan did some fourth and fifth rounds there was
“Louise La Cure. Grocer.’
close-ln
fighting,
as
did
Weyschede,
No. one, after a seemingly casual Hope college as a member of the that go to make up a complete homesome fast fighting and Connors
while the fourth round was also rathglance about the street, lifts the latch class of 1892. Although he ranked building service
on merging er tame. During the rounds Wey- appeared rather fagged when the
and enters. No. two emits a knowing high In scholarship his chief hobby them Into one organization.
gong sounded at the end of the fifth.
was mathematics and In this study The plan, launched In Holland, was schede knocked Sullivan against the In the sixth round Connors struck
giggle and follows.
ropes several times, flooring him on
Mr. LaCure, although blind, knows he always was among the two highest
low and Sparks called out, "Eddie,
that voice. He has heard it before, in his class. He has taugh schools so successfulthat a demand came one occasion; however, the namesake you're going too low." Someone holframing the same request. Business la consecutively since, with the excep- from many Grand Rapids people who of old John L. was up quickly and In lered fowl and referee Dickerson
wanted their homes built the Bolhuls the final both men were still strong admonished Connors to be more direalack and he Is eager to please.
tion of two years.
“Certainly, Miss, right pver there
Mr. Huyser always set a splendid way, and a completelyequipped and the bout could aastly be called a ful. In the seventh round Connors
behind the counter. You know where example for his pupils with respect to branch was opened there, with the
The third event was “between Peter became more aggressive and had the
It is.’’ He rubs his hands with re- punctuality.During his entire career result that a large number of the pew Koleun the school boy wonder of ' beet of the round. The eighth round
newed hope. Perhaps No. two Is a as teacher he was absent from his homes built In Grand Rapids today
Holland and Jack Verhey, n season- ];f‘®rBedInl0t
post only three or four days because are planned and built completelyby ed
customer.
fighter, also of this city. Young ninth. In the tenth and final round
“No. thank you," No. two replies of Illness. With respect to regular- the Bolhuls organization.
Kolean stepped Into the ring In fancy Hparka fell through the ropes In the
to answer to his query, “I don’t want ity he seldom was tardy and then onAnd then, naturallyenough, the
to buy anything." The girl while ly in rare Instances when the storms same demand came from Muskegon. an^Irtahman^mlght ^ave^glven him and'he^bout^uld'hale
SnTo?
of
winter
made
travel
over
the
highspeaking,has appropriated a large
Many expressedgreat Interest and ;nn ^r™m,?hhle young*chap
hut the ringing of
box of candy from the counter. No. ways extremelydifficult.
prevailed upon Mr. Bolhuls to conTwo of his pupils Inter were vale- vert this Muskegon lumber yard, now IMckerson ^the* ref e^e*,^ brought \he ond ooxing event put on by the Leone, having completed her telephondictorians
of
their
classes
In
Holland
ing. Joins her and the two start towheVhe Mid “My boy. «ton with Kid Spa.ks and Eddie Conoperatedas the Heights Lumber Co.
ward the door. Before they have high school. Three sons were enroll- Into a completely equipped branch I don’t know whether I ought to
,putl*ng up a *7*1 battle, Sparks
committed an exit, however, they ed as pupils In the schools In which of Bolhuls Builders to give the same you or let you fight.”Anyway, the shading
Conners a trifle In the final
realize something Is wrong. A burly he taught, but through a strange co...
..
incidence none of them ever was un- complete home buildingservice to young men went Into battle and It
policeman blocks the doorway.
The committee in charge of the
Muskegon builders as Grand Rapids was a real scientific contest.
"All right." from the officer. ’Tve der his father’s tutorage, always
Kolean Is the protege of Chris Korose boxing contest were BenJ. Llevense,
finally caught you at It.. I’ve had my studying in a differentroom under a and Holland now enjoy.
Mr. John Spallnk Is in charge of who see great posalbUlttea In the Charles Van Lente, Mike Bchoon, Mareyes on you for several days."
different teacher.
Inlua De Fouw, Bertie Slagh, Chris
Mr. Huyser has used various meth- Muskegon branch and negotiations young Holland
We drop the curtain here and raise
The first round was easily Kolean’s Gorose, Etornest Brooks, BenJ. WMods of transportation in reachinghis for house plans, estimates, etc., can
It a couple of days later.
No. one and No. two are walking up school. This Included the trolleycar, be made through him. Mr. W. M. whlle In the second round Kolean -Hams, Helnle Geerds, Chester Van
Cass st. They pause In front of the the hore-drawn carriage and tho Hovey, also well known in Muskegon forced the fight to Verhey but Verhey Tongeren and Jack Knoll.
automobile. For the past few years, building circle*,has recently Joined came back strong; however. Kolean
little grocery.
"How much more do we owe on however, he has discarded every the Bolhuls branch and will be in had a shade the beat of the round.
At the boxing contest given Monday
that candy?" No. one asks her com means of conveyance and has walked, charge of the Muskegon construction. In the third round’ honors were even; evening at Holland theater an event
tie owns an uutoniouue,out tuu.n
In the fourth Verhey began to stall was put on that was rather unusual,
pumon.
prefers to exercise In hiking a round
"Two dollars."responds No. two.
and In the beginning of the round as announced by Etornest Brooks who
"I’ve got 50 cents my mother gave trip of live and one-half miles daily,
Verhey was struck under the ropes was master of ceremonies during the
me for a movie. I’m going In and merely for the sake of keeping in
with a left to Jaw. Both men put up evening.
make a payment."
condition.
.. good battle nltho It Is generally
i’eter Tulnsma. an overseas man,
o
"say mat’s line," No. two says.
conceded that young Kolean had the and "Peenle" Rowan, also an ex-solIS
‘Til have a quarter tomorrow. And
best of the argument.
Holland will receive some splendid
dler, made famous because of Is exwe have anotuer week to finish It up. advertising during the next month or
The next to the last event was be- ploits on a cattle transport during the
Aren’t we lucky?"
tween Jack Spencer of Allegan and war, put on a burlesque bout that brot
two in 359 large American newspao
Bill Marion of Niles. Mich., for eight side-splitting
per* in cities from Boston In the East
laughter. Rowan came
rOtfnds.The bout started off fast and
FEXVVILLE SEN ATOR
] t0
aiy ^ the west. A rendThe
Willard G. Leenhouts Post. furious; however, at the end of the on with a Jackie boy outfit and leanDL’CES AN APPLE BILL 1
jLnd a two-column cut of
Ing on a crutch, while Tulnsma was
\merican Legion. Monday night stagState Senator Leland of FennvlUe inWarm Friend Tavern Is to be run 1 Its second athletic exhibition at round Marion was carrying the fight brought In on a stretcher carried by
to
Spencer.
The
Allegan
man
was
tine
troduced a bill at Lansing author!*-jn yve newspapers that carry the Hol- 'he Holland theatre,and the affair re
two husky doughboys who pitched
ing specific tax of 5 mills on the resl- 1
Furnace Co. advertisementsand •e'ved even better patronage than on his feet and aa quick as a oat. him Into the ring unceremoniously.
However,
he fulled to avert two blows
due of the principal of a mortgage ht tells all about the new hotel. Some lid the first one. Every ringside seat
of Marlon In the second which From decrepld soldiersthey soon were
after five years of life of such instru- oi the papers are already running the was occupiedand standingroom on
him to the count of eight by transformedInto agile gladiators
menu Also to amend the law fixing I article and It will be printed practical- hack stage was at a premium. The floored
referee Dickerson, while the bell sav- when Referee Helnle Geerds, who prostandard grade* of apple* by inrJud- j ly ^ all of these 350 newspapers In indy of the theatre was also comfort ed him In another Instance In the sided In this particular bout, went
Ing additional kinds. Also to make lt|t^e neur future. The article reads as xbly filled and It Is estimated that at
fifth round because of thf furious on- through the form of giving each man
east 800 patrons availed themselves
unlawful to use fruit containers bear- UoUaWa:
slaught of the Niles man. In the a shot In the arm from a "hypo''
ing
copyrighted trademark or ] jjotei j,, Built Under Unique Plan if the opportunity of witnessing even sixth and seventh honors were pretty about the size of an automobilepump.
brand without consent of the owner] For many years Holland, Michigan, a better l>oxlng exhibition than was well even and the Allegan boy was Then things began to happen and the
• m I ha* been Jn need of a new hotel. But given nearly a month ago.
working hta way back. In the antics that these young chaps played
The first event was between young slowly
— — -o
nobody seemed to have the nerve to
eighth round Marlen suddenly went In the squared ring might do very well
Billy Kraal and Martin Siegers, both
ALLEGAN JAIL
_ I supply the need.
to pieces, floundering all about the with Barnum and Bailey but are forONLY ONE
A f0w months ago tho movement »f Holland. Kraal Showed wonderful ring and It was here where Spencer, eign to all Marquis of Qutensbury
ibillty for a young chap and hia foot
Were it not for Otsego, the Allegan wa8 put on foot and a Urge percent- work was marvetous. Siegers brought the Allegan boy, failed to put out the rules of fighting. Handsprings,somcounty Jail would again be tenantlee*. uge Qf Holland s citizens subscribed ‘.he fight to Kraal on the go-ln with Niles man. Any kind of blow during ersaults In the sir. pulling, mtullng
Joseph Forster of the paper city, aged ]j0r stock In The Warm Friend Tavern. .i severe blew te Jaw; Kraal however the last round would have put Mar- and slapstlcklng sll went, and during
17 years, to opending 19 days with] The name Is taken from the nation- followed up with a left to ear. and len down and out, but Spencer tolled this performance there was a lightsheriff Lugten. Thto make* three rep- ,any icnown slogan— ‘Holland Furn- a sharp blow on the nose. Honors to seize the opportunityand the final
ning change In wearing apparel with
reoentaUreo of the eastern metropolis ] acea Mafce Warm FrJenda’ This Is In in the first round were even. In the round closed with Marlen staggering
'he peeling off of soldiers' suits, base
to
his
corner
with
not
an
ounce
of
as the aoto Jail Inmates. One of them | recognition of the fact that the Hel- second round Siegers fell to his knee,
ball breast protectors,several pairs of
ls 111, and Messrs. George Nevlus and
Furnace Co. supplied ever hall but was up In a flash, the round how- fight left. Spencer la another young ‘rousers,hairnets and an endtesa list
Benjamin Neeoe have been employed ] the funds for building the hotel, and ever going to Kraal. The third round chap whom Chris Korose of Holland
to clean up the court house grounds. ] vecanse thto company to tho largeet
a task which has led many to believe ] industry in the city.
that hey were serving time and
The name is also fitting inasmuch
been productiveof many Jibes and]aB the field rcpreoentatlvesof the
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Honesty;
Alertness

PATRONIZED
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Salt
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Bind your children
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right changs, smiling.
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INMATE

Ice

Cream Dealer
ii*

’

|

has

"Warm Friend” concern had com
pletely outgrown the city's

Speaker at Banquet
Is

accommo-

and

because many of the
Furnace salesmen have also taken
stock In the new hotel which is to
house them as they visit their home
d

Carried In

at

ions,

“English'’ Styles . .

office.

i

The building has 160 rooms and Is
high class in every partlcuUr. It was
in Yf
VUdir \ promoted by Mr. A. H. Landwehr. general manager of the Holland Furnace
company. The chairman of the hotel
get-togethermeeting *
^ _la ___
board
Mr. ______________
Fred Pantllnd, manager
tchta of Pythias of Allegan. Plain- 1 of the famous Pantllnd Hotel, Grand
well and Otsego at Allegan Monday Rapids, Mich.
evening the principal address
This Is an excellent example of
given by Rev. E. R. Clark, who spoke what American Industry Is doing to
at length on “The Spirit of Erntern- jmpr0Ve local conditions everywhere,
allem". Mr. Clark Is afflictedwith “ incidentally,eince the new hotel was
malady that has caused him to los* I gtsrted In Holland, real estate values
the use of hla limbs and was taken In- have increased considerably, and a
to the lodge room ^
co^!Ar; Lew optimism has been stimulated.
He gave words of comfort and
other Bplendld Jm.
to tho members of the order
>,prptnforeconsidered

In WIsaaI

new

fkaw

CLOTHCRAFT

Tailored
for American Young Men

of

was

a

^, ^
that!
brought rounds of applause. Other Pavements herrtofore co^aeroa

/COLLEGE

speakers were Grand Chancellor Ray dormant
been built
Brundage. L. P. Thurnton and C. W. chamber of com,£®7®
Rinehart of Kalamazoo.The banquet Into a live organization, the beautiful
was served by the Pythian Sisters and summer resorts near by are being
music was by the Gibson girls' or- 1 made more beautiful,more accessible,
chestra of
I more Interestingwith cultivated flshing grounds. The city's storee are vy-

their

cheer

-young business
^ mcn-high school men -they’ve
taken the new “English” suit for

17u®“

--

Kalamazoo.
o

that post office after the close pf the

present hatching season, probably
beginning with the July Issue.
A. Van Koeverlng,publisher of the
Zeeland Record, who has had considerable experienceIn the publishing
business, and has also shown much
Interest In the poultry business, has
acquired a half Interest In the publicationand will apply his experience
and skill to the publishing of The
Breeder,while Mrs. R. 8. Rathmer.
the former owner, retains the circulation and advertising management,
and Dr. L. E. Heasley of Grand RapIds the editorial end. The combination promises & successful future.
The Breeder at the present time remains In Battle Creek so as to allow
the new managementto equip a modern plant to efficientlyhandle the
publication.Already orders have been
placed for new presses and other
equipment that will be ready for op-

own.

men

•

Loosely fitted coat and

trousers— wide lapels,

low pockets.

They’re here. “Tailored b^CLOTH-

Durlng the past week neKot,at,onB ,ng Jor "“^i^^’.vpnVvTn^ore^thave been concludedwhereby Ottawa parks are being glv4JA*Vntrltnf faih
county, and especiallythe southern tentlon than ever.
part, which Is known to be the most and pride in Holland has been awak
Intensive poultry producingsection in ened.
Michigan, will receive the state and I Building a new hotel was the act
national poultry publicity It deserves, that sent Holland to the store for
The Modern Poultry Breeder, a | doth. She la making herself a new
monthly publication Issued In the In- dress. "Already yet" she Is finding
terests of Michigan poultrydom, that It
. ^
which has been issued from Battle
What should OUR olty do right
Ceek the past forty years, will come now to start the ball rolling in the
to Zeeland and will be Issued from right direction?

pays.

.

1..

CRAFr”—

therefore good and reas

onably priced.

CLOTHCRAFT

.

o-

Tailored Clothes

LOCAL FIRM

BRANCH
MUSKEGON

OPENS
IN

The Bolhuls Builder* Saturday an
nounced the addition of a new branch
office to their organization,located In

Muskegon. For

several

years

the

Heights Lumber Co. of Muskegon,
has been, to a certain extent, associated with Bolhuls Builders of Holland
and Grand Rapids, but the Muskegon
branch, until now, has been opdrateo
purely as a lumber yard and has only
erations by the first of June.
The moving of the Modern Poul recently commenced to render the
try Breeder to Zeeland will prove < complete home-building service for
boon to the poultry InterestsIn this which Bolhuto Builder*are already
part of Michigan, and the energy with known, both In Grand Rapid* and
which the progress of this publication Holland.
The Heights Lumber Co. now not
promises to be pushed will soon place
It among the leading periodicals on only supplie* all buildingmaterials
poultry In this country.
as heretofore, but are offering to
As an introduction to this section, home builders the Complete building
where The Breeder hopes to receive service of the Bolhuls organisation.
the glad hand from every poultry
The Bolhuto plan of serving home
breeder and hatcher,It la giving a builders is quite unique. It to a comdinner at Zeeland, Thursday evening, bination of all the fundamentals that
under the direction of Mr. Van Kocv- go to make up a complete building
ering. to which nearly one hundred program. This organization draws Inpoultry men have been Invited. Zee
dividual plana for a house If the ownland. Holland, and all Ottawa coun
er desires this service. Mr. Don Lakty, as well as ail Western Michigan
may well welcome this poultry pub- ie of the Grand Rapids branch Is In
charge. They supply nil the materlication.

ial, ,_*nrior

••'•prior fiil^h,

ami then erert t’.ia house with their
Tuesday night facing arraignment own men. There Is one concern to
e"* n-*"* ** ***- o-d or’/*
Wednesday on a. charge of attempting to abduct Mrs. Morton Dlssell, •jupcrvlslonover all operations.
Five men were In the Muskegon Jail

deni

30, mother of four children,In an automobile Sunday. The five, all about
28 years old, are Egnar and Gunnard
Johnson, Gustave and Robert Hauke
*nd Ralph Eckland.

Tie feature of the Eolhula service
f^nt appeals to many Is their method
of cutting all the lumber In the'mills and bringing the various units
to your lot, ready to nail In place.

iokker39 East 8th

St.

Rutgers Co
Holland, Mich.

goflaW Ctty.Am

Faff Twelve

All bail thla Joyoua Eaat«r morn,
When earth arlaei newly born.
The daffodil has left the mold
To pralae the Lord with llpe of gold;
The butterfly ita coffin renda
And to the sunlit aky aacenda;
And every bush and tree and clod
Uplifts an offeringto Ood.
Salute this glorious Easier day
When angele rolled the stone away,
And from the dark and lowly door
, The Lord, arisen, came of yore
j Hla feet among the lilies white,
Hla garments aureoled with light,
And In Hla hands for thee and me
The gift of Imortallty!
—Minna Irving In Kansas City Times.

THE THREE GIFTS
EHOLD, unto

Easter Fifty
Years

and

the

jS

Ago

In prayerful attitude, the
Hla eroas.

flrat,

Accept, erect and unafraid, the aecond,
One moat precious.Hla agony.

A vi«w of tho holy city from the road Unking Jerusalemand Jaffa. The ancient walls of the city are seen, ae are
also the domes of the Church of the Sepulcher. The tower of the German Church of the Savior la also visible. In the
foregroundla one of the ancient trees which has cast ita shadow over the holy places for centuries.

The Sepulcher

V

thy hand, oh Eartlt
Hath He delivered three gifts
Accept, on bended knee.

World’s

Famous

doubtless many of the customs have
Dot changed materially since the time ands of waiting tapers and theoretically, at least, that fire extendi to
of Jesus (’hrlst.
The second stationof the cross Is at all of the Christian churches of the
world.
the foot of the staircase leading to
As we enter the old structure we
the barracks, for here It Is believed
come
upon a long slab of pinkish
that the cross was placed upon Jesus

Paintings

jt

is a uttw inovo than 50 years
ago that I, as a young minister of
church, was Invited to
X. a suburban cfc
preach, one Sunday swwnlng In
April, at the Froadway Tabemade
church, then stundbig at tho corner
of Broadway and Thirty-fourth street
In New York city, WiwWnstoo Glad-

Accept, transfigured,exultant,
Electrified,

amlle.

—Patience Worth.

time this spnr’t of light divine fo
kindle hope In the hearts of his children? It was In the darkest hour of
history that this star arose: It waa
when the Greek and Roman civilisations were falling to pieces through

den, D. D., LL. D.. write© In the Womafter the rruclflxiouait an’s Home Companion'. It hoppmed
found In all the galleries. Sev- to he Easter Sunday, a» I knew; and
eral of these are by Titian, who although almost no notice of the day
was the most Importantpainter was taken at that time by the non-

/SCENES

^

His

their own coiVuptlon. and the pagan
Christ. Then we come to an arch, marble lying on the floor. This Is
mythologies had lost their hold on tha
culled
the
Stone
of
Unction,
and
tradicalled the Ecce Homo arch, where
human
Intellect ; when skepticism and
of the Renaissanceperiod, and one of Eplscopal Protestant chuechea, & had
Pilate uttered the word*: “Behold the tion has it that the body of Christ
despair were almost universal.Surely,
the
greatest
painters
of
all
times.
The
was placed upon this stone while It
been my custom to preach an Easter
man."
ff there li a good Father In heaven,
’ERU SALEM la a holy city to many
The third station la an Armenian was being preparedfor burial In the canvas known as' the “Bewailingor sermon, and I ventured to bring one
and If ft Is true that He has life for
Lamentations
Over
Christ’’
Is
the
moat
with me for that service. There were
of the various religions of the hospice, where Jesus Christ sank be- tomb that was furnished by Joseph
noted
of
these.
It hung In the Acad- no Easter flowers, and there was no His children beyond the grave, and If
of
Arimathea.
world and baa been considered so neath the weight of the cross and near
emy at Venice, but when the dty waa Easter music. I doubt If It b*d oc- this la Ihe very truth for lack of which
for thousands of years. It Is the by there Is a broken column upon
Stone of Unction.
bombarded by the Austrian airplanes, curred to the minister or to any tueso- they are sinking Into despair. He will
ilieit dtj In the world to Jews. Chris- 1 Wh|ch It Is said he rested his hand
find aoroe way of revealing It to them.
,
There are many chapels that will this treasure was taken from Its frame
ber of the congregationthat It was
r < Him have a partlctilaf reverence for when he waa about to fall.
claim onr attention in this church, and removed to Rome for safekeeping.
Thw the story of Easter day appear*
Easter Sunday. 1 thought It prudent,
t , tt* because it was the dty In which
The fourth station lies between the
but we leave them until later and go The picture la rich In browns, this therefore,to make a vlrtuaf apology to me sublimelyprobable.
the most Importantevents In the life traditional horse of the poor man
at once to the sepulcher Itself, which somber color predominating. It has
for preaching a sermon on the resurdeath of Jesus Christ took place. I.axaru.« and the rich man Dives. An
is under the dome In the center of several figures,but the ones of the
rection, saying that while wie. as the
Mohammed, In hla earlier years, taught Inscriptionin a lane to the left records
the church. The sepulcher Itself Is dead Christ and the Virgin ara the
children of the Puritans, had llttfe to
i.r Ms followers to bend the knee toward that here Jesus Christ met hla mother.
a small chapel of whitish marble that main features. Here the Christ Is
do with sacred days, It might not be
Jerusalem Instead of Mecca.
At the corner a short distance farhas grown to have the appearanceof
We have arrived at the chief gate ther along is where Simon of Cyrene onyx. It Is 26 feet long and 18 feet In a recumbent position, being sup- unlit ting for us, on the day whan many
* at thla celebrated city— the Jaffa gate, took the cross from Jesus Christ and wide. At the entrance to It are huge ported by the Virgin. His face Is Christians were celebrating the resur
pem-eful with Just a glimmer of light rectlon of our Lord; to- turn out
ta the walla, the cases of which here again Is a depression In a stone
i candelabrawith burning tapers, and
from the halo falling over It. The thoughts In that direction.
Sent date from a remote antiquity, that marks the place where the con1 over and around the entrance are sus- figure is particularlywell drawn. 'Hie
Shows Tima’s Changes;
t)n the outside of the gate It seeroi demned man's hand rested
! pended numerous gold and silver lanVirgin Is robed In dark blue with a
After the sermon my good and great
We ascend the street and arrive at !
tfcnt we have come upon the meeting
VERY season of the year has Ita
brown scarf about her head.
friend, then pastor of that chorchv hr)
jltce of the Baat and the West. Here the sixth station, which marks the
lemooa. There la no time that
Before
entering the sepulchre we
• Titian waa born at Cadore In 1447.
Just
one
word
of
commendation,
and
;«• khans, the horse and camel mar- home and the tomb of 8t. Veronica,
does not teach us, The unimust
stoop, because the entrance It- His family belongedto the petty no- that referred to the sentence In which
Uta, stalls for the aale of all kinds who wiped the perspirationfrom
verse la as full ef wisdom aa
self Is not more than four feet high bility, and early In life be had many I said that we as Congregatlonnlists
•tcf ifoeda,Mores, even cafes and rea- Christ’s brow on a handkerchief— the
It
la
of
God. A thousand objects speak
educational
advantages.
He
executed
and Is «n ornate archway. We come
had little use for sacred days, “f am
toiif ta This particular spot has impression of his face remaining on
Into what Is known as the Chapel of commissions for several European glad.’’ he said, “that you emphasised to tw, a thousand voices call, a thouskeen called the busiest place In all the cloth, which la still preserved at
the Angel, where Is shown the actual rulers and his work became famous that fact.’’ The Incident will Illustrate and Influence*breathe out the varied
Judea. The women from Bethlehem— Rome.
and ceaseless revelationof nature.
The last part of this street Is stone that was rolled away from the throughoutEurope. His coloring was the change which has taken place In
onarlnc a distinctivegarb— are marEvery reanlmatlon of a dead world
remarkable,
a
splendid
golden
tone the attitude toward the Easter festigrave
of
Christ
on
Easter
morning.
Wkstteg. Nona, monks and other ec* vaulted and here Is the seventh staPilgrims
kneel
and
kiss
this stone, and somber brown suffusing his pic- val of the Protestant churches(taring la n resurrection wrought by divine
In their distinctivehabits. tion, where Christ fell the second
which Is covered with glass, else It tures and adding to the perfect per- the last half century. It Is now the power. Spring breaks forth upon the
__ *tll as the uniformed military at- time. Here Is the hospice of 8t. John
would have been worn away by rev- spective. His composition, too, was day of the Christian year moat gen- branebe* that a littletime before were
lismptln*te keep order, add to the for the entertainment of pilgrims.
sparkling with frost and all nature
erent Ups long ago. In fact, It la unexcelled.Titian lived to be nearly erally observed in all the churches.
tMraaje array of costumes. As I was
At ths Eighth Station.
necessary
frequently to change and one hundred and died of the plague.
The message of the Easter day to laughs into life; timid grasses peep
about as enter the gate I stepped aside,
A black cross on a Greek monastery replace the glass covering.
Another famous picture of tho Be- you and roe and to all man — what la eat. dlmblng vines stretch forth their
tfor there was a short parade coming
marks the eighth stationand la where
wailing of Christ Is by Ortolan©, and it? In what words shall we phrase It? tendrils,shadows of fotlage thicken
Mmgh the gate. About 20 men. each Christ
Chriafa Actual Ratting Place.
addressed the women who met
bangs In the national gallery at Rome. We might get some Idea of the me*- 1 and weave rarer figures on pavement
pole,
fell to I him
carrying a heavy
— w r—
. which
— ........
One at a time we paas beyond to It la a well-drawn picture, showing sage from the conduct of those who and roadway, birds fly back, streams
the small room that is about six feet Calvary with the three crosses In the
freshen aad sing akles soften, th*
.....on , .
hear It.
-.walked behind a dignifiedgentleman
aatery and here again Christ la said long and six wide. A niche In the background. It Is rich In the dull
See that man sitting soUtary and de- landscapela alive, the unbound earth
* Wfes wore a huge black headgear from
to have sunk onder the weight of the I wall veneered with marble Is the actu- golden blue, deep Woes, dull reds am) jected within his home. There Is a rejoices.
Which a black drapery fluttered to his
al resting place of the body of Christ. browna. It contains rosny figures, all knock at the door, and • messenger
The first lesson of spring Is Joyful* Mack robes. 1 Inquired hla identity
The remaining five stations are In Forty-three lanternsof gold hang from of whom are In action, which makes a enters. Now he Is (Wlvering hi* mes- neea. “The time of the singing had
and learned that the patriarchof
' the Church of the Holy Sepulcher. the celling. A priest of some denom- striking canvaa. The dead Christ reata
sage. The downcast look has gone come.” Where singing Is there la Joy,
Jtruaalem was going to pay a visit
j
A
narrow
sloping street leads down ination and creed, accordingto the on the arms of His mother, who gent- from the face of the listener; he Is gladness,freedom. Nature now amllea
We the patriarch of Antioch and this
time of day the visit is made— for each ly holds one of His hands in hers and al? attention ; watch Mfin He springs and. laughs out In very glee. Chriswua the guard of honor accompanying Into u small pluxa, In w hich there are creed has Its appointed hour— stands
looks sorrowfully Into the dead face. to his feet; hla hands smite eoch tianity la not an unnatural system, a
i large paving slonea. At the aides are
iMat
small booths where crucifixesand ro- at the actual sepulcher and sprinkles The Magdalen, her arms upraised, other with a ringing blew; his face ta gloomy system. Devils may say ad,
King David’s Tower.
holy water or anoints with oil the items to be Imploring guidance, while all ablaze with Joyftf emotion ; hi* but a thousandeyes that sparkle with
I sarlea from Bethlehem and Hebron
Then I passed Inside the gate, a
are offered for sale. Here also stand heads of all who Incline toward the In the background,John wring* his voice ta pitched te a high key; hla hope, a thousandhearts that beat hapVisitor relates. To the right, rlalng
bunds in agony. Very UtUe li known moveraenta are fWl of energy. Yon pily declare It falae. To the Christian
several military guards. We are at J niche.
like a great medieval caatle or strongof the artist whose brush created this have not heard a word that the mea- earth and ocean and stars, birds and
It
Is
very
warm
In
tills
tiny
chapel,!
the entrance to the church, not at all
hold I saw ihe tower of David, one of
you know that blossoms all teach God, the Gospel,
• beautiful structure upon the out- owing to the blazing lanterns, and great work, except that he was boro anger has spoken, hut
.
.
___ .v. -- ---I'raatnr
the huge rellca left Intact when Tltua
side, one not at all In keeping with one does not remain long. Pilgrims In 1490. In a small province In Italy, he must bar* brought a Joyful mes- the goodness of the Creator. Man
4ee troj ed the dty of Jerusalem. Thla
should rejoice with a rejoicing uniwhat one might expect, for were It usually drop their burial shrouds Upon where his father was a gardener on sage.
tower waa not built by King David,
verse. “The Time of the Singing” la
“Joyful Newa, Good ridinge.''
possible, all of Christendom would the grave, the priest sprinkles them an estate belongingto the nobility.
hut It la likely that It reata upon stones
He
studied
painting
under
several
masand they are carried away to distant
So If you look Into the face of hu- a time of pralae, adoration, gratitude.
! gladly contribute to making this the
that be ordered placed In position—
lands as prized possessions and kept ters, being greatly Influenced in his manity on Easter day, and listen to So the earth teaches us, and so the
i most beautiful building In the world.
enormous atones larger than any
work by the Raphael pictures. He Us accent*,and watch Its movembnta,Great Teacher sent from God.
until death.
! The key to the Church of the Holy
placed in modern constructions.
Another lesson— resurrection.Earth
wherever the message of Easter has
Coming out of the little chapel, we died In 1523. while still a young man.
.
" „ “
i Sepulcher, however. Is a possession of
•.From .h. b.lcony of mj room .1
of JerllMlfro_,undiury visit the Chapel of the Apparition,
been spoken, yon know that it Is Joy- la full of It. The unfolding of spring
hotel I looked out over the deep blue
ful news, good tidings. The pealing filled poet and philosopher with vague
honor that Is In the hands of Moslems, where Jesus Christ appeared to his
• txpante. There were twinkling lights
bells, the Jubilant songs, the churchea revelationsas they watched the anal*
Roman Catholics,Greeks, Druses. mother after the resurrection. Then
. werywhere and far above them all
and the homes bright with the flowers gtes of nature. If God can so care for
AbysHlnians, Armenians Copts, Maro- to the Chapel of the Parting of the
: there waa an electrlc-llghted
cross
of spring, the festive garments,the the plants and Insects, why not man?
nltes— representativeof all Christians Raiment, the Chapel of the Crown of
: above the tomb of Jesus Christ, vlswhole costume and utterance of Chris- The insect on the grass blade become*
save the Protestants, have hours of Thorns, and to the Chapel of the
Man’s Gr*at*it Victory
Ible for a [great distance. And
tendom show that the word that has the living air blossom; the coarae
worship assignedto them, when re- Cross, where the exact locationof the
Life eternal Is doing God’s work,
- strangely enough, all was still. Jerusatuber blooms forth in the beautiful
ligtousservices are conductedaccord- three crosses Is Indicated by silver. knowing Him, and being submissive been spoken Is a word of cheer, a word
Jem retires shortly after sunset.There
egg
----- , the lifeless
.....
„„ becomes the
Ing to their own ritual. And here Here the mighty rock Is split and to His will. What was true of the of hope, a summons to rejoicing. la not flower;
. are no theaters,few night cafes and
thla,
in
Itaelf,
a
great
achievement?
To
eagle
soaring
above
Its
broken prison
come the millions to pray. Next Sun- there Is a great crack that might only- Good Friday sacrifice Is true, In lesser
almost no social life, it is not con*
AH the heart of the world with a great and riveting Ita eye on the sun. I»
day morning, Easter, the holy fire will have been caused by u convulsion of degree, of all sacrifice. Yet __
men
• gldered safe for foreign visitors (parbe passed from this church to tbous- nature— the earthquakethat followed hrink from it-which Is natural- 1 hope and an unselfishJoy. Is not that not man’s deaUny aa noble. beauttfnL
» tlculariy Christians) to be abroad In
it as alwavs an I a great good? That Jesus the Chriat sublime? Shall not man’s fleshly body
the sacrifice on Calvary.
• the narrow atresia at night. Jerusa^ut
ey ..... ... u-„_ ...» ...... . 1# I has done all this for the world no man go again to the dust and his splril an
evU, and thla Is wholly unnaturalIf
Magnificent Ornamentation.
lam the Golden abounds In religious
can
1 aume a more glorious body? Is not
‘ fanatics,cranks and many people who
Some of the chapels are magnifi- human nature Is what It ought to be
There Is reason In this rejoicing.It night the death of the day and mornondonbtedlyare Insane. The dty li
cently ornamented, as. for Instance, and Is capable of becoming. The la the truth that Easter tells that ing Its resurrection? Winter Ue death
' visited by xealous Mohammedans who
that of the Greeks, from the celling greatest victory man can win la vicmakes the whole earth glad. What Is of the year and spring Its reeurrec- have recently made the pilgrimage to
of which hang dozens of gold lan- tory over self and sin.
thla truth? It la the truth that there tlon? “Aa In Adam all die, so la
Mecca and now In the second most
terns. There Is a portrait of Christ,
Is life beyond the grave. To the per- Christ shall all be made alive.’’
aacred city In the world, are not to
perhaps two feet long and one wide,
Another lesson the season teachea
fect man there la a spiritualprinciple
Whene’er I hear the Easter belli
ibe trusted In the dark.
that was the gift of the late exar
Is work— preparationfor the futura
over which death has no power. This
Ring out their carols gay,
of Russia and that Is made of precious
Burden of the Gross.
baa been the unquenchable hope of When the time of the singing cornea
The graves from all the hills and delli • stones— the robe being of rubles.
mankind In all the ages and the resur all nature is busy, sprouting,blossom.
Marly the next morning,when the
Dissolve from sight away,
Here In this church also Is the trarectlon of Chriat gives to thla hope Ing, growing, getting ready for some
•afittoeare beginningto show the flrat
Dominion Over Death
l see the mighty planet left
«... ____
i.,w. The
Th* fanner
farmer Is
m busy
htinv prenr*.
future time.
ditional grave of Adam. From earlifMgns of dawn, the bells and gongs Without a marble stone
In their thought of the resurrection a great confirmation.
paring
the
soil
and
sowing
the
seed
est times this legend has persistedand
Not at All Incredible.
:fi>eglnto aound from hundredsof towof Jeaua Chriat men have devoted
To tell of death, or one bereft
while It cannot be authenticated or
“Why,**, erlea the great apostle, with an eye to the future. So the
.rs. Sleep ! impossibleafter five Who comes to weep alone.
their attention so largely to the empty
seed time of life comes which comes
proved In any way. Adam’s bones arc
o'clock. And the clatter and shouttomb that they have to some extent “should It be thought a thing Incredsupposed to rest beneath the cross failed to take Into account the power | Iblf that God should raise the dead? but once, and once lost cannot be relag again coma up from the streets. Dear hands, long folded to their rest,
led to
gained. The day, the hour, the mo- i
upon which Christ was crucified.And
Caravans have arrived from the desert, Return to touch my own,
that
^as In that life over which death It seems to me the most natural thing
it waa
before this place Is a silver disc In the
In
the
world,
provided
that
Nature
la ment la now. O that men would 1*
the market people are bringing in their And voices memory has blessed
bad no more dominion. The death of
1 A wider vlaloa
pavement Indicating an early belief
the ouicuuie
outcome of
ml a loving will. Why the earth
— teach
---- them
—
— —
vegetables,meat, wine and bread. In each familiartone
Chriat of any one else, Is a mere tne
that here Is the center of the world.
should
not
the
gracious
Providence | comes, a aweet holler hope, as we look
Jerusalam has perhaps 75,000 people, Speak as in other days to met
episode in a great process, li In truth
That might he open to argument, but
who watches over the world and ; not at the things that are seen, but
great numbers of whom reside at con- While on the springtime’sbreath
a part of life itaelf.It la through dyone thing none may deny : The Church
' guides ita destinies In the track of | at the thing* that ara unae«n.-Btf.
monasteries, hospices and otb- Is borne to every land and saa
ing that men truly live. Righteousof the Holy Sepulcherat Jerusalem
rlghtooumesa, fling Into the dark of Dr. Frederick D. Power.
institntion*.All mutt be The news: MThere Is No Death."
••as It eternal tad everlasting.
la sacred to more people than any
if djOOO years old and
<
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